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ABSTRACT – Sea ice is a very important component of the climate system.
While the sea ice extent has retreated in the Arctic during the past 20 years, it
has remained constant in the Antarctic. In order to better understand the role of
sea ice within the climate system in the context of global warming state-of-the-
art coupled Atmosphere-Ocean Global Circulation Models have to be improved.
This requires to know the sea ice concentration
 
for a long period for both hemi-
spheres and at the best possible spatial resolution. Currently used methods to cal-
culate
 
like the NASA Team algorithm are based on data aquired by the Special
Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) at 19 and 37 GHz. The SEA LION algorithm
presented here allows to calculate
 
with the polarization  at 85 GHz taking
advantage of the higher spatial resolution associated with this frequency. How-
ever, the decrease of the polarization caused by the weather influence leads to
an overestimation of
 
. Therefore, the polarization is corrected using a radiative
transfer model and atmospheric data taken from Numerical Weather Prediction
models and/or derived from SSM/I measurements. The various sea ice and snow
properties have been considered calculating monthly sea ice tie points. The aver-
age standard deviation of the sea ice concentration derived with the SEA LION
algorithm is about  for
 
	
 and less than
	
 for
 
 . The sea
ice edge obtained with the SEA LION algorithm agrees within 10 km with the ice
edge evident in VIS/IR images. The gradient of the SEA LION ice concentra-
tion across the marginal ice zone (MIZ) agrees much better with the one inferred
from RADARSAT-1 SAR scenes in the Greenland Sea if compared to results of
the NASA Team algorithm. The SEA LION algorithm suggests a faster and ear-
lier retreat of the sea ice cover during Austral spring/summer in comparison to
former sea ice extent data sets. This can be explained with the higher spatial res-
olution at 85 GHz allowing to detect smaller areas of open water than the other
SSM/I channels. Averaging
 
over the investigated period 1992-1999, the SEA
LION algorithm provides higher values than the NASA Team algorithm (differ-
ence 
	
 ) and lower values than the Bootstrap algorithm (difference  ).
A major limitation for using the SEA LION algorithm arises from the quality of
atmospheric data needed for the weather correction. A spatial resolution of at-
mospheric data lower than the 85 GHz SSM/I channels and/or a time lag larger
than half an hour between both data sets can cause relative errors above 

 ,
particulary in the cloud-covered parts of the MIZ.
III
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG – Meereis spielt ein Schlu¨sselrolle im Klimasy-
stem. Die arktische Meereisbedeckung hat u¨ber die letzten zwei Jahrzehnte si-
gnifikant abgenommen, die antarktische jedoch nicht. Um dies vor dem Hinter-
grund einer globalen Klimaa¨nderung zu untersuchen, mu¨ssen bestehende gekop-
pelte Atmospha¨re-Ozean Globale Zirkulationsmodelle verbessert werden. Dafu¨r
beno¨tigt man die prozentuale Meereisbedeckung
 
beider Hemispha¨ren u¨ber
einen mo¨glichst langen Zeitraum und mit einer mo¨glichst guten ra¨umlichen Auf-
lo¨sung. Zur Zeit verwenden die Methoden zur Berechnung von
 
, z. B. der NASA
Team-Algorithmus, Daten der 19 und 37 GHz Kana¨le des Special Sensor Micro-
wave/Imager (SSM/I). Der hier vorgestellte SEA LION-Algorithmus bestimmt
 
auf Basis der Polarisation  der ra¨umlich besser aufgelo¨sten 85 GHz SSM/I-
Daten. Jedoch verringert der Wettereinfluss  und verursacht eine ¨Uberscha¨tzung
von
 
. Dieser Fehler wird mittels eines Strahlungstransportmodells korrigiert.
Dafu¨r beno¨tigte atmospha¨rische Parameter stammen entweder aus Wettervor-
hersagemodellen oder werden aus Daten der u¨brigen SSM/I-Kana¨le berechnet.
Vera¨nderungen der Schnee- und Eisbedingungen werden durch monatliche Meer-
eiseichpunkte beru¨cksichtigt. Die mittlere Standardabweichung der SEA LION-
Eiskonzentration liegt bei  fu¨r
 	
 und ist kleiner als
	
 fu¨r
 
 .
Der Verlauf der Meereiskante wurde mit dem SEA LION-Algorithmus berechnet
und mit Bildern im sichtbaren und infraroten Frequenzbereich validiert. Beide
Verla¨ufe stimmen auf etwa 10 km genau u¨berein. Das neue Verfahren liefert, im
Vergleich zum NASA Team-Algorithmus, einen realistischeren Gradienten von
 
quer zur Eisrandzone, wie RADARSAT-1 SAR Szenen aus der Gro¨nlandsee bele-
gen. Verglichen mit herko¨mmlichen Datensa¨tzen nimmt die mit dem SEA LION-
Algorithmus bestimmte antarktische Meereisbedeckung im Su¨dfru¨hling schneller
und fru¨her ab. Das enspricht den Erwartungen, denn die 85 GHz SSM/I-Kana¨le
erfassen dank der besseren ra¨umlichen Auflo¨sung kleinere offene Wasserfla¨chen
als die u¨brigen SSM/I-Kana¨le. SEA LION-Eiskonzentrationen, gemittelt u¨ber die
Periode 1992-1999, u¨bertreffen entsprechende NASA Team-Eiskonzentrationen
um 
	
 , liegen jedoch um   unterhalb den entsprechenden Bootstrap-
Eiskonzentrationen. Die Verwendbarkeit des SEA LION Algorithmus wird durch
die Qualita¨t der fu¨r die Wetterkorrektur beno¨tigten Daten eingeschra¨nkt. Relative
Fehler von u¨ber 

 sind in wolkenbedeckten Gebieten der Eisrandzone dann
mo¨glich, wenn die Auflo¨sung der atmospha¨rischen Daten deutlich unter derjeni-
gen der 85 GHz Daten liegt bzw. wenn beide Datensa¨tze einen Zeitversatz von
mehr als einer halben Stunde aufweisen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Sea Ice in the Climate System
Sea ice covers about  of the Earth’s surface all the year round [Cavalieri and
St. Germain, 1995] affecting the interaction between the ocean and the atmo-
sphere. The sea ice extends over ﬀ
ﬁ
km ﬂ and 

ﬃ
ﬁ
km ﬂ in the Southern
and over ﬃ
ﬁ
km ﬂ and  !ﬃ
"ﬁ
km ﬂ in the Northern Hemisphere in summer
and winter of the considered hemisphere, respectively [Cavalieri et al., 1997]. Sea
ice can be devided into three categories: thin or young ice, first-year (FY) ice and
old ice, which is second-year (SY) ice or multiyear (MY) ice. A sea ice cover
can reduce the vertical fluxes of latent and sensible heat from the ocean into the
atmosphere by up to two orders of magnitude at high latitudes [Maykut, 1978],
[Smith et al., 1990], [Launiainen and Vihma, 1994]. Even a small fraction, for
instance
	
 , of water or thin ice (10 cm) within an area covered by thicker ice
(100 cm) has a considerable influence on the surface heat budget of this area. The
exchange of momentum is also different above sea ice if compared to open water
and depends on the aerodynamic surface roughness of both surfaces. While the
aerodynamic surface roughness of undeformed sea ice is smaller than that of open
water, which is usually roughened by the surface wind, deformed or broken sea
ice exhibits a larger surface roughness. The quasi-permanent snow cover often
smoothes out the higher-frequency surface roughness [Andreas, 1987], [Sturm et
al., 1998].
The albedo of sea ice ( $#&%'	(# # #)$#*+ ) is much larger than that of open water
( $#*  # # #,$#  ). Consequently, sea ice reflects much more solar radiation, the sur-
face radiation budget is negative almost all the time and strong surface air tem-
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perature inversions can develop. During summer, when the sea ice/snow is at its
freezing point, all available solar energy is used to melt the sea ice and the snow.
Surface air temperatures exceed
-
C only during periods of advection of warmer
air from lower latitudes [Massom et al., 1997], [Drinkwater and Liu, 2000]. These
low surface air temperatures cause only a small maximum amount of water vapor
to be captured by the air. Thus, in terms of its absolute water vapor content air
is much drier in polar regions, particularly over sea ice. As a result, the sea ice
cover maintains the horizontal gradients of air temperature and water vapor con-
tent between polar and temperate latitudes and is a key element in the general
atmospheric circulation. However, the relative humidity is sufficiently high to
cause a high-percentage of cloud cover in polar regions.
During its growth and aging sea ice rejects large quantities of salt into the
ocean. A cold, highly saline and therefore very dense water mass forms and sinks
by vertical convection into the deep ocean becoming so-called Deep Bottom Wa-
ter. This water mass is of crucial importance for the global conveyor belt in the
World’s Oceans [Johannessen et al., 1994], [Harder et al., 1998]. Major areas
of Deep Bottom Water formation are the Greenland and Labrador Seas and all
polynyas in the Southern Ocean, which surrounds Antarctica as part of the Pa-
cific, Indic and Atlantic Oceans. Conversely, during sea ice melt a less dense
freshwater layer forms on top of the ocean, stratifying its upper 100 meters. This
is more pronounced in the Arctic where the land masses of the adjacent continents
not only prevent a water exchange with the surrounding oceans but also force the
sea ice, on average, to become thicker and older and therefore less saline than in
the Southern Ocean.
Ocean currents such as the East Greenland Current or the Weddell Gyre and
local wind phenomena such as katabatic winds often carry the sea ice away from
its formation area. This makes the sea ice a very effective medium for freshwater
transport as can be seen in the Fram Strait where the freshwater transport due to
sea ice drift is the second largest in the world compared to river runoffs [Harder
et al., 1998], [Martin and Augstein, 2000].
Finally, sea ice and the water underneath contain various biological species.
Some species of phytoplankton have not only adopted to the polar environment
but may serve as indicator for changes in sea ice extent and/or thickness. The
latter was shown, for instance, for the interaction between the biogenic Particu-
late Organic Carbon (POC) content and the sea ice extent in the Greenland Sea
[Ramseier et al., 1999].
Several feedback mechanisms exist between sea ice, the ocean and the at-
mosphere, making regions covered by sea ice of particular interest for climate
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research. It is widely accepted that the shortening of the Arctic sea ice season
and probably also of the sea ice thickness over the past 25 years is linked to the
observed air temperature increase at high northern latitudes [Parkinson, 1992],
[Smith, 1998]. Simultaneously, the Antarctic sea ice cover reveals a slight positive
trend [Stammerjohn and Smith, 1997], [Thomas, 1998]. However, the consider-
ably larger typical time scale of the ocean to react on a change in the atmosphere
and/or the sea ice cover causes problems when explaining the decreasing sea ice
cover and thickness in the Northern Hemisphere. Time-series of the observed
ocean and sea ice properties are certainly too short to understand all details of
their natural variability. Modelling the interaction between the ocean and the at-
mosphere in polar regions, for instance with a Global Circulation Model (GCM),
is an alternative – provided that a sophisticated sea ice model is implemented
[Lemke et al., 1997]. The development of such a sea ice model and the imple-
mentation into a GCM requires to know the physical sea ice properties and to
have time-series of the observed sea ice area and extent for comparison with the
model output. These time-series can be obtained from remote sensing data.
1.2 Remote Sensing of Sea Ice
Much is known about physical sea ice properties from tank experiments such
as performed at the Cold Regions Research Engineering Laboratory (CRREL),
Hanover, New Hampshire, and from field experiments, e. g. the Marginal Ice
Zone EXperiment (MIZEX) which lasted several years or the Winter Weddell Sea
Project (WWSP). For details and results look into [The NORSEX Group, 1983],
[Onstott et al., 1987], [Comiso et al., 1989], [Ackley and Weeks, 1990], [Tuck-
erIII et al., 1992], [Eppler et al., 1992]. These experiments have provided very
detailed information about the sea ice such as its percentage coverage, thickness
or snow-cover properties on a very small spatial scale. However, when using a
GCM a reasonable intercomparison of modelled with observed sea ice parameters
requires the above-mentioned parameters to be available on a hemispherical scale
for several years. This demand can be fulfilled using spaceborne remote sensing
data.
One can distinguish between actice and passive remote sensing instruments.
Active sensors such as a RADAR emit electromagnetic energy and receive the
power reflected and/or scattered at the surface or in the atmosphere. The received
power can be related to the surface backscatter coefficient and thus allows to gain
information about the surface roughness. Among others, the Active Microwave In-
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strument (AMI) aboard the polar orbiting European Space Agency (ESA) satellites
ERS-1 (1991-1996) and ERS-2 (1995-present) and the Canadian RADARSAT-1
SAR (1995-present) belong to this sensor type. Both sensors acquire data at C-
band (5.3 GHz) and are therefore able to look through clouds. In the SAR mode
the spatial resolution is 25 m within a 100 km wide swath (ERS-1/2) and 50 m
within a 460 km wide swath (RADARSAT-1). In the EScat mode (AMI only),
the spatial resolution is about 20 km within a 500 km wide swath [Raney et al.,
1991], [Long et al., 1993], [Drinkwater, 1998]. Many studies have illustrated the
potential of SAR data in gaining information about the sea ice type and its sur-
face state on a scale of a few tens of meters [Onstott, 1992], [Winebrenner et al.,
1994], [Drinkwater and Lytle, 1997], [Drinkwater, 1998], [Tsatsoulis and Kwok,
1998]. EScat data have widely been used to estimate the ocean surface wind vec-
tor [Bentamy et al., 1999] and, more recently, to map the sea ice extent as well
as its roughness, e. g. [Gohin, 1995], [Drinkwater and Lytle, 1997], [Drinkwater,
1998], [Drinkwater and Liu, 2000], [Haas, 2001].
Passive remote sensing instruments receive electromagnetic energy emitted by
the surface and/or the atmosphere or depend on scattered solar radiation. Sensors
of this type are, for instance, the Operational Linescan System (OLS) in the visible
(0.4 . m - 0.7 . m) and infrared (0.7 . m - 300 . m) range and the Special Sensor Mi-
crowave/Imager (SSM/I) in the microwave frequency range, both aboard the polar
orbiting spacecraft of the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). In
the visible/infrared (VIS/IR) range, spaceborne sensors allow to acquire data of
the shortwave albedo and the IR temperature with a spatial resolution of approx-
imately 1 km within a 3000 km wide swath. Almost all clouds are opaque in the
VIS/IR range and sea ice can only be observed in cloud-free areas. The large av-
erage cloud cover in polar regions (     ) in the Southern Ocean according to
the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP, see [Schiffer and
Rossow, 1983]) reduces the amount of useful VIS/IR data drastically. In the VIS
range, the amount of data to be used for sea ice monitoring is further reduced since
daylight is required. Nevertheless, data collected by the Advanced Very High Res-
olution Radiometer (AVHRR) aboard the NOAA spacecraft are used to estimate
the sea ice and/or snow surface temperature in clear-sky areas [Key and Haefliger,
1992], [Comiso, 1994] and the thickness of thin sea ice [Yu and Rothrock, 1996].
These data are also very helpful to validate sea ice products derived from other
spaceborne remote sensing data, e. g. [Cavalieri, 1994], [St. Germain and Cava-
lieri, 1997], [Agnew et al., 1999].
The need for daylight and clear-sky conditions can largely be avoided using
microwave radiometers. These sensors measure the so-called brightness tempe-
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rature of almost the complete sea ice cover in both polar areas at least once each
day. The launch of the first imaging microwave radiometer, the Electrically Scan-
ning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) aboard the NASA Nimbus 5 satellite in
1973 [Gloersen et al., 1974] was followed in 1978 by the Scanning Multichan-
nel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR, see [Gloersen and Barath, 1977]) aboard the
NASA Nimbus 7 satellite. In 1987, the first sensor of a new generation, the SSM/I
[Hollinger et al., 1987], was launched as part of the DMSP. Since then identical
sensors have been launched aboard successive DMSP spacecraft, providing an
almost continuous time-series of passive microwave data lasting from 1973 to
present. Although these sensors provide data with a spatial resolution between 10
and 100 km which is coarse compared to data collected by the earlier-mentioned
active and VIS/IR sensors, the large emissivity difference between open water and
sea ice as well as land and snow has been exploited to estimate the sea ice con-
centration and the amount of snow, e. g. [Comiso and Zwally, 1982], [Ku¨nzi et
al., 1982], [Cavalieri et al., 1984], [Cavalieri et al., 1991], [Comiso and Sullivan,
1986], [Comiso et al., 1992]. Besides this, over the radiometrically cold open
ocean, SMMR and SSM/I data have been used to retrieve atmospheric parame-
ters such as the surface wind speed / , the integrated water vapor content 0 and
the integrated cloud liquid water content 1 , e. g. [Swift, 1980], [Gloersen et al.,
1984], [Bauer and Schlu¨ssel, 1993].
Well known sea ice concentration algorithms are, among others, the Bootstrap
(BS) algorithm [Comiso, 1986] and the NASA Team (NT) algorithm [Cavalieri et
al., 1984]. These algorithms have originally been developed for SMMR data and
have been adopted to SSM/I data [Cavalieri et al., 1991], [Comiso et al., 1992].
The actual versions of both algorithms use the 19 and 37 GHz channels of the
SSM/I. While the BS algorithm allows to obtain the total sea ice concentration
 
only, the NT algorithm provides areal fractions of FY and MY ice in addition.
The quality of the derived sea ice products depends on an appropriate choice of so-
called tie points – brightness temperatures typical for the surface types involved.
During the past years, several improvements have been made to overcome diffi-
culties arising from ambiguous surface signals or from the atmospheric influence.
The thin ice algorithm [Cavalieri, 1994] considers the similarity of brightness tem-
peratures measured above thin ice and a broken FY ice cover using a new set of tie
points. Wensnahan et al. [1993] suggest to use a principal components analysis
to solve this problem. The atmospheric influence on the retrieval of sea ice pa-
rameters from microwave radiances has been reported by Gloersen and Cavalieri
[1986] for the first time. Since then several approaches have been made to correct
either the microwave radiances or the derived sea ice parameters, e. g. [Walters et
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al., 1987], [Cavalieri et al., 1995], [Thomas, 1998].
In the revised NT algorithm the influence of ice layers within the snow on the
retrieval of the sea ice concentration is considered [Markus and Cavalieri, 2000].
However, products of the BS and NT algorithms suffer from the coarse spatial res-
olution of the selected SSM/I channels. Using the 85 GHz SSM/I channels would
allow for a resolution improvement by at least a factor of four which, for instance,
is of great interest when observing polynyas. Moreover, due to the smaller wave-
length at 85 GHz the penetration depth is considerably smaller compared to the
other SSM/I channels. Therefore, the 85 GHz channels are more sensitive to thin
ice and to the physical properties of the upper few centimeters of snow on sea ice.
Consequently, using these channels a better estimation of the sea ice concentration
can be expected, particularly in areas covered by thin ice. In case of snow-covered
sea ice, the obtained sea ice concentration would be less influenced by snow inho-
mogenities, for instance icy snow layers deeply buried in the snow [Markus and
Cavalieri, 2000].
1.3 Outline of the Work
One aim of the European Union- (EU) funded project SEa ice in the Antarctic –
LInked with OceaN-atmosphere forcing (SEA LION, see http://www-iup.physik.uni-
bremen.de/iuppage/sealion ed1.html) is to develop a new sea ice concentration al-
gorithm, called SEA LION (SL) algorithm, and takes advantage of the higher spa-
tial resolution of the 85 GHz SSM/I channels. The products of this new algorithm
will be used for intercomparison with results of a numerical sea ice model and of
GCMs with different representations of sea ice [Lemke et al., 1997], [Lemke et
al., 2000].
The spatial resolution of geophysical parameters obtained from SSM/I data
such as
 
or / is determined by the effective field-of-view (FOV) of the SSM/I
and by the sampling distance of the measurements. At 19 GHz, the FOV is



%
 km ﬂ and the distance between two samplings is 25 km. Consequently,
adjacent FOVs have a considerable overlap. Projecting 19 GHz SSM/I data into
a 
	
2
	
km ﬂ grid, as done at the National Snow and Ice Data Centre (NSIDC),
means to distribute the information contained in each single FOV over an area of
almost five grid cells. Therefore, even for one SSM/I overpass the brigthness tem-
perature within one grid cell is an average over at least five FOVs. The 85 GHz
SSM/I channels have a FOV of 
	
3  km ﬂ and are sampled each 12.5 km. Ad-
jacent FOVs overlap only slightly and each FOV covers the area of almost just
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one grid cell when projecting these data into the NSIDC  #4	  #5	 km ﬂ grid
[NSIDC, 1996]. Using 85 GHz SSM/I data in combination with data acquired
by other SSM/I channels improves the quality of the derived product by includ-
ing, in terms of the other SSM/I channels, subpixel-scale information as has been
shown by Markus and Burns [1995] and Hunewinkel et al. [1998]. In this thesis,
85 GHz SSM/I data have been used to derive the total sea ice concentration
 
in
the Southern Ocean as well as in the Greenland Sea. To the best knowledge of the
author, studies reporting the estimation of
 
from 85 GHz SSM/I data [Lomax et
al., 1995], [Lubin et al., 1997] or higher-frequency data [Svendsen et al., 1987]
deal only with Arctic conditions and will be described in Chapter 4.
The surface brightness temperature polarization difference 687 is the key pa-
rameter for retrieving
 
from higher-frequency microwave radiances [Svendsen
et al., 1987]. In order to reduce the impact of the physical temperature of the ra-
diating sea ice and/or snow layer, 687 has been normalized to use this quantity in
the SL algorithm presented in this thesis. The basic equation of this algorithm is
a simple relationship between
 
, the normalized 697 at 85 GHz and tie points of
open water and sea ice, and is described in Section 5.1.
The small penetration depth associated with the small wavelength at 85 GHz
suggests a higher sensitivity to the sea ice surface properties when compared to
the other SSM/I channels. Especially snow is an important factor since Antarctic
sea ice is covered by snow almost all the year round due to the small number of
melt-days in Austral summer [Drinkwater and Liu, 2000]. Once snow has been
deposited on the sea ice it undergoes a pronounced metamorphism. It can be com-
pacted and redistributed by the surface wind. Rain or melt water percolating the
snow can cause single snow grains to coagulate. Melt-freeze cycles or freezing
rain can cause a coarse-grained, icy crust on top of the snow, which may be buried
by fresh snow after the next snow fall. This buried crust considerably affects the
melt water drainage and/or conductive heat flux through the snow. As a conse-
quence depth hoar may form below this crust while the above-mentioned meta-
morphism takes places above this crust – until the next snow fall. Therefore, the
Antarctic snow cover on sea ice is highly stratified and can exhibit very different
surface properties [Sturm et al., 1998]. In order to consider both, the interan-
nual variability of sea ice and/or snow properties as well as the higher sensitivity
of the 85 GHz SSM/I channels to changing surface conditions, new tie points of
sea ice and open water have been derived from SSM/I data for each month. In
situ measurements of the emissivity of sea ice and open water have been used for
comparison (Section 5.2).
Compared to the other SSM/I channels the atmospheric influence on the
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85 GHz SSM/I brightness temperatures is much larger and requires a correction.
The radiative transfer model MicroWave MODel (MWMOD, see [Simmer, 1994],
[Fuhrhop et al., 1998]) has been used to estimate the weather influence induced
by the atmospheric parameters / , 0 and 1 in terms of a brightness tempera-
ture change over a wide emissivity range. When these parameters are known,
the corresponding effect on the 85 GHZ SSM/I measurements can be estimated
and corrected for as will be explained in Section 5.3. The required atmospheric
parameters have been calculated from SSM/I data and/or taken from Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP) models as will be described in Chapter 3.
The SL algorithm allows to calculate
 
with the above-mentioned basic equa-
tion from daily gridded 85 GHz SSM/I data provided by the NSIDC on a 
#5	


#5	
km ﬂ grid for the entire Southern Ocean. For this purpose, the weather-
influenced 85 GHz SSM/I brightness temperatures are used to calculate a first
guess of
 
. In the next step, MWMOD is used to model the 85 GHz brightness
temperatures which would be measured by the SSM/I according to the first guess
of
 
and according to the weather influence given by / , 0 and 1 . The result
is compared to the real 85 GHz SSM/I measurement in terms of the normalized
687 value. As long as the difference between the modeled and measured value
of the normalized 687 exceeds a certain threshold, the first guess of
 
is not ac-
cepted, the 85 GHz SSM/I measurements are corrected for the weather influence
and a new guess of
 
is calculated. This iteration and some more details of the
SL algorithm will be described in Section 5.4.
The SL algorithm is used to calculate
 
for the entire Southern Ocean for
the period 1992-1999. These results are compared with OLS VIS/IR imagery,
in situ ship observations of the sea ice cover and – in terms of area, extent and
distribution of sea ice concentration anomalies – with the results of the BS and
NT algorithms. This is presented in Section 6.1. Also, the SL algorithm is tested
using SSM/I swath data obtained in the Arctic in April 1999. Results of this
test which includes an intercomparison between
 
obtained with the SL and NT
algorithms and RADARSAT-1 SAR images are shown in Section 6.2.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Basis
In this chapter, at first some fundamentals of microwave remote sensing are given
in Section 2.1. Monitoring the Earth’s surface from space requires the knowl-
edge of 1.) the electromagnetic properties of the surface, of 2.) the interaction of
the surface radiation with the atmosphere, and of 3.) the atmospheric radiation.
Physical properties determining the microwave radiation of open water, sea ice
and snow are discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The latter section includes a few
aspects of sea ice growth and decay, and of snow metamorphism. This is followed
by the radiation properties of the surface in Section 2.3.4. Section 2.4 focusses on
atmospheric radiation and the interaction of the surface radiation with the atmo-
sphere. Section 2.5 describes the microwave radiative transfer and the tool used
to model the atmospheric influence on the SSM/I brightness temperature.
2.1 Thermal Emission
Each substance with a finite physical temperature 7;: , i. e. with a continuous ran-
dom motion of its atoms and molecules, radiates electromagnetic energy. Atomic
gases emit electromagnetic energy at discrete frequencies and, therefore, normally
exhibit line spectra. According to quantum theory, each spectral line corresponds
to a transition between two atomic energy levels. The probability of these tran-
sitions and thus the emitted electromagnetic energy is proportional to the kinetic
energy of the random motion and the density of the atomic gas. The kinetic en-
ergy of a substance is defined in terms of its physical temperature 7<: . Accordingly,
the emitted electromagnetic energy of a substance increases with 7<: . Gases with
molecules consisting of two or more atoms exhibit more complicated electromag-
9
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netic spectra. Associated with a molecule is a set of additional modes describing
the motion of the atoms relative to one another (vibrational energy) and the ro-
tation of the whole molecule according to its degrees of freedom (rotational en-
ergy). The spectra associated with molecular gases often show bands rather than
lines due to the much smaller frequency difference of vibrational and particularly
rotational energy levels. These bands are separated by so-called transmission win-
dows. Liquids and solids can be regarded as very large molecules. Therefore, they
have much more degrees of freedom and a large number of adjacent spectral lines.
Their radiation spectrum becomes almost continuous.
Electromagnetic energy can be absorbed by a substance if the frequency of the
incident electromagnetic wave allows the transition of an electron from its actual
energy level to another higher energy level. The capability of a substance to absorb
and/or emit electromagnetic energy increases with the number of energy levels
and allowed transitions. A blackbody is defined as an idealized, perfectly opaque
material that absorbs electromagnetic energy at all frequencies while reflecting
none. Therefore, a blackbody is also a perfect emitter. The spectral brightness of
a blackbody =?> radiated uniformly in all directions is given by Planck’s radiation
law
=@>@A
BDC;E
F
ﬂ
G

HJILK
MONLPRQ
TSVU
(2.1)
where =@> A Blackbody spectral brightness [W m W ﬂ sr W$X Hz W$X ],
B A Planck’s constant AY
#
RZ

W
E\[ J,
C A Frequency [Hz],
]
A Boltzmann’s constant A
#

+
Z

W
ﬂ^E J K
W$X
,
7;: A Physical temperature [K],
F
A Velocity of light _RZ
`
m s W$X .
Figure 2.1 shows =@> as obtained when applying Planck’s radiation law for
a typical terrestric physical temperature 7<:aAb

K (solid line) in comparison
with =@> as obtained with two possible approximations of Planck’s law (dashed
lines). These approximations are c >dLe Pgf  (Wien’s Law) at high frequencies and
c
>
d,e
Pih
 (Rayleigh-Jeans’ Law) at low frequencies. The wavelength associated
with the maximum of =@> increases with 7<: according to Wien’s displacement law
jlk
:,m@Aonp7;: (2.2)
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of Planck’s law with its low-frequency (Rayleigh-Jeans
law) and high-frequency (Wien’s law) approximations at 300 K (from [Ulaby et
al., 1981].
with the constant n9Aq
#*+


a

W
E m K W$X and the wavelength at maximum spec-
tral brightness
jlk
:Lm . Thus, for the terrestrial spectral brightness, the maximum
occurs at a wavelength
j
r

. m ( CYs  THz) in the so-called atmospheric
window in the IR range. The Rayleigh-Jeans approximation yields
=@>?A
C;ﬂ
]
7;:
F
ﬂ
A

]
7<:
j
ﬂ
U
(2.3)
and can be applied for terrestrial temperatures in the microwave (MW) range i. e.
for  GHz tuCatv

GHz ( $#5  m t j t $#  m).
The brightness temperature 7 of a blackbody equals its physical temperature
7;: . In the MW range, one can therefore write
7A
j
ﬂ

]
=@>
# (2.4)
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Real substances are so-called grey bodies and emit and absorb less electromag-
netic energy than a blackbody. The spectral brightness of a grey body may be
direction dependent as given in spherical coordinates by the angles w and x , for
instance, if some portion of the incident electromagnetic energy is reflected into
a preferred direction. Furthermore, the spectral brightness may become polarized
since, as soon as reflection and scattering takes place, the vector of the electric
field may oscillate in a preferred plane relative to the propagation direction of the
incident electromagnetic wave. This leads to the brightness temperature of a grey
body at polarization y observed at direction w , x
7{z\w
U
x
U
y}|~A
j
ﬂ

] =?>pz\w
U
x
U
y}|
# (2.5)
The ratio of the brightness temperatures of a grey body and of a blackbody is
called the emissivity
>pzw
U
x
U
y}|A
=?>zw
U
x
U
y}|
=@>
A
7zw
U
x
U
y}|
7
# (2.6)
The emissivity of a blackbody is 1, regardless of frequency, observation angle
and polarization. Grey bodies emit or absorb less electromagnetic energy than
a blackbody, i. e. =@>'z\w
U
x
U
y;|

=@> , and their emissivity

>pz\w
U
x
U
y}| is always
less than 1. However, for grey bodies, emission and absorption depend on the
frequency. Therefore, they may behave like a blackbody over a certain frequency
range. For instance, the emissivity of water is 0.95 in the IR range but less than
0.1 in the VIS range (see Table 2.1).
The main quantity describing the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with
a substance is the relative complex dielectric constant  :
A
QV
 
# (2.7)
The real part of  is the so-called permittivity 

which is related to the refraction
index  by
AŁ 

# (2.8)
The imaginery part of  , 
 
, is proportional to the dielectric loss  given by

C


 
# (2.9)
Considering these two relations, the relative complex dielectric constant

is a
measure of the frequency dependend electric conductivity, which is a function
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a)
b)
Figure 2.2: Complex dielectric constant of pure water and sea water versus fre-
quency for 0 - C and 20 - C and a salinity of sea water of 32.54 ‰: a) real part, b)
imaginery part (from [Ulaby et al., 1986]).
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of temperature and degree of polarity of the molecules. In the MW range, for
a polar molecule such as of water,  typically ranges between 5 and 200 and is
significantly influenced by its salinity and its physical temperature. Figure 2.2
shows 

and 
 
as a function of frequency and temperature for pure and saline
water.
In case of a substance with a specular surface, emission and reflection can
be described by the Fresnel reflection coefficients zO
U
| and zO
U
B;| at vertical
(

) and horizontal ( B ) polarization. These coefficients relate the electromagnetic
properties of the substance, which are given by  and the relative permeability
. , to the local incidence angle  ( A angle between the surface normal and the
viewing direction):
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Equations 2.10 and 2.11 yield the emissivities via
,£
zp|¤A
Q
z
U
| and

c
zp|A

Q
z
U
B;| according to Kirchhoff’s energy conservation law.
a) b)
Figure 2.3: Emission of a substance with a surface roughness scale which is simi-
lar to the wavelength at the frequency of observation: a) diffuse emission, b) con-
tributions to the brightness temperature ¥§¦ observed under the angle ¨© (from
[Ulaby et al., 1981]). In a), ª}« is the power incident on the surface under the
angle ¨@¬ from the underlying medium.
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Emission and reflection of electromagnetic radiation at a rough surface is
much more complex. Figure 2.3 shows that a) a substance with a rough sur-
face may emit electromagnetic energy into many different directions and that b)
the observed brightness temperature may consist of many contributions incident
at the surface from inside the substance under different angles. The emissivity of
such a substance can be described using the bistatic scattering cross-section per
unit area (surface scattering coefficient) ­}® z¯
U
±°
U
yl¯
U
yD°)| . This coefficient relates
the power incident under the direction ¯ at polarization yl¯ to the power scattered
into the direction ±° at polarization yD° . According to Peake [1959], the corre-
sponding emissivity can be expressed by

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The integration is carried out over the upper half space. The second term of Equa-
tions 2.12 and 2.13, respectively, denotes the contribution from incoherent scat-
tering.
2.2 Open Water
In the MW range, mainly three parameters influence emission, absorption and
reflection of electromagnetic radiation over open water:
• the sea surface salinity ¹ ,
• the sea surface temperature (SST),
• the sea surface roughness and its coverage with foam and whitecaps.
The surface salinity and the SST are distributed homogeneously when concerning
the FOV of the SSM/I (Section 3.1.2). In the Southern Ocean, values of  #4	 ‰ t
¹ºt»
%l#5	 ‰ and Q  - C t¼7st  - C [Olbers et al., 1992] are common. The
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sea surface roughness and foam coverage is caused by the ocean swell and the
local influence of the surface wind which can vary on scales of a few meters
within some seconds. However, the SSM/I integrates over FOV areas between
 

km ﬂ at 85 GHz and  

km ﬂ at 19 GHz (Section 3.1.2). Hence, its
measurements reflect the average surface roughness of a local- to mesoscale area.
2.2.1 Radiative Properties of Open Water
The SST and the salinity ¹ are sufficient to describe the interaction of microwave
radiation with open water. Ulaby et al. [1986] (Figures 18.4 a,b) show that for
saline sea water the penetration depth, i. e. the depth where the intensity of the
incident electromagnetic energy has decreased to ½¾À¿ H ( ½¾8A incident intensity),
is always less than 1 cm in the MW range and, in particular, less than 1 mm at the
SSM/I frequencies (see Section 3.1.2).
Dissolved salts increase the ionic conductivity and alter the relative complex
dielectric constant  of water, which decreases with frequency above 10 GHz as
is shown in Figure 2.2. The permittivity 

is almost independent of ¹ for values
typical of sea water. The imaginary part 
 
is dominated by the ionic conductivity
and, therefore, depends on ¹ at frequencies below 3 GHz. At frequencies above
10 GHz, the Debye relaxation becomes the dominating process and 
 
is indepen-
dent of ¹ (see Figure 2.2). In conclusion, at the SSM/I frequencies the sea surface
emissivities are nearly independent of ¹ . But the sea surface emissivities increase
with frequency due to the decrease of 

and 
 
.
The penetration depth approaches zero with increasing frequency [Ulaby et al.,
1986]. Therefore, one can expect an increase of the sensitivity of the brightness
temperature 7ÂÁ at polarization y to the SST; that is ÃÄ"Ä e AºÅ
eÆ
Å
e , y refers to vertical
or horizontal polarization. Between 19 and 37 GHz ÃÄ"Ä e decreases from 0.25 to
0.11 at vertical and from 0.08 to Q
$#5
 at horizontal polarization, respectively
[Ulaby et al., 1986]. Extrapolating these trends towards higher frequencies, one
can conclude that at 85 GHz Ã{ÄÇÄ e decreases to zero at vertical polarization and
approaches Q
$#
 at horizontal polarization. This would lead to a decrease of
the horizontally polarized 85 GHz SSM/I brightness temperature by 1 K for an
increase of the SST by 5 K (compare Figure 18.13 b, [Ulaby et al., 1986]). Taking
into account the sensor noise at 85 GHz (see Table 3.2) and the small variability
of the SST of the polar Southern Ocean, this brightness temperature decrease can
be neglected.
A water surface is highly polarizing. Therefore, the Fresnel reflection coeffi-
cients (Equations 2.10 and 2.11) show considerable differences at both polariza-
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tions for incidence angles Èt
 -
. Over a calm sea surface, for instance, z
U
B;|
increases monotonically over the entire range of  while zO
U
| first decreases
monotonically until  equals the Brewster angle and then increases rapidly with 
[Schanda, 1986]. The Brewster angle ÉËÊ is related to the refraction index  (see
Equation 2.8) by ÌÎÍ
ÏÉÐÊÑA (2.14)
and varies between 66.5
-
at 100 GHz and 83.5
-
at 1 GHz for sea water with a
SST of
-
C. Therefore, the SSM/I viewing angle of approximately
	

-
ensures
quite a large reflectivity polarization difference and thus emissivity polarization
difference 6

A
L£
Q

c
with values between 0.2 and 0.25 at the SSM/I frequen-
cies over a smooth water surface [Comiso et al., 1992]. However, in contrast
to the VIS/IR range, at the microwave frequencies the wind-induced sea surface
roughness influences the emissivity of the sea surface strongly.
Without foam, two roughness scales can be identified on a wind-roughened sea
surface. The first and larger scale is described by large-scale gravity waves with
radii of curvature larger than the wavelength of observation. The second scale
is associated with very short-scale gravity waves or capillary waves with radii
of curvature comparable to that wavelength. This scale is particularly important
in regions, where a limited fetch hampers the development of large-scale gravity
waves as, for instance, in leads and polynyas. The emissivity of such a perturbed
surface can be computed with a facet-model and modified Fresnel reflection co-
efficients together with a sea surface spectrum which gives the probabilities of
the occurences of the sea surface slope as a function of the wind speed [Ulaby et
al., 1986]. The modified Fresnel reflection coefficients explain the energy trans-
fer from the large-scale to the small-scale surface roughness. By using the slope
variance relations given by Cox and Munk [1954], Ulaby et al. [1986] have found
that at 19 GHz, vertical polarization, and the SSM/I viewing angle the emissivity
is almost independent of the wind-induced roughness of a foam-free sea surface.
At 19 GHz and horizontal polarization, however, the emissivity is most sensitive
to this roughness. This fact has been exploited to infer the surface wind speed /
from SMMR and SSM/I data ([Swift, 1980], [Goodberlet et al., 1989], [Chang
and Li, 1998], see also Section 3.2.1).
With foam, a third scale comes into play. Foam can appear in form of streaks
and patches aligned along the surface wind direction and as whitecaps forming on
the wave crests. According to Ross and Cardone [1974], both forms may together
cover one third of the open ocean at wind speeds over 20 m s W$X . Foam can be
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considered as a water layer with entrapped air bubbles, thus as a mixture of air
and saline water with its associated dielectrical properties. Bursting air bubbles
adjacent to the water surface increase the small-scale surface roughness. The re-
flectivity of an open water facet with a whitecap fraction
 ÓÒÂÔ
and a foam streak
fraction
 
>Õ° (  ÓÒ$Ô     >À°   ) is given by
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At the viewing angle  and at vertical

or horizontal B polarization y , the reflec-
tion coefficients of foam-free water, whitecaps and foam streaks are denoted by
Ð>Õ>pz
X
U
y}| , 
ÒÂÔ
z
X
U
y}| and Ð>Õ°zO
X
U
y}| , respectively. Above a foam layer, incoherent
reflection dominates [Ulaby et al., 1986] resulting in an asymptotically increase
of the emissivity of foam-free water to that of completely foam-covered water.
Figure 2.4: Variation of the emissivity of foam over open water as a function of
the foam-layer thickness · in units of j (from [Ulaby et al., 1986]).
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Figure 2.4 shows the emissivity increase due to foam at a frequency of 20 GHz
as a function of the foam-layer thickness. At this frequency, the emissivity in-
creases from 
$#*%
 over foam-free open water to 
$#*
 over a foam layer with
a thickness Ö
j
. This was confirmed by airborne brightness temperature mea-
surements taken nadir-looking at 19 GHz by Ross et al. [1970] and Nordberg et
al. [1971].
In contrast to a calm sea surface, brightness temperatures measured over a
foam cover decrease with the viewing angle at both polarizations. Consequently,
the brightness temperature polarization difference is significantly smaller over a
foam-covered than over a foam-free sea surface [Stogryn, 1972]. Moreover, the
smaller wavelength at 85 GHz suggests a higher sensitivity to the foam cover com-
pared to the other SSM/I channels. Above a partly foam-covered sea surface, the
85 GHz brightness temperatures increase with surface wind speed by an amount
similar to that at 37 GHz and larger than that at 19 GHz ([Fuhrhop et al., 1998]
and Section 5.3.1).
The radiative transfer model used in this thesis (Section 2.5.1) considers all
three surface roughness scales and can therefore be expected to model the bright-
ness temperatures above open water realistically.
2.3 Sea Ice and Snow
Unlike the open ocean, which – if neglecting surface wind effects – exhibits only
two surface properties relevant to microwave remote sensing, sea ice has a few
more properties that determine its interaction with and the emission of microwave
radiation. This section starts with an overview over mechanisms of sea ice growth
and decay as well as snow cover metamorphism before concentrating on the phys-
ical sea ice and snow properties relevant for microwave remote sensing of the sea
ice.
2.3.1 Sea Ice Types and Initial Ice Growth
The structural and physical properties of sea ice have been investigated by many
authors [Lange and Eicken, 1991], [Jeffries and Weeks, 1992], [TuckerIII et al.,
1992], [Eicken et al., 1994], [Jeffries et al., 1994], [Worby et al., 1998], [Eicken,
1998]. In contrast to other constituents of the cryosphere, sea ice is saline. The
structure of sea ice can be regarded as a mixture of ice crystals, brine and air,
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and is determined by the conditions during the sea ice growth as well as by the
interaction of the sea ice with the ocean, the atmosphere and its snow cover.
Important for the understanding of the freezing process of sea water are two
facts:
• Salt depresses the freezing point of water [Neumann and Pierson, Jr., 1966].
• Pure water ¹×A
 ‰ has its highest density at   %p- C. For salinities  t
¹


%l#
 ‰, highest density occurs between   % - C and the freezing point
according to the actual salinity. For salinities larger than 
%l#
 ‰, the highest
density is formed at the freezing point.
In polar regions, sea water exhibits a freezing point of Q 
#5+-
C at a typical salinity
of º
% ‰. At this salinity, cooling results in an unstable vertical density distri-
bution over the first ten meters of the sea water column. This leads to convective
overturning of the water until the entire water column involved is at its freezing
point. Continued cooling results in the formation of saline ice platelets and nee-
dles (frazil ice). A layer comprising a mixture of frazil ice and sea water (grease
ice) develops. Under quiet conditions, i. e. at low wind speeds and in the ab-
sence of ocean swell, continued cooling increases the frazil ice fraction until the
ice crystals coalesce to a smooth, elastically behaving, saline sea ice cover of up
to 3 cm thickness (nilas). This sea ice cover becomes thicker under favourable
cold and quiet conditions to form the young ice types grey ice (4 to 6 cm) and
grey-white ice ( Ö  cm), and finally reaches the state of first-year ice (FY ice)
at a thickness above 30 cm – according to the sea ice type nomenclature of the
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) [1989]. Under the action of wind
and ocean swell, semi-consolidated masses of frazil ice are formed to so-called
pancake ice. These pancake ice floes can have diameters between 0.3 and 3 m,
can be several centimeters thick, and often exhibit higher rims at their margins
caused by continuous collisions of single floes under the wave action. Pancake
ice can either consolidate together with the grease ice between the floes to build
an ice sheet continuing to grow like the above-mentioned young ice types. Or it
becomes thicker due to rafting of the floes under on-going wave action and with-
out consolidation.
The main process for sea ice to gain thickness under quiet conditions is con-
gelation growth underneath the sea ice as has been discussed by several authors
[Lange and Eicken, 1991], [Jeffries and Weeks, 1992], [Jeffries et al., 1994].
Frazil ice crystals become attached at the bottom of the sea ice, which then starts
to grow vertically into the water until equilibrium between heat loss and gain is
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achieved. The equilibrium and the growth rate depend on the heat supply by the
ocean and on the heat loss to the atmosphere at the sea ice surface, which in turn
depends on the air temperature, the wind speed, and the thickness and composition
of a snow cover.
During the freezing process, saline water is entrapped in the sea ice in so-
called brine pockets forming between the vertically aligned frazil ice crystals. The
brine salinity depends on the phase equilibrium of brine, thus on its temperature.
At a given temperature only a certain amount of brine can coexist with ice. De-
creasing temperatures will disturb the phase equilibrium and cause freezing on the
pocket walls which is accompanied by salt rejection into the brine. Therefore, a
salinity increase will result until the phase equilibrium is reached again [TuckerIII
et al., 1992]. This process is associated with a pocket volume decrease and a pres-
sure increase inside the brine pockets eventually forcing brine to be expelled out
of the pockets through fine cracks in the sea ice – one mechanism for the desalina-
tion of sea ice. The opposite is true for rising temperatures. The major mechanism
for desalination is the drainage of colder, thus denser brine from the upper sea ice
layers through brine channels into warmer sea ice layers where the brine is less
dense – the so-called gravity drainage. Consequently, the bulk salinity of sea ice
Figure 2.5: Idealized sea ice salinity profiles: a) to d) FY ice, e) and f) MY ice
(from [TuckerIII et al., 1992]).
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depends on its temperature, which in turn is a function of the oceanic heat supply,
of the thickness of both the sea ice and the snow cover. Thin ice is often covered
by a layer of highly saline brine that has been expelled up onto the surface by cap-
illary effects.Figure 2.5 shows some idealized vertical salinity profiles of different
sea ice types. All FY ice profiles outline the typical C-shape.
The vertical temperature profile in sea ice depends strongly on the snow-cover
thickness and the season. A negative temperature gradient with temperatures
around Q 
#*+ -
C at the bottom of the sea ice and considerably lower temperatures at
its surface is observed during winter. During summer, the sea ice may be isother-
mal at a temperature of Q 
#5+-
C or may exhibit a slightly positive temperature
gradient, with a temperature of Q 
#*+-
C at the bottom of the sea ice and approxi-
mately
-
C at its surface [TuckerIII et al., 1992], [Perovich et al., 1998].
2.3.2 Hemispherical Differences and further Ice Growth
Antarctica and the Arctic show a very different geography. While the Arctic
Ocean is surrounded by land masses, the Southern Ocean is part of the world
oceans as is shown in Figure 2.6. The water exchange of the Arctic Ocean with the
oceans at lower latitudes is much more limited than that of the Southern Ocean.
As a consequence, the Arctic ocean is much more stratified than the Southern
Ocean, hampering the heat exchange between the surface mixed layer and the wa-
Figure 2.6: Maps of a) the Antarctic and b) the Arctic.
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ter masses below the thermocline. Furthermore, ocean swell can penetrate into
the sea ice as far as 600 km [Squire et al., 1986], [Worby et al., 1998] along the
entire Antarctic sea ice edge. In the Arctic, only the sea ice in the marginal seas,
which are the Bering, Labrador, Barents and Greenland Seas as well as the Sea of
Okhotsk (see Figure 2.6), is influenced by ocean swell once the Arctic Ocean is
frozen.
The continents surrounding the Arctic Ocean shield this area almost com-
pletely from storms during winter. Only the marginal seas are more often over-
passed by cyclones. In contrast, cyclones move frequently over polar Southern
Ocean during the entire year and may penetrate into the sea ice covered area as
far as 1000 km [Andreas, 1984], [Massom et al., 1997]. Due to the large mois-
ture supply by the surrounding open water of the Southern Ocean and the large
air temperature gradient across the sea ice edge, cyclones are more vigorous and
yield more precipitation in Antarctica than in the Arctic [King and Turner, 1997].
Finally, the underwater topography of the Southern Ocean together with the ocean
currents can cause up-welling of warmer water masses and sea ice melt even in
Austral winter, for instance, in the region of Maud-Rise [Zwally et al., 1985].
In the light of these conditions, one can easily explain the main differences
of growth and characteristics of Arctic and Antarctic sea ice. Periods without
ocean swell and with low wind speeds are seldom in the Antarctic. Consequently,
in the Antarctic sea ice formation takes place in the so-called pancake cycle as
proposed by Lange et al. [1989]. According to their work and the investigations
of Wadhams et al. [1987], frazil and pancake ice forms as soon as air temperatures
fall below Q 
#*+-
C. Once the sea surface is covered by a frazil/pancake ice mixture,
sea ice formation ceases or remains at equilibrium because the lack of open water
and the usually large vertical heat flux between the ocean and the atmosphere
inhibits further sea ice growth. Open water generated by redistribution and rafting
of the pancake ice floes is covered soon by a frazil/pancake ice mixture again.
Congelation growth at the bottom of the floes is almost negligible [Lange and
Eicken, 1991]. This process lasts until either ocean swell cannot penetrate far
enough into the sea ice or if the wave energy is too small to generate new open
water areas. At this point, the floes have gained a thickness of 40 to 60 cm and
may consist of several frazil and granular ice layers [Wadhams et al., 1987]. This
is followed by consolidation of the pancake ice floes to a solid sea ice cover and
further growth at its bottom.
In the Arctic, sea ice grows under quieter conditions in terms of ocean swell
and surface wind speed, resulting in a larger fraction of thin ice types such as
nilas and grey ice at the beginning of ice formation. Moreover, the marked strat-
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ification of the Arctic Ocean between 50 and 150 m results in very low vertical
diffusion rates in the upper water column and prevents winter convection and sur-
face mixed layer deepening greater than 
	
m. The underlying warmer layer
of Atlantic water masses are effectively insulated [Aagaard and Carmack, 1994].
This environment limits the mean oceanic heat flux to values around 5 W m
W ﬂ
[Mellor and Ha¨kkinen, 1994] and allows thick sea ice to grow. In the Antarctic,
the mean oceanic heat flux is comparably larger (up to  %p W m W ﬂ [McPhee and
Martinson, 1994]), thus limits the sea ice thickness.
A snow cover can influence the sea ice thickness in a twofold manner. On
the one hand, a thick snow cover insulates sea ice from both cold and warm air,
decreasing the growth or melt rate [Eicken et al., 1995], [Massom et al., 1998]. On
the other hand, snow can increase the sea ice thickness by flooding of the snow-
ice interface followed by the formation of snow ice, or by melt water percolating
the snow and refreezing at the snow-ice interface to form meteoric ice. Snow and
meteoric ice contribute between 13 and
%p
 to the sea ice mass of the Southern
Ocean [Eicken et al., 1994], [Worby et al., 1996], [Worby et al., 1998]. Major
reasons for flooding are hydrostatic imbalance [Adolphs, 1998] and the break-up
of a consolidated sea ice cover because of ocean swell. Both processes are less
frequent in the Arctic due to the different geography preventing ocean swell to
penetrate deeply into the sea ice, and due to the smaller precipitation amounts
combined with thicker sea ice making flooding a seldom event.
The sea ice thickness can also change in areas or periods of convergent and
divergent sea ice motion. The strong and persistent cold katabatic winds, which
join the easterly winds south of the Antarctic divergence [King and Turner, 1997],
generate polynyas along almost the entire Antarctic coast. Frazil and grease ice
forming in these polynyas during Austral winter is continuously advected to their
leeward side, where it consolidates quickly to nilas and thicker ice types. This
sea ice is slowly carried away from the coast by the coriolis deflection associated
with the prevailing easterly winds. The sea ice formed in these coastal polynyas
contributes a large fraction to the Antarctic sea ice cover. For this reason, coastal
polynyas are often referred to as “ice factories”. Along the Antarctic coast, diver-
gent sea ice motion dominates with only a few exceptions. The western Weddell
Sea, for instance, is known as an area where sea ice is continuously pushed to-
wards the coast of the Antarctic Peninsula. This convergent motion results in an
increasing internal ice stress that causes rafting and ridging of the sea ice. Conse-
quently, largest Antarctic sea ice thicknesses are reported from this area [Massom
et al., 1997].
Sea ice areas that are frequently overpassed by cyclones exhibit alternating
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convergent and divergent conditions associated with warm, northerly winds at the
front side and cold, southerly winds at the back side of the cyclones, respectively.
During convergent conditions, a consolidated sea ice cover may breakup due to the
enhanced internal ice stress. Rafting and ridging may occur. Higher temperatures
can cause a weakening of the physical strength of the sea ice due to larger brine
volumes. The sea ice edge may retreat considerably depending on sea ice type
and concentration, while the marginal ice zone (MIZ) becomes more compact.
During divergent conditions, new open water areas are generated and covered
with new ice according to the pancake cycle. The sea ice edge advances and
becomes diffuse. The physical strength of the sea ice increases due to smaller
brine volumes caused by the lower temperatures. Figure 2.7 summarizes some of
the above-mentioned processes.
Figure 2.7: Schematic sketch of possible interactions and processes of Antarctic
sea ice (from [Worby et al., 1998]).
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Therefore, Antarctic environmental conditions force maximum thicknesses of
FY ice of approximately 70 cm in the central and eastern Weddell Sea ([Wadhams
et al., 1987], [Lange and Eicken, 1991] as well as in the Pacific Sector [Adolphs,
1998] and slightly less in the East Antarctic region [Worby et al., 1998]. In the
Arctic, environmental conditions favour undisturbed sea ice growth leading to
FY ice thicknesses up to 200 cm [TuckerIII et al., 1992], [Perovich et al., 1998]
and to quite a high fraction of columnar or congelation ice. Investigations of
Antarctic sea ice cores by Eicken et al. [1994], Jeffries [1998] and Worby et al.
[1998] have revealed a fraction of congelation ice of approximately one third.
The rest is of granular type, i. e. originates from the pancake cycle and other
ice growth mechanisms. Between 13 and
%
 of the cores investigated show
granular textures typical for snow ice and/or meteoric ice. Figure 2.8 shows one
example of each, columnar and granular ice.
a) b)
Figure 2.8: Horizontal thin sections of a) columnar ice and b) granular ice. The
photographs have been taken between cross polarizers; the scale bar (a): bottom
edge, b): upper right corner) is in millimeters (from [Eicken et al., 1990]).
A snow cover effectively insulates sea ice from melting from the top. In
the Arctic, however, the snow cover disappears rapidly within a few weeks in
May/June [TuckerIII et al., 1992] while Antarctic sea ice remains snow-covered
during summer due to a significantly smaller number of melt-days [Drinkwa-
ter and Liu, 2000]. This is again caused by the different geography. During
spring/summer land and consequently the air heats up quickly once the snow cover
has disappeared. In contrast, air heats up very slowly over water because of the
much larger heat capacity of water. Therefore, air masses advected into the Arctic
in late spring/early summer are considerably warmer than in the Antarctic and lead
to enhanced melting of the snow cover and the sea ice from the top. Melt ponds
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form and can cover more than
	
 of the sea ice. Brine pockets widen due to the
higher temperatures and weaken the sea ice cover until it breaks up under physical
stress along its weakest parts. These are usually cracks and leads formed during
the last winter. Melt water drains quickly from the floes, exposing a porous sea ice
surface. Most brine pockets above the freeboard level become now air pockets.
At the beginning of the following freeze-up these air pockets remain trapped in
the sea ice, which becomes second-year (SY) ice. If this sea ice survives the next
summer it becomes multiyear (MY) ice. Both, SY and MY ice will be called old
ice, henceforth. Due to the larger number of air pockets, the average density of
old ice (  $#*+  g cm W E ) is smaller than that of FY ice (  $#*  g cm W E ). Old ice
can exhibit densities as low as 0.7 g cm W E in its upper part.
However, a snow cover cannot insulate sea ice from melting from the bottom,
which is common in the Antarctic becoming increasingly effective when air tem-
peratures are too high to allow the formation of snow ice and meteoric ice. As a
result, the Antarctic sea ice cover starts to decay rapidly in November/December
in almost the entire Southern Ocean although average air temperatures remain be-
low
-
C [Drinkwater and Liu, 2000] and although the sea ice is still snow-covered.
Only in areas with an above-average sea ice thicknesses, the sea ice survives Aus-
tral summer and becomes old ice. Large sea ice thicknesses occur in
• the western Weddell Sea because of ridging and rafting,
• the Pacific Sector due to enhanced snow/meteoric ice growth caused by a
large snow accumulation,
• coastal embayments or regions where the westbound coastal current bends
away from the coast because of grounded ice bergs or glacier ice tongues
(e. g. near Syowa Station (70 - S, 40 - E) and the Drygalski Ice Tongue (75 - S,
165 - E)), where the sea ice can grow more undisturbed.
The Weddell Sea is known to be the site of the largest amount of old ice in the
Southern Ocean. However, this sea ice seldomly becomes older than two or three
years since it is continuously advected by the Weddell Gyre along the Antarctic
Peninsula northwards into warmer waters where it melts. Therefore, in the Antarc-
tic old ice is on average younger than in the Arctic and can be expected to have
larger salinities. According to Eicken [1998] the desalination process during sum-
mer rather than the sea ice age determines the salinity of old ice. He has found
average salinities of FY ice to be quite similar in both hemispheres. However,
considerably larger salinities are observed for old ice in the Antarctic compared to
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the Arctic. This can be explained by the different melt conditions forcing Arctic
sea ice to melt from the top while Antarctic sea ice melts from the sides and from
below. Consequently, much more melt water percolates Arctic sea ice flushing
out the salt. Therefore, the salinity profiles given in Figure 2.5 for MY ice are less
valid for Antarctic conditions.
2.3.3 Snow Properties
The snow cover on sea ice is not only important because of its influence on the
sea ice itself, but because it considerably affects the microwave radiances ob-
tained at frequencies above 85 GHz. Antarctic sea ice is frequently overpassed by
cyclones giving rise to precipitation, usually snow, allowing quite a large amount
of snow to be accumulated on the sea ice during the entire year. Average Antarc-
tic snow depths vary between 7 and 40 cm [Markus and Cavalieri, 1998], [Sturm
et al., 1998], [Worby et al., 1998]. The largest snow amount is found on old
ice. In the Arctic, precipitation and, therefore, snow accumulation on sea ice is
almost negligible between November and May, except in the marginal seas. How-
ever, during freeze-up in September/October quite a high amount of snow may
be deposited on Arctic sea ice. Snow depths range from 5 to 15 cm in the cen-
tral Arctic to up to 40 cm on old ice east of Greenland [TuckerIII et al., 1992].
Despite the smaller precipitation amount, Arctic snow depths are quite similar
to Antarctic snow depths. This can be explained by a larger snow portion being
transformed into snow ice or meteoric ice due to the larger probability of flooding
in the Antarctic.
Besides the depth, a snow cover is characterized by its salinity, liquid water
fraction, density, and grain size and shape plus orientation. Typical ranges for
these properties and the physical processes associated with snow metamorphism
have been published by numerous authors [Akitaya, 1974], [Marbouty, 1980],
[Massom et al., 1997], [Sturm et al., 1998]. Figure 2.9 shows typical vertical
distributions of selected snow properties of snow on sea ice in the Pacific Sector.
The snow salinity is mainly determined by the properties of the sea ice and the
snow-cover thickness. Generally, larger salinities are found at the basal snow
layers (see Figure 2.9 b.). On thin ice, this is caused by brine expulsion into the
snow-ice interface during cold air temperatures. In case of a broken sea ice cover
such as pancake ice, large salinities are caused by the infiltration of sea water at
the floe margins. Thick sea ice such as Antarctic old ice may exhibit a highly
saline, slushy basal snow layer which is often covered by dry snow [Drinkwater
and Lytle, 1997]. The slushy layer can be caused by both flooding of the snow-ice
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Figure 2.9: A typical snow-pit diagram for a snow cover on sea ice in the Pacific
Sector: a. snow stratigraphy, density and temperature, b. salinity and grain size
(from [Sturm et al., 1998]).
interface and by wicking-up of sea water through enlarged brine channels into this
layer.
The snow liquid water content is determined by the temperature and the mois-
ture supply from both underneath (sea water) and above (air humidity and pre-
cipitation). The snow liquid water content remains small, i. e. below Ø , for
temperatures below Q
	-
C and increases with temperature [Garrity, 1992]. Rain
percolating the snow cover can also increase the snow liquid water content if the
snow temperature is close to

-
C. However, due to the stratigraphy of a snow
cover, large snow liquid water contents may be limited to the basal and/or the
uppermost snow layer, particulary if icy snow layers are embedded in the snow
[Garrity, 1992].
Snow density and grain size are closely related to each other in terms of the
physical processes determining their magnitude: the vertical gradients of tempe-
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rature and water vapor, the wind stress at the snow surface and the time elapsed
since the last snow fall. Freshly fallen snow exhibits either very low densities
( t $#  	 g cm
W E
) and consists of single needles and crystals if fallen during low
wind speeds, or moderate densities (  Â#  	 g cm W E ) and consists of rounded
grains (soft/moderate wind slab) if fallen during high wind speeds [Massom et al.,
1997], [Sturm et al., 1993], [Sturm et al., 1998]. Figure 2.10 gives an overview
about typical grain sizes and forms of snow on sea ice in the Pacific Sector with
the snow types mentioned above shown in the images at the top. Redistribution
and compaction of the snow results in snow drifts or a hard wind slab without
considerably changing the grain size and with slightly increasing the density to

Â#*%'	
g cm W E [Sturm et al., 1998]. The density maximum in Figure 2.9 a. may
be due to such a layer.
Thermodynamic snow metamorphism can occur in two major forms and can
lead to the average vertical grain size profile shown in Figure 2.9 b. (see also
[Perovich et al., 1998]). A large negative vertical temperature gradient in the
snow of Q
$#

	
K cm
W$X
or less, as measured for instance by Massom et al. [1997]
and Sturm et al. [1998], can cause faceted growth of depth hoar at the expense
of rounded grains [Akitaya, 1974], [Colbeck, 1982]. Depth hoar crystals can be
Figure 2.10: Photo-micrographs of the four primary snow-grain types of the snow
cover on sea ice in the Pacific Sector (from [Sturm et al., 1998]). Note the larger
scale bar in the upper left image.
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quite large, i. e.
²	
mm ([Massom et al., 1997], see also Figure 2.10, bottom
right) and lead to a density decrease to values between 0.2 and 0.3 g cm W E . These
crystals are often oriented anisotropically since their growth is determined by the
vertical water vapor pressure gradient. Depth hoar layers play an important role
in the heat budget of snow because of their poor thermal conductivity [Sturm,
1991]. For a given heat flow, the growth of depth hoar crystals decreases the
average thermal conductivity of that particular snow layer, maintains the higher
temperatures underneath while increasing the vertical temperature gradient and,
therefore, enhancing the depth hoar formation.
Air temperatures close to or above
-
C lead to snow melt at the surface. Melt
water drains into the snow forcing the snow grains to coagulate to so-called melt
grain clusters, which are usually much more rounded and isotropically oriented
than depth hoar crystals (Figure 2.10, bottom left). The same happens during a
rain event. If a warm and maybe rainy episode is followed by a colder period,
the wet snow surface refreezes to form an icy, coarse-grained surface crust. Grain
sizes may then exceed 5 mm [Massom et al., 1997]. The change between above
and below freezing point temperatures which is quite frequent during Austral
summer, causes also a coarse-grained snow structure.
Summary:
• Salinity: Average snow bulk salinities are 4 ‰ [Eicken et al., 1994] and
8.6 ‰ [Massom et al., 1997] in the Weddell Sea and 8.5 ‰ on East Antarc-
tic sea ice [Worby et al., 1998]. Snow salinities vary between t $#*  ‰ in
the upper parts of a thick snow cover on thick undeformed sea ice and

 ‰ in a wet and slushy basal snow layer adjacent to the snow-ice in-
terface [Massom et al., 1997], [Worby et al., 1998].
• Liquid water content: Average spring and summer snow liquid water con-
tents amount between
$#5+
 and 
#
 in the Arctic and 
#*
 in the Wed-
dell Sea [Garrity, 1992]. Extreme values of more than    are reported by
Garrity [1992] and Grenfell [1992].
• Density: Values for average snow densities are 0.37 g cm
W
E , 0.36 g cm
W
E
and 0.31 g cm W E in the Pacific Sector [Sturm et al., 1998], on East Antarctic
sea ice [Worby et al., 1998] and in the Weddell Sea [Eicken et al., 1994],
[Massom et al., 1997], respectively. However, the density of adjacent snow
layers is highly variable and ranges typically between 0.11 g cm W E for fresh
snow and 0.85 g cm W E for icy snow layers [Massom et al., 1998].
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• Grain size: Average snow grain sizes are difficult to obtain and to interpret
due to the high degree of snow stratigraphy. Typical values are 1.6 mm on
East Antarctic sea ice [Worby et al., 1998], 1.5 mm in the Pacific Sector
[Sturm et al., 1998] and 2.7 mm in the Weddell Sea [Massom et al., 1997].
Modal values are generally 0.5 mm larger, standard deviations range be-
tween 1 and 3 mm, indicating the large variability. Grain sizes range from
0.1 mm for fresh snow crystals to 10 mm or more for well-developed depth
hoar in both East Antarctica and the Weddell Sea.
2.3.4 Radiative Properties of Sea Ice and Snow
Sea Ice:
Sea ice is a mixture of ice crystals, liquid brine and air pockets. At the SSM/I
frequencies (see Section 3.1.2), the emissivity of sea water is independent of the
salinity ¹ . The salinity ¹ of liquid brine increases with decreasing temperature
and exceeds 200 ‰ at Q  +- C, a value that may occur in the upper layers of bare
sea ice [Ulaby et al., 1986], [Hallikainen and Winebrenner, 1992]. However, em-
pirical results obtained by Stogryn and Desargeant [1985] for temperatures be-
tween Q 
#5+-
C and Q 
	Â#*-
C reveal no significant difference of the decrease of 

and 
 
with frequency if compared to sea water. In the SSM/I frequency range, 

of sea ice is almost constant and approximately of the same order of magnitude
than 

of saline water (see Figure 2.2). But 
 
of sea ice is about three orders of
magnitude smaller than that of sea water due to the lack of free charge carriers
[Hallikainen and Winebrenner, 1992] and increases slightly with frequency. Con-
sequently, according to Equation 2.7, at the same frequency and polarization the
emissivity of sea ice is usually larger than that of open water [Grenfell et al., 1994].
Figure 2.11 shows the emissivities of open water and FY ice at both polarizations
and illustrates quite well the large emissivity difference. However, this differ-
ence becomes smaller for old ice due to the larger number of air pockets. They
force volume scattering and thus decrease the surface emissivity with increasing
frequency. The emissivity of old ice may fall below 0.6 at 90 GHz ([Hallikainen
and Winebrenner, 1992] and [Grenfell, 1992]) a value which is smaller than the
emissivity of open water at 85 GHz and vertical polarization.
The bubbly uppermost sea ice layer increases also the average penetration
depth which, in sea ice, generally decreases with increasing frequency (decreas-
ing wavelength
j ). At 20 GHz, the penetration depth in old ice is ¼  cm while
that in FY ice is a few centimeters [Ulaby et al., 1986]. Radiometric measurements
taken by Grenfell et al. [1998] at the outdoor pond at the CRREL reveal that at
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Figure 2.11: Emissivities of saline water and FY ice as obtained using the results
of Stogryn and Desargeant [1985] (Theory) and from field measurements during
the NORvegian remote Sensing EXperiment NORSEX, the various Marginal Ice
Zone EXperiments MIZEX’ 83, MIZEX’ 84, MIZEX’ 87 and some other experi-
ments (from [Hallikainen and Winebrenner, 1992]).
90 GHz nilas becomes opaque for a thickness of 2 to 3 mm. However, field mea-
surements, e. g. during the NORvegian remote Sensing EXperiment [The NOR-
SEX Group, 1983], reveal emissivities of 0.84 and 0.88 for nilas [Hallikainen and
Winebrenner, 1992] at 90 GHz, suggesting a thickness of one centimeter rather
than a few millimeters to be required to unambiguously distinguish thin ice from
open water at this frequency. The penetration depth in old ice decreases to a few
centimeters at 90 GHz.
Snow:
Since the wavelength at 85 GHz is only 
#5	
mm the surface emissivity is af-
fected by snow almost as soon as it starts covering the sea ice. This is illustrated
in Figure 2.12 (a) and (b), showing in situ brightness temperature measurements
as a function of snow depth and frequency. Dry snow can be regarded as a mix-
ture of snow or ice crystals and air. Wet snow additionally includes liquid water
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which may be saline, particularly in the basal snow layers. This mixture is quite
similar to that of sea ice. Therefore, in the SSM/I frequency range, the dielec-
tric properties of snow are similar to those of sea ice and in case of dry snow
are mainly determined by the snow density. For snow, the 

value equals that
of sea ice whereas 
 
is one order of magnitude smaller than that of sea ice and
increases with frequency. Following Equation 2.7 and Equations 2.10 and 2.11,
the emissivity of snow-covered sea ice is larger than that of bare sea ice. This
can be identified in Figure 2.12 (a) and (b) by the brightness temperature increase
with snow depth at all frequencies shown except at 90 GHz. However, volume
scattering in the snow decreases the emissivity. This is illustrated in Figure 2.12.
The snow-depth increase from ts mm to 
## #	"
mm has almost no effect on
the 90 GHz brightness temperatures (images (a) and (b)) and these temperatures
decrease by more than 10 K for snow depths above 50 mm (image (c)).
Figure 2.12: In situ brightness temperature measurements over sea ice of 10
to 40 cm thickness with dry snow layers of different depth: (a) t  mm, (b)

# # #)	
mm, (c) 	" mm. (from [Grenfell and Comiso, 1986]).
From theoretical calculations of the microwave signature over dry snow using
the Mie theory and assuming independent scatterers, i. e. describing dry snow as
ice crystals being embedded in air, Ulaby et al. [1986] have found that volume
scattering dominates for frequencies above 15 GHz. Measurements of the extinc-
tion properties of dry snow reveal an increase of the extinction coefficient Ù$Ú with
frequency. At 90 GHz, Ù$Ú increases from 50 dB m W$X at a mean snow grain size of
0.4 mm to 500 dB m W$X at a mean snow grain size of 1.4 mm, suggesting a scatter-
ing coefficient ÙT°AoÙlÚ Q Ù$: that is much larger than the absorption coefficient Ù$:
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[Hallikainen et al., 1987]. Recent in situ emissivity measurements conducted in
the Arctic by Barber et al. [1998] and Perovich et al. [1998] confirm this. They
have reported a decrease of the emissivity at 90 GHz over dry snow of 
$#
 at
vertical and between 0 and 0.05 at horizontal polarization. The larger emissivity
change at vertical polarization can be explained by the snow-crystal orientation
in the basal snow layer (Section 2.3.3), which is often anisotropic, thus favouring
scattering at vertical polarization ([Barber and Nghiem, 1999] and Barber (2000),
personal communication). The emissivity decrease may be larger if the mean
snow grain size matches the wavelength of observation, which is most likely the
case in summer when coarse-grained snow occurs. Surface emissivities modeled
at 90 GHz for a refrozen snow cover over land are about 0.5 at both polarizations
[Bauer and Grody, 1995]. Radiometric in situ measurements taken during the
Marginal Ice Zone EXperiments in 1983/84 show, at 90 GHz and both polariza-
tions, a decrease of the emissivity from values above 0.9 over melting sea ice to

$#
 over a coarse-grained, icy snow layer of 6 cm thickness [Grenfell, 1992].
Figure 2.13: Penetration depth of microwave radiation in snow as modeled using
a modified Debye-like model for different frequencies and snow wetness (from
[Hallikainen and Winebrenner, 1992]).
The measurements of Grenfell [1992] also illustrate the influence of the third
important snow parameter, its wetness or volumetric snow liquid water content
Û
£
. Snow liquid water occurs in two regimes: the pendular and the funicular
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regime [Colbeck, 1982]. The former regime is characterized by snow containing
liquid water as isolated inclusions while air is continuous throughout the pore
space. In the latter regime, the snow is almost saturated with liquid water, i. e.
liquid water is continuous throughout the snow while air occurs in distinct bub-
bles. The transition between both regimes takes place at Û
£
qÜ
# # #
 [Ulaby
et al., 1986], [Hallikainen and Winebrenner, 1992]. Taking these two regimes
into account when modeling the dielectric properties of wet snow, 

and 
 
in-
crease with Û
£
and, more importantly, 
 
increases by a factor of 1000 compared
to dry snow [Hallikainen et al., 1987]. Consequently, the emissivity

and the
absorption coefficient Ù$: increase with Û
£
. The penetration depth in snow de-
creases with both increasing wetness and frequency to about one centimeter or
less at Û
£
A
	
 and 90 GHz [Eppler et al., 1992]. Figure 2.13 shows penetration
depths in snow as function of frequency and snow wetness. These values have
been obtained with a modified Debye-like model as described by Hallikainen et
al. [1986] assuming that the spectral behaviour of wet snow is dominated by the
dispersion behaviour of water because of the much higher permittivity of water,
and including empirical results from experiments. However, there is evidence
that at 90 GHz in the pendular regime, volume scattering can be regarded as the
dominant process, particularly during the metamorphism of fresh snow. In this
latter case, an emissivity increase with Û
£
may be compensated by an emissivity
decrease due to volume scattering caused by an increasing mean snow grain size
[Barber et al., 1998], [Perovich et al., 1998].
Summary:
• Antarctic sea ice consists primarily of FY ice. Only a minor fraction, mainly
limited to the Weddell Sea, is old ice and on average younger than three
years. Sea ice formation in the Antarctic can be divided into three cate-
gories: the pancake ice cycle at the MIZ, ice growth in coastal polynyas
(“ice factories”), and the formation of snow ice and meteoric ice. Once
formed, Antarctic sea ice is almost continuously covered by snow.
• At 85 GHz, sea ice can be unambiguously distinguished from open water
at a thickness above   cm. The emissivity of bare young and FY ice
is always considerably larger than that of open water at 85 GHz for both
polarizations except for old ice, which exhibits a smaller emissivity than
open water at vertical polarization. At 85 GHz, emissivities are independent
of the sea ice salinity.
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• Snow affects the emissivity at 85 GHz as soon as it starts covering the sea
ice because of the small penetration depth associated with a wavelength of
3.5 mm. Snow on sea ice is usually stratified and heterogeneous. Snow-
property changes can be caused by air temperature changes and/or precipi-
tation. Related processes affect the snow on a spatial scale of at least a few
SSM/I 85 GHz channel FOVs and a temporal scale of a few hours to a few
weeks and, therefore, have an impact on the 85 GHz SSM/I measurements.
• The 85 GHz emissivity increases strongly with the snow liquid water con-
tent at both polarizations. As a result, 7Á'z
+	
| values increase significantly
while gz
+p	
| remains constant or decreases slightly.
• An increasing grain size enhances volume scattering and thus causes an
emissivity decrease at 85 GHz. Consequently, 7Áz
+p	
| values decrease de-
pending on the polarization and Èz
+p	
| values may both decrease or in-
crease.
• The interaction between snow liquid water, density and grain size is com-
plex. The first parameter certainly dominates the radiometric signal at Û
£

 . Particularly at lower Û
£
values volume scattering may compensate the
absorption due to the snow liquid water. In dry snow, the effect of volume
scattering dominates and may lead to a decrease of both 7
c
z
+	
| and 7
£
z
+p	
|
at a grain size above 2 mm. Large grain sizes as associated for instance with
an icy snow surface crust and a depth hoar layer can depress the 85 GHz
emissivities to values below 0.5.
• There is evidence for a strong polarization dependency of the emissivity
change due to snow if slush is present at the snow-ice interface – at least at
37 GHz – when brightness temperatures decrease significantly at horizontal
polarization and remain almost constant at vertical polarization [Garrity,
1992].
2.4 The Atmosphere
This section, following a brief description of the atmospheric composition, con-
centrates on the radiometric properties of the atmosphere and their impact on the
surface radiation.
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2.4.1 Atmospheric Constituents
The relative composition of the atmosphere remains essentially constant up to
an altitude of 

km. The main dry atmosphere gaseous constituents exhibit-
ing constant volume fractions are 
+$#
~ per volume of molecular Nitrogen (N
ﬂ
),

$#*
 per volume of molecular Oxygen (O
ﬂ
) and $#*  per volume of molecular
Argon (Ar
ﬂ
). Another important and variable atmospheric gas is Carbondioxide
(CO
ﬂ
) with an average volume fraction of $#*  	  . Depending on atmospheric
activity, geographical latitude and season, the humid atmosphere can contain up
to
%
 per volume of water (H
ﬂ
O) in form of water vapor, which is mainly con-
fined to the troposphere. The height of the troposphere is determined by the verti-
cal convective heat transfer which depends mainly on the surface air temperature
[Barry and Chorley, 1989] and, therefore, is significantly smaller (  + km) at high
latitudes than at low latitudes ( ± km). Integration of the water vapor contained
in a vertical column of the atmosphere yields the integrated water vapor content
0 which, on average, is below 5 kg m W ﬂ at polar latitudes and can be as high as
50 kg m W ﬂ at tropical latitudes [Raschke, 1996].
In the troposphere, pressure and density decrease almost exponentially with
height while the air temperature has a mean vertical lapse rate of Q 
#5	
K km W$X .
The maximum amount of water vapor that can be carried by the air without con-
densation is governed by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation [Holton, 1992]
·
H
°
·p7<:
A
Û
k
®^Ý
1
Ô
H
°
Þàß
7
ﬂ
:
(2.16)
where 7<: is the air temperature, Û
k
®^Ý
the molecular weight of water,
Þ
ß
the uni-
versal gas constant, 1
Ô
the latent heat of condensation and H ° the water vapor
pressure at saturation. Obviously, H ° increases exponentially with 7<: , suggesting
that at low temperatures considerably smaller absolute amounts of water vapor
are sufficient to cause condensation. If air raises, either due to orographic features
or due to free convection, it cools adiabatically until condensation (sublimation)
will form cloud droplets (ice crystals) and eventually clouds. Water clouds are
typically confined to the troposphere and can be divided into low-, middle- and
high-level clouds [World Meteorological Organization (WMO), 1956]. At high
latitudes, these levels extend between 0 and 2 km, 2 and 4 km and above 3 km, re-
spectively [Barry and Chorley, 1989]. While the lowest (highest) cloud level con-
tains mostly liquid water (ice) clouds, the middle level is the site of mixed clouds
with both liquid water and ice. Clouds can further be divided into cumuliform (Cu-
mulus, Strato-, Alto- and Cirrocumulus) and stratiform (Stratus, Nimbo-, Alto-
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and Cirrostratus) clouds [World Meteorological Organization (WMO), 1956].
a)
b)
Figure 2.14: Average cloud cover in the Antarctic taken from ISCCP data: a) for
summer and b) for winter (from [King and Turner, 1997]).
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The cloud liquid water content (LWC) expressed in g m W E can be estimated by
integrating the water contained in all cloud droplets (the water equivalent of all
ice crystals) of a cloud volume using an appropriate drop (particle) size distribu-
tion [Deirmendjian, 1969]. The liquid water path or integrated cloud liquid water
content 1 can be obtained integrating the LWC over the vertical cloud column,
yielding a few g m W ﬂ for ice clouds (LWC  $#5  g m W E ) and up to 1000 g m W ﬂ
for cumuliform clouds (LWC  g m W E ). In polar regions, clouds exhibit smaller
maximum values of 1 , particularly due to the smaller absolute water content of
the troposphere associated with lower temperatures.
The average seasonal cloud cover exceeds 

 over large areas of the South-
ern Ocean according to the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (IS-
CCP, [Schiffer and Rossow, 1983]). This is shown in Figure 2.14 for Austral
summer and winter. The low temperatures typical for high latitudes favour the
formation of stratiform rather than cumuliform clouds, which are usually shallow
anyway [King and Turner, 1997]. Consequently, Stratus, Stratocumulus and Alto-
stratus dominate the cloud cover of the Southern Ocean between
		-
S and 
-
S,
followed by ice clouds and Nimbostratus [King and Turner, 1997].
At high latitudes, the formation of precipiation always includes the ice phase
requiring cloud levels with subfreezing temperatures and can be described by the
Bergeron-Findeisen theory [Bergeron, 1960]. However, in the Southern Ocean,
weaker vertical motions, shallower clouds and lower temperatures force low
precipitation intensities and small precipitation particle sizes [King and Turner,
1997], [Lachlan-Cope and Turner, 1997]. Snow is observed in most cases, though
rain may appear throughout the entire year [Turner et al., 1995]
2.4.2 Radiative Properties of the Atmosphere
Some comparisons between sea ice concentration maps and images taken in the
VIS/IR range will be shown in Chapter 6. Therefore, the first part of Section 2.4.2
concentrates on this frequency range. The second part focusses on the interaction
between the atmosphere and microwave radiation.
Visible/Infrared Frequency Range:
In the VIS range ( $#&% . m t j t Â# . m) as well as in the atmospheric window
between 8 and 11 . m in the IR range ( $# ¤. m t j t»  . m), the atmosphere
is almost transparent. This is illustrated by the absorbtivity of some atmospheric
constituents shown in Figure 2.15. Both frequency ranges include the wavelengths
associated with the maximum radiation intensity according to Wien’s displace-
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Figure 2.15: Absorption by atmospheric constituents and by the atmosphere as a
whole at various wavelengths (from [Fleagle and Businger, 1963]).
ment law (Equation 2.2), which is 0.48 . m in the VIS range and 10 . m in the IR
range for blackbodies with a temperature of 

K and of 

K, respec-
tively. Using spaceborne measurements in the VIS/IR range, for instance of the
AVHRR, allows to discriminate sea ice from open water. Moreover, the sea ice
surface temperature can be obtained [Key and Haefliger, 1992], [Yu and Rothrock,
1996], [St. Germain and Cavalieri, 1997]. This requires clear-sky conditions since
the albedo É and IR emissivity
)á4â
of clouds is similar to the corresponding value
of É or
)á4â
of sea ice and snow – except fresh snow. Some values of É and
)á4â
are
listed in Table 2.1. Using measurements in the VIS range additionally requires
daylight.
Although there is no emissivity difference between sea water and sea ice in
the IR range, different surface temperatures allow to distinguish between these
two surfaces, at least during winter. The same is true to a smaller degree when
distinguishing clouds from sea ice or snow. Cloud tops are often located at the
semi-permanent surface inversion [King and Turner, 1997] and appear warmer
than the surface. Nevertheless, sea ice and/or its snow cover can have the same
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Table 2.1: Albedo É and IR emissivity
)á4â
for sea water [Oke, 1981], sea ice
and snow [Grenfell et al., 1998], and clouds [Paltridge and Platt, 1984], [Barry
and Chorley, 1989]. The letter · denotes the thickness of the sea ice. In the
lower part of the table, É is the average albedo integrated over wavelengths
$#
¤. m
## #)%l#*
. m. Values of
)á4â
depend strongly on particle density and cloud
thickness and are omitted therefore.
surface type É
)á4â
Old (melting) snow 0.4 – 0.6 0.82
Fresh snow 0.9 – 1.0 0.99
bare sea ice ( ·   	 cm) 0.1 – 0.4 0.98 – 1.0
bare sea ice ( ·   	 cm) 0.4 – 0.55 0.99
snow-covered sea ice (winter) 0.8 – 0.92 0.995
Sea water 0.03 – 0.1 0.92 – 0.97
Clouds 0.4 – 0.9
temperature than the cloud tops. Moreover, both cloud albedo and IR emissiv-
ity depend strongly on the solar zenith angle, the cloud particle size distribution
and the cloud thickness. This means that within one AVHRR or OLS image in
one particular region sea ice might be discriminated from clouds quite well, e. g.
sea ice covered by melting snow from a thick cloud cover such as Nimbostratus,
whereas in another part of the image this discrimination is impossible, e. g. sea ice
covered by melting snow from a thin, low-level Stratus layer. This limits the usage
of these sensors for sea ice monitoring. A comparison of the structure or texture
of sea ice and clouds evident in these images can provide additional information
helping to identify cloud-covered regions over sea ice [Schlu¨ter, 2000].
Microwave Frequency Range:
In the MW range, absorption and emission by all atmospheric gases except
oxygen and water vapor are less pronounced or cause only a weak background
absorption due to their small volumetric fractions [Ulaby et al., 1981]. The
SSM/I frequency range (Section 3.1.2) covers the water vapor absorption line
at 22.235 GHz and the so-called 60 GHz oxygen complex at frequencies between
51.5and 67.9 GHz [Ulaby et al., 1981]. Pressure broadening causes the oxygen
absorption lines to overlap and to form an absorption band. The so-called wings of
these bands extend into other frequency ranges and so do the wings of the oxygen
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Figure 2.16: Zenith opacity of the U.S. Standard Atmosphere for a surface tem-
perature of 288 K and surface pressures of 1020.5 hPa (humid atmosphere) and
1013 hPa (oxygen only) (from [Smith, 1982]).
and water vapor absorption bands that lie outside of the SSM/I frequency range:
O
ﬂ
at 118.75 GHz, water vapor at 183.3 GHz. The distribution of these bands in
the MW range is illustrated in Figure 2.16 for frequencies up to 300 GHz for a dry
atmosphere and a humid atmosphere with two different water vapor contents.
Compared to mid-latitudes (Figure 2.16), a polar atmosphere exhibit a smaller
water vapor content and thus a smaller atmospheric opacity ã at 90 GHz and in
the microwave window at 35 GHz where the wings of the absorption lines con-
tribute less to ã . Spaceborne data obtained at 22.235 GHz with the SSM/I and at
183.3 GHz with the Water vapor profiler Special Sensor Microwave/Temperature2
(SSM/T2) have been used to retrieve the integrated water vapor content 0 over
open water [Gloersen et al., 1984], [Bauer and Schlu¨ssel, 1993], [Simmer, 1994],
[Rossow, 1996] and over sea ice [Miao, 1998], [Miao et al., 2001].
The atmosphere contains also water as liquid and frozen particles (hydrome-
teors) which appear as clouds and precipitation. Particle radii range between

$#
ä. m and 100 . m for cloud droplets and between 50 . m and a few mil-
limeters for drizzle/rain drops and snow crystals. Non-precipitating cumuli- and
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stratiform clouds usually exhibit particle radii around 5 . m [Mason, 1972] and ab-
sorb a lot but scatter little microwave radiation [Gasiewski, 1993]. Scattering by
drizzle and rain particles and by most frozen hydrometeors becomes increasingly
important with increasing frequency C (decreasing wavelength j ) – particularly
at C



GHz ( j tq  mm) [Gasiewski, 1993]. This behaviour can be expressed
by the Mie parameter å as follows [Simmer, 1996]
åæA

³èç
j
U
(2.17)
where
ç
is the particle radius. The Rayleigh approximation holds for åt
$#
 at
the SSM/I frequencies and scattering is almost negligible [Gasiewski, 1993]. At
å3Ö
$#
 , however, the Mie approximation holds and scattering has to be consid-
ered. For a typical cloud particle ( ç A 	 . m), å increases from  $#*  at 19 GHz
to 
$#*
at 85 GHz while for a typical rain drop or ice crystal ( ç Aé mm) one
can expect an increase of å from 
$#*%
at 19 GHz to ê
#*+
at 85 GHz. Therefore,
scattering by liquid hydrometeors of non-precipitating clouds can be neglected at
SSM/I frequencies, also at 85 GHz where brightness temperatures increase sig-
nificantly with the cloud liquid water content [Fuhrhop et al., 1997]. Frozen hy-
drometeors and almost all precipitation particles scatter microwave radiation at
85 GHz. Simmer [1996] has shown that at 85 GHz the volume absorption co-
efficient is significantly larger for liquid precipitation particles than for frozen
ones, and is similar to the volume scattering coefficients for precipitation particles
of both phases. Volume scattering coefficients are similar for typical maximum
Antarctic precipitation rates of up to 10 mm h
W$X
. Consequently, one can expect a
large brightness temperature decrease due to scattering over rain and snow clouds
at 85 GHz (see [Fuhrhop et al., 1997]). Furthermore, this decrease may depend on
the polarization since falling rain drops are oblate and snow flakes are aspherical.
Both effects are not accounted for in the radiative transfer model of Fuhrhop et al.
[1998] which is briefly described in Section 2.5.1. The interaction of microwave
radiation with ice particles of cirrus clouds can be neglected at SSM/I frequencies
[Simmer, 1996].
Measurements of the SMMR and the SSM/I have been widely used to retrieve
1 and/or the rain rate over open water [Curry et al., 1990], [Bauer and Schlu¨ssel,
1993], [Greenwald et al., 1993], [Karstens et al., 1994]. These approaches are
mainly based on the lower SSM/I frequencies 19 GHz, 22 GHz and 37 GHz and,
where possible, omit the horizontal polarized SSM/I channels in order to avoid a
bias by scattering at the wind-roughened sea surface. In this study, the algorithm
of Karstens et al. [1994] which is briefly described in Section 3.2.3 is used to cal-
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culate 1 . The retrieval of 1 remains difficult over land or sea ice. Although some
attempts have been made towards this issue over land [Jones and Vonder Haar,
1990], [Greenwald et al., 1997], a quantitative approach to retrieve 1 over sea ice
is still missing. However, Miao et al. [2000] developed a method to qualitatively
identify sea ice regions covered by clouds with SSM/I data. This method is used
in this thesis also (Section 3.2.4). The rain rate is not retrieved here since aver-
age precipitation rates are small ( t $#5	 mm h W$X ) in polar regions, particulary over
sea ice [Szeto et al., 1997], [King and Turner, 1997], [Lachlan-Cope and Turner,
1997]. However, even low precipitation rates may considerably affect the 85 GHz
brightness temperatures becasue the mass absorption and extinction coefficients
of precipitating clouds are larger for light (1 mm h W$X ) than for heavy precipitation
(50 mm h W$X ) at 85 GHz [Simmer, 1996].
Summary:
The atmospheric water content, which is the integrated water vapor content
0 and the integrated cloud liquid water content 1 , increases the 85 GHz SSM/I
brightness temperatures considerably. This increase is small over a surface with
a high emissivity and becomes larger with decreasing emissivity. Therefore, the
normalized brightness temperature polarization difference (Section 5.1) decreases
at 85 GHz due to the influence of 0 and 1 . Scattering by precipitation particles
decreases the 85 GHz brightness temperatures. This decrease depends probably
also on the polarization to a degree which is unknown so far.
2.5 Radiative Transfer
In the MW range, the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation can be applied (see Sec-
tion 2.1). Assuming a horizontally homogeneous, non-scattering and stratified
atmosphere over a specularly reflecting surface the microwave brightness tempe-
rature 7Áz\CÐ| measured at polarization y and frequency C from space can be written
as [Swift and Cavalieri, 1985]
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where

ÁzCÐ| A Emissivity of the radiating layer,
ãäzCÐ| A Total atmospheric opacity at zenith angle woA
	

#

- [m
W$X
],
ãäzOñ
U
CÐ| A Atmospheric opacity at height ñ and wqA
	

#

- [m
W$X
],
ñ
eÀõö
A Height of the atmosphere [m],
7 A Physical temperature of the radiating layer [K],
7{zñ| A Air temperature at height ñ [K],
7Á
ô
°÷ÁÕ:
Ô
ÚÀz\Cä|ËA Cosmic background brightness temperature [K].
7Døäù stands for Top Of Atmosphere. The signal received by a spaceborne micro-
wave radiometer has four contributions: a) surface radiation, attenuated by the
entire atmosphere; b) atmospheric radiation towards the radiometer, attenuated
only by the part of the atmosphere between the radiating layer of the atmosphere
and the radiometer; c) atmospheric radiation towards the surface, attenuated by
the part of the atmosphere between the radiating layer of the atmosphere and the
surface, reflected at the surface and attenuated by the entire atmosphere; d) cosmic
radiation, reflected at the surface and attenuated twice by the entire atmosphere.
The last contribution can be neglected at C
ú	
GHz [Ulaby et al., 1981]. Over
sea ice,

ÁzCÐ| is usually close to 1 and the first term of Equation 2.18 dominates.
However, as soon as changing sea ice and/or snow properties, or an increasing
open water fraction cause a significant decrease of

ÁzCÐ| in the FOV, the second
contribution becomes larger in absolute terms and the third contribution grows
in relative terms, when considering a transparent atmosphere, i. e. at frequencies
outside the absorption bands of oxygen and water vapor.
Of particular importance is the physical temperature 7 of the radiating layer,
called emission temperature in the following. Sea ice concentration algorithms
using the low-frequency SSM/I channels perform best with the emission tempe-
rature set to the snow-ice interface temperature. However, this temperature is dif-
ficult to obtain and depends strongly on the stratigraphy of a snow cover [Sturm
et al., 1993], [Sturm et al., 1998]. With increasing frequency, one can assume
that the main radiating layer becomes more and more the surface itself due to
the decreasing penetration depth [Ulaby et al., 1986], [Vander Veen and Jezek,
1993]. Therefore, over snow-covered sea ice the 85 GHz brightness temperature
can be expected to depend less on the snow-ice interface temperature but more
on the temperature of the uppermost snow layers if compared to the other SSM/I
frequencies. Also, over bare sea ice the main radiating layer can be expected
to be closer to the surface at 85 GHz compared to the other SSM/I frequencies.
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Consequently, the difference between the emission temperature and the surface
temperature of bare of snow-covered sea ice is smaller at 85 GHz than at lower
frequencies. Fuhrhop et al. [1997] have investigated the sensitivities of modeled
brightness temperatures to the emission temperature of different ice types. In do-
ing this, the emission temperature of snow-covered FY ice was set to the snow-ice
interface temperature and that of bare FY ice was set to the average physical tem-
perature of the sea ice layer between 1 and 9 cm. For snow-covered FY ice, the
modeled brightness temperatures turned out to be independent of the emission
temperature at all SSM/I frequencies. For bare FY ice, the modeled brightness
temperatures are found to exhibit a decreasing emission temperature dependency
with increasing frequency. Consequently, the error caused by setting the emission
temperature equal to the surface temperature is smaller at 85 GHz compared to the
low-frequency SSM/I channels.
2.5.1 MWMOD
The radiative transfer model MicroWave MODel (MWMOD) has been developed
by Simmer [1994], Fuhrhop and Simmer [1997] and can be used to model both the
downward and upward microwave radiation over open water and sea ice [Fuhrhop
et al., 1997], [Fuhrhop et al., 1998], [Miao, 1998], [Miao et al., 2000]. The modu-
lar outline of MWMOD allows a separate description of the properties of sea ice,
open water and the atmosphere, as well as computation of their radiative charac-
teristics. The interaction between atmosphere, sea ice and open ocean, i. e. the
radiative transfer, can be calculated for different frequencies and viewing angles,
for instance those of the SSM/I. In the following, the modules and the most im-
portant parameters used in this thesis are described briefly. See Fuhrhop et al.
[1997], Fuhrhop et al. [1998] and the User Manual [Fuhrhop and Simmer, 1998]
for more details.
In MWMOD, open water can be characterized by its salinity, its SST and the
roughening of the surface according to the surface wind speed / . In this thesis,
these parameters are set to 34 ‰, 272 K and  m s
W$X
tv/ûtü

ms
W$X
, respectively.
In order to consider scattering by the wind-roughened and foam-covered sea sur-
face (Section 2.2.1), MWMOD utilizes a three-scale model. This is a facet model,
where the Fresnel reflection coefficients calculated for the first scale (large-scale
gravity waves) are modified by scattering on the second scale (small-scale grav-
ity and capillary waves) (Section 2.2.1) and by multiple scattering on to the third
scale (see [Guissard and Sobieski, 1987]), the foam cover. Alternatively, MW-
MOD can be provided with surface reflectivities at both polarizations instead of
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calculating them. The reflectivities are used together with the modules specifying
the atmospheric conditions and the radiative transfer in the atmosphere to model
brightness temperatures over open water.
For sea ice, MWMOD provides two possibilities to model brightness tempera-
tures. The first is to divide the sea ice into horizontal layers of specified thickness
and to describe these layers in detail with the sea ice parameters: density, tem-
perature, salinity, brine pocket orientation and aspect ratio, grain size, air bubble
diameter and liquid water content. The same is done for the snow cover. MW-
MOD allows to calculate the radiative transfer within the sea ice/snow and to
obtain the surface reflectivity of the radiating layer selected for a given physical
temperature of these layer (emission temperature). This temperature has to be
choosen carefully for the frequency used because of the dependency of the emis-
sion temperature on sea ice and snow properties. As for the open ocean, these
reflectivities and the emission temperatures are used together with the modules
specifying the atmospheric conditions and the radiative transfer in the atmosphere
to model brightness temperatures over sea ice. In case of a sea ice concentration
 
below 

 , one can provide MWMOD with the values of
 
and the bright-
ness temperatures modeled separately for open water and sea ice are combined
according to
 
. The second possibility is to provide MWMOD with reflectivities
and emission temperatures typical for the sea ice conditions to be investigated.
This approach is choosen in this thesis since, to the author’s knowledge, reflec-
tivities and brightness temperatures obtained with MWMOD at frequencies above
40 GHz over sea ice have not yet been validated for the large number of param-
eters to specify in the sea ice module and, also, have been questioned at 37 GHz
[Fuhrhop et al., 1998]. Furthermore, the main goal using MWMOD in this thesis
is to estimate the weather influence on the 85 GHz brightness temperatures over a
surface with known reflectivities. Therefore, the second approach is used here.
The gaseous absorption of oxygen and water vapor is treated in MWMOD ac-
cording to the Liebe model [Liebe et al., 1993]. Absorption, emission and scatter-
ing by non-precipitating clouds is modelled with the Rayleigh theory. MWMOD
provides several possibilities to specify the atmospheric properties [Fuhrhop et
al., 1998]. Simulations used in this thesis are based on pre-defined profiles of air
pressure and air temperature typical for a polar atmosphere. The profiles are inter-
polated onto a user-defined grid with a finer vertical resolution, particularly near
the surface. The atmospheric humidity is specified by 0 and a typical vertical
water vapor distribution. In order to consider the effect of 1 on the brightness
temperatures, low-level clouds are included at an altitude level of 500 m with a
cloud thickness of 500 m. Both values remain fixed. Within MWMOD, 1 can be
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calculated using typical drop-size distributions of various cloud types. Stratus and
Stratocumulus clouds usually provide the largest contribution to 1 because they
are low-level clouds. Altostratus is a dominant cloud type in frontal cloud bands
[Barry and Chorley, 1989] and exhibits a typical drop-size distribution similar
to that of Stratocumulus [Paltridge and Platt, 1984]. Therefore, in order to con-
sider simultaneously Altostratus and typical Antarctic low-level clouds, the drop-
size distribution of Stratocumulus is used in this thesis. Only non-precipitating
clouds are used to model the brightness temperatures, since precipitating clouds
are masked out using the Þ -factor method described in Section 3.2.4.
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Chapter 3
Data Basis
This chapter describes the data sets used in this thesis. They can be divided into
four categories:
• remote sensing data e. g. the brightness temperature,
• quantities derived from remote sensing data such as the integrated water
vapor content,
• quantities obtained from models,
• data measured or observed in situ, for instance, sea ice observations aboard
a ship.
3.1 Remote Sensing Data
Remote sensing data collected by polar orbiting satellites are the backbone of this
thesis. A brief description of the visible (VIS) and infrared (IR) data used is given
in Section 3.1.1 and is followed by a discussion of the microwave (MW) data used
in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.1 Visible/Infrared Range
In polar regions, using data obtained in the VIS and IR range to gain information
about the surface is restricted to clear-sky conditions and additionally requires
daylight in the VIS range. Data taken the VIS range are a measure of the reflectiv-
ity and can be transformed into the shortwave albedo. Data taken in the thermal
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IR range can be used to estimate the surface temperature of both clouds and the
Earth’s surface. Since sea ice reduces the heat flux from the ocean into the at-
mosphere, one can expect lower surface temperatures over sea ice than over open
water, at least during winter. Therefore, surface temperatures derived from IR data
(see [Key and Haefliger, 1992]) can be used to discriminate sea ice from open wa-
ter and, more importantly, to estimate the thickness of thin ice [St. Germain and
Cavalieri, 1997]. In this thesis, data of the Operational Linescan System (OLS)
are used. This sensor is equipped with two broadband channels, one in the VIS
and one in the IR range (see Table 3.1). The OLS scans the Earth across-track
with a swath width of ²

km. The spatial resolution is about 2.7 km. The
OLS and the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) are both part of the U.S.
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) payload.
Table 3.1: Bandwidths of the OLS sensor.
Channel VIS IR
Wavelength [ . m] 0.4 – 1.1 10.5 – 12.6
3.1.2 Microwave Range
In the MW range, one has to distinguish between active and passive sensors. Pas-
sive microwave data collected by the SSM/I are used extensively in this thesis
and will be discussed at first. The SSM/I is a multi-channel total-power passive
microwave radiometer which has been flown continuously on different DMSP
spacecraft since 1987. These spacecraft have sun-synchronous polar orbits with
an inclination angle of 98.8
-
and an orbit period of 102 minutes, and fly at an
average altitude of 833 km [Hollinger et al., 1987].
The SSM/I is equipped with seven channels. Frequencies C , polarizations y ,
wavelengths
j
, noise and effective field-of-view (FOV) are listed in Table 3.2.
The FOV is approximately the 3 dB width of the antenna pattern projected onto
the Earth’s surface. The SSM/I scans the Earth’s surface conically across-track
with a constant ground incidence zenith angle of 53.1
-
while looking backwards.
The swath width is about 1394 km. The low-frequency SSM/I channels (19 GHz
to 37 GHz) are sampled every 25 km, the 85 GHz channels every 12.5 km. This
yields 64 and 128 pixels per scan, respectively. Figure 3.1 illustrates the SSM/I
orbit and swath geometry. About 14 SSM/I overflights per day provide a complete
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coverage of the entire polar regions with the exception of a small area centered at
the poles remaining uncovered because of the SSM/I orbit geometry (see Fig. 1.2,
[Hollinger et al., 1987]).
Table 3.2: SSM/I sensor characteristics (from [Hollinger et al., 1987]).
C [GHz] y j [mm] noise [K] FOV [km  km]
19.35 B ,

15.5 0.8 


%

22.235

13.5 0.8 	 
%p
37.0 B ,

8.1 0.6 p8æ

85.5 B ,

3.5 1.1 
	
V±
Figure 3.1: Orbit and swath geometry of the SSM/I (from [Hollinger et al., 1987]).
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The National Snow and Ice Data Centre (NSIDC), Boulder, Colorado, dis-
tributes daily average brightness temperatures interpolated into a stereographic
grid with cell sizes at 19 to 37 GHz of 
	

	
km ﬂ and at 85 GHz of 
#5	


#5	
km ﬂ [NSIDC, 1996]. Each cell contains the average of all brightness temper-
atures that fall into the considered cell within one day (“Drop into the bucket”).
To minimize the distortion, the projection is true at 70 - S (N). The used ellip-
soid and details of the gridding routine are compiled in NSIDC [1996]. Although
the first SSM/I sensor was launched in 1987, only data that have been provided
by the NSIDC for the period December 1991 to December 1999 are used in this
thesis because a failure of the 85 GHz sensor causes measurements to be unreli-
able between May 1988 and December 1991 at vertical polarization and between
February and December 1991 at horizontal polarization [NSIDC, 1990].
Due to its orbit geometry, the SSM/I passes more often over high latitudes
than over middle or low latitudes within one day. Consequently, the “Drop into
the bucket”-method can cause artefacts arising from the different number of over-
flights used to generate maps of the daily gridded brightness temperature. Usually
between four and seven SSM/I overflights cover one pixel of the NSIDC grids
poleward of 60
-
S (N) as is evident in Fig. 1.2 in Hollinger et al. [1987] (not shown
here). However, equatorwards of 60 - S (N) the number of artefacts increases and
has to be taken into account, particularly when using these data to retrieve the
atmospheric parameters / , 0 and 1 . The latter parameter is highly variable on
both spatial and temporal scales. Therefore, averaging over three instead of two
overflights can cause a relative change in 1 of more than 100  .
3.2 Remotely Sensed Meteorological Data
Two kinds of meteorological data are used in this thesis for the correction of
the brightness temperatures for the atmospheric influence. This section describes
briefly the data obtained from remote sensing data.
3.2.1 Surface Wind
In the SSM/I frequency range, the sea surface emissivity depends mainly on the
surface wind speed / (see Section 2.2.1). Therefore, over open water, SSM/I
brightness temperatures can be used to retrieve / , for instance, with the so-called
D-matrix algorithm [Lo, 1983]. This algorithm is based on the following Equa-
tion:
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The D-matrix coefficients ùÏ¯^zý$| are listed in Table 3.3. These coefficients can
be taken from a climate-code table containing appropriate values for latitude and
season selected. The index ý denotes the so-called climate-code index (after [Lo,
1983]). The algorithm has been validated by Goodberlet et al. [1989]. They
found an accuracy between 2 m s
W$X
and 5 m s
W$X
for wind speeds between 5 m s
W$X
and 30 m s
W$X
.
Table 3.3: Coefficients to retrieve the parameters surface wind speed / , integrated
water vapor content 0 and integrated cloud liquid water content 1 from SSM/I
data. þ
0 1 2 3 4
ß
:   ¯ , summer 109.93 0.8695 	
  0.1158
ß
:   ¯ , winter 137.72 0.7330   0.1804

:  ¯ 260.82 48.128 0.15718

: ﬀ ¯ﬂﬁ 

W
E
3232.16 2.285 492.984 ﬃ
 433.686
3.2.2 Water Vapor
The SSM/I measures brightness temperatures at 22.235 GHz, which is at the cen-
ter of a water vapor absorption line and at 37 GHz, which is near the MW absorp-
tion window at 35 GHz (see Figure 2.16). These brightness temperatures are least
influenced by the wind-induced sea surface roughness at vertical polarization and,
therefore, can be used to retrieve the integrated water vapor content 0 over open
water [Simmer, 1994]. The Equation
0 Ao=Ï¾
Q
=
X
z! "Ó

Q
7{z\

|,|
Q
=
ﬂ
7{z

| (3.2)
provides 0 in kg m W ﬂ with the given brightness temperatures and the coefficients
=Ï¯ compiled in Table 3.3. The accuracy of this retrieval is about 2 kg m W ﬂ accord-
ing to Simmer [1994].
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Miao [1998] (see also [Miao et al., 2001]) has developed a method to retrieve
0 up to values of 6 kg m W ﬂ over open water and sea ice using data of the humidity
sounder Special Sensor Microwave/Temperature 2 (SSM/T2). However, using this
method over Antarctic sea ice the limitation to values of 0

 kg m ﬂ would lead
to large data gaps in the maps of 0 , since 0 often exceeds this limit as is shown
in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 and in Table 5.1.
3.2.3 Cloud Liquid Water
The absorption and emission of microwave radiation by cloud droplets at the
SSM/I frequencies can be exploited to estimate the integrated cloud liquid water
content 1 from SSM/I data. Several algorithms have been developed to calculate
1 over open water. In polar regions, the method of Karstens et al. [1994] has been
found to provide quite reliable results. It is based on the following Equation
1 A #¡¾~ $#
X
7zL


|; %#
ﬂ
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Q
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
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(3.3)
and yields 1 in kg m W ﬂ with an accuracy of about 0.030 kg m W ﬂ . The coefficients
#§¯ are compiled in Table 3.3. In polar regions, precipitation was observed to
occur at 1

Â#

	
kg m W ﬂ [Curry et al., 1990]. Due to scattering at precipitation
particles, 1 is most likely biased towards too high values at 1 above 0.35 kg m W ﬂ .
Also, one can expect an overestimation of 0 since the decrease of the brightness
temperatures due to scattering by precipiation particles causes a smaller amount
to be subtracted from =?¾ (see Equation 3.2). Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show maps of / ,
0 and 1 calculated from SSM/I data (plates a) to c)) and of 0 inferred from data
of the European Medium-range Weather Forecasting Center (ECMWF) model
(image d) for Austral summer and winter. See Section 3.3 for details of the model
data. Both examples show typical values of / , 0 and 1 in the Southern Ocean.
Note the good agreement of the main patterns in the water vapor fields taken
from both data sets. Triangular shaped regions with sudden changes in 0 (see
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 b)) are due to the averaging process discussed in Section 3.1.2.
These discontinuities are evident in the maps of / and 1 as well. Figure 3.3,
images b) and d), illustrates that air with a water vapor content of ²  kg m W ﬂ
or more can penetrate well into the sea ice covered area, for instance at 30
-
E and
in the Ross Sea between 150
-
W and 180
-
W, where a tongue of moist air reaches
even the continent.
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a) c)
b) d)
Figure 3.2: Atmospheric parameters of January 18, 1999. a): 1 , b): 0 , c): / (all
from SSM/I data) and d): 0 from ECMWF data (Section 3.3). The area covered
by sea ice [Heygster et al., 1996] is masked white in plates a) to c).
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a) c)
b) d)
Figure 3.3: Same as Figure 3.2 for July 22, 1999.
3.2.4 R-factor
The lack of reliable data of 1 over the Southern Ocean is mitigated using the Þ -
factor method developed by Miao et al. [2000]. The Þ -factor is given by
Þ
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(3.4)
where C
X
and C
ﬂ
denote the frequencies 37 GHz and 85 GHz, respectively. For a
dry polar atmosphere, the Þ -factor is the sum of two terms, one describing the
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ground surface signal Þ ° and the other representing the contribution of 1 and, to
a smaller amount, of 0 :
Þ
A
Þ
°Ð ('ÓzO1a 3É*),+Â0
|
# (3.5)
The quantities É-),+ and ' are constants and given by
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where 6ÈÙ.) ( 6ÈÙ.+ ) is the frequency difference of the water vapor (liquid water)
mass absorption coefficient at C
X
and C
ﬂ
, and  is the SSM/I viewing angle. In
order to avoid the unwanted influence of Þ ° , which is the logarithm of the ratio
of the surface emissivity polarization differences at C
X
and C
ﬂ
, a background term
Þ32 is defined, which is a measure of the surface emissivity variability (large Þ32
= large variability). For this purpose, on calculates a time-series of the Þ -factor
for a period which is sufficiently long to account for the high average cloud cover
around Antarctica (see Figure 2.14) and which is sufficiently short to keep the
influence of the temporal variability of the surface signal low. For each pixel,
Þ32
is the median of all Þ -factor values that lie between the minimum and the
average
Þ
-factor of the time-series considered. The so-called cloud signature 1

,
which is 1 plus a small contribution of 0 depending on the difference between
the actual 0 value and the 0 value averaged over the period considered, can be
estimated using the difference between the actual Þ -factor and Þ32 . Miao et al.
[2000] have shown that this method allows to unambiguously identify clouds with
1

	
g m W ﬂ over Antarctic sea ice during Austral summer melt conditions.
Miao et al. [2000] have used SSM/I swath data and have shown that a ten-
day period is sufficient for the time-series analysis required to derive Þ32 and to
obtain maps of 1

for each swath (about 4 to 5 per day) of this period. Using daily
gridded SSM/I brightness temperatures [NSIDC, 1996] to estimate 1

, requires
more days to obtain a sufficiently long Þ -factor time-series. Therefore, in a first
step, the
Þ
-factor is calculated for each day of the period December 16, 1991 to
January 15, 2000. In the next step, a 31-day window is applied to this Þ -factor
time-series – similar to a running 31-day average. This defines a time-series of
31-day subsets centered around each day of the period 1992-1999. These subsets
are used to calculate Þ32 and to estimate 1

for each day, which is different to
the method of Miao et al. [2000]. Moreover, in this thesis Þ32 is the median of
all
Þ
-factor values between the maximum and the average Þ -factor of the subset
selected. Taking the maximum instead of the minimum Þ -factor (compare [Miao
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et al., 2000]) becomes necessary because using the minimum far too few clouds
would be identified.
With this approach each
Þ32
value reflects the temporal variability of the sur-
face conditions of a significantly longer period (31 days) if compared to the origi-
nal method [Miao et al., 2000] (10 days). However, the temporal variability inher-
ent in the basic data used here (daily gridded data) is much smaller compared to
the data used in the original method (swath data). This can be explaind by the di-
urnal melt-freeze cycle causing a diurnal surface emissivity change which can be
identified in the Þ -factor time-series derived from swath data but does not occur
in the one derived from daily gridded brightness temperatures. As a consequence,
the temporal variability contained in each Þ32 value stems from a day-to-day rather
than from a diurnal change in the surface emissivity over the period used. An over-
estimation of Þ32 caused by changing sea ice concentrations cannot be excluded
in general. For this reason, re-calculating Þ32 for each day seems to be quite rea-
sonable when using a 31-day period and daily gridded brightness temperatures as
done in this thesis, particularly in regions and/or during periods of variable sea ice
concentrations.
For each day, all pixels where the Þ -factor exceeds Þ42 are set to 1 in a binary
cloud mask. All pixels with a smaller Þ -factor remain at 0. These masks are
compared with maps of 1 for each day of 1997. About 
	
 of all pixels with
1_Ö
	
g m W ﬂ are identified to be cloud-covered with this method. Cloud masks
are derived for each day of the period 1992-1999 and are used as a reliable tool to
exclude most pixels with 1
	
g m W ﬂ from the sea ice concentration retrieval.
Figure 3.4 shows, as an example, the capability of the Þ -factor method to identify
regions with 1_Ö
	"
g m W ﬂ . The map of
Þ32
given in Figure 3.4 a) indicates that,
for the 31-day period selected, large variabilities in the surface emissivity occur
over sea ice in the Weddell Sea (west of   - W, north of   - S), in almost the entire
Pacific Sector except the southern Ross Sea and, less pronounced, in the MIZ.
Regions are identified to be cloud-covered, where the Þ -factor of the selected day
(see Figure 3.4 b)) is larger than Þ32 . Almost all patches with 1 	 g m
W
ﬂ shown
in Figure 3.4 d) can be identified in the cloud mask shown in Figure 3.4 c). More
importantly, the smooth continuation of areas identified as being cloud-covered
across the ice edge seems to be reasonable, since these areas correspond to regions
where a considerable gradient of 0 indicates a front between two air masses of
different humidity (see Figure 3.3 d)). However, the cloud-covered area might be
overestimated over the sea ice in those regions, where sea ice surface properties
cause an
Þ
-factor which is larger than
Þ32
. Therefore, the area identified to be
cloud-covered in the northwestern Weddell Sea is more likely caused by a highly
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variable surface emissivity rather than high 1 values. These areas probably exhibit
non-average surface properties, such as an icy snow surface crust after freezing
rain, and are excluded from the sea ice concentration retrieval as well.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 3.4: Parameters involved in the development of the cloud mask for July 22,
1999. a): background term Þ32 obtained from the period July 7 to August 5, b): Þ -
factor for July 22, c): cloud mask (clouds = blue) and d): 1 obtained from SSM/I
data. The white area in the last image denote the sea ice covered area [Heygster
et al., 1996].
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3.3 Modeled Meteorological Data
Originally, it was planned to quantify and correct the atmospheric influence with
data from numerical models alone. During this study, however, it became evident
that data of 1 are either not available from models or are not sufficiently reliable –
partly due to the coarse spatial resolution of these models. This is particularly true
for data of the ECMWF model in the Southern Ocean where only few observations
enter the model. Therefore, in a first step, areas exhibiting clouds with high 1
values are excluded in advance to any retrieval using the cloud mask derived with
the
Þ
-factor method. In the next step, over open water, 1 is calculated from daily
gridded brightness temperatures as is described in Section 3.2.3. Over sea ice, 1
is set to its averaged monthly value computed over open water adjacent to the sea
ice edge (see Section 5.2.1).
The influence of / on the SSM/I brightness temperatures can be expected to
decrease rapidly with an increasing sea ice fraction in the FOV – particulary due
to the influence of the limited wind fetch in areas enclosed by sea ice or land. For
this reason, over open water, / is calculated from daily gridded brightness temper-
atures as described in Section 3.2.1. Over sea ice, / is set to its averaged monthly
value computed over open water adjacent to the sea ice edge (see Section 5.2.1).
The integrated water vapor content 0 is derived from ECMWF data over both
open water and sea ice for the period 1992-1999. For this purpose, air tempera-
tures and humidities on the main pressure levels (1000, 850, 700, 500, 400 and
300 hPa) and of the synoptic times (00, 06, 12, and 18 GMT) are taken from the
operational NWP model of the ECMWF [Persson, 2000] for each day of the pe-
riod 1992-1999. The ECMWF Reanalysis data set ends in February 1994 and,
therefore, is not used here. The first step is to calculate the daily averages of air
temperature and humidity for each pressure level. These average humidities are
integrated over all levels mentioned above to obtain 0 . In doing this, it is as-
sumed that the contribution to 0 from levels above the 300 hPa level (   km)
can be neglected. The average air temperatures and 0 are on the T106-grid with a
spatial resolution of 1.125
-

#

	¤- (i. e. approximately  	 km ﬂ at 60 - S and
%
Ó{
	
km ﬂ at 70
-
S) and are mapped into the NSIDC  #5	 R #5	 km ﬂ grid using
cubic spline interpolation (see image d) in Figures 3.2 and 3.3). The T106-grid
provides the best spatial resolution when considering the entire Southern Ocean.
The available ECMWF data did not include the surface temperature required
to estimate the sea ice and/or snow emissivity with Equation 5.8. Brightness tem-
peratures obtained with the SSM/I 19 GHz channels at vertical polarization would
allow to estimate the snow-ice interface temperature. However, this would require
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to know the corresponding emissivity which is unkown. From the ECMWF data
one can calculate the monthly average air temperature at 1000 hPa: 7<:
ô
X
¾^¾^¾ . Due
to an average surface pressure of z,
65


| hPa in the Southern Ocean [King
and Turner, 1997], 7;:
ô
X
¾^¾^¾ is quite similar to the average surface air temperature,
which is usually measured at a height of 2 m above ground level: 7<:
ô
ﬂ
k
. However,
the average 7<:
ô
ﬂ
k
value is usually larger than the average surface temperature be-
cause of the quasi-permanent surface inversion evident over snow and/or sea ice,
at least during winter. King and Turner [1997] found a temperature decrease of
_ K over the last 1.5 m above the ground over the Antarctic Plateau. Oke [1981]
reported a temperature decrease of _ K over the last 2 m above the ground over
lake ice with a melting snow cover in spring and of 
7
over the lowermost 20 m
above the ground over a fresh snow cover. In the latter case, the temperature dif-
ference between 7<:
ô
ﬂ
k
and the surface temperature 7}° may be 5 K or more since
the air temperature increases exponentially with height due to radiative cooling
from below. This is most pronounced during darkness and clear-sky conditions.
Therefore, cold and thus dense air masses form near the surface particularly dur-
ing winter, leading to a stronger stratification of the air and to larger air tempe-
rature lapse rates during winter than during summer. Moreover, the advection of
warm air masses of oceanic origin associated with overpassing cyclones can lead
to larger temperature changes during winter than during summer [Massom et al.,
1997] because the temperature difference between the oceanic air mass and the
air mass actually present over the sea ice is larger in winter than in summer. Con-
sequently, one can expect a larger variability of 7<:
ô
ﬂ
k
during winter than during
summer as is evident in Figure 3.5.
From these findings and since 7}° was not available from the ECMWF data
used, average monthly values of 7<:
ô
X
¾^¾^¾(o7;:
ô
ﬂ
k
minus one standard deviation ob-
tained from the areas selected to calculate the sea ice tie points (see Section 5.2),
are assumed to reflect the surface temperature 7è° (see solid line in Figure 3.5).
As one can identify from Figure 3.5 the standard deviation ranges between 1 K in
summer and about 4 K in winter, matching the above-mentioned temperature dif-
ference. A comparison of the average surface temperature of September estimated
with this approach for the period 1992-1999 with the climatological surface tem-
perature distribution of September of the SMMR period [Gloersen et al., 1992]
yields a good agreement – although the temperatures of the more recent period
tend to be larger than those of the SMMR period. Using Equation 5.8 the relative
error in the 85 GHz emissivity would be less than  for an over- or underesti-
mation of 7è° by 5 K in both winter and summer.
However, strictly speaking, 7}° is still too large to calculate the 85 GHz emis-
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Figure 3.5: Time-series of the monthly average ECMWF air temperature at the
1000 hPa level 7<:
ô
X
¾^¾^¾ of all pixels belonging to the area selected to calculate the
sea ice tie point of the considered month for the period 1992-1999. The error bars
denote
5
one standard deviation. The solid line denotes the temperature assumed
as monthly mean surface temperature 7}° of the area and month selected.
sivity with Equation 5.8 since at 85 GHz, despite the small penetration depth, the
radiating layer is below the surface. Therefore, when considering snow and its
often very strong negative vertical temperature gradient, the physical temperature
of the radiating layer is expected to be larger than the snow surface temperature.
For this reason, when overestimating 7è° with the approach mentioned above, then
7}° would be closer to the physical temperature of the radiating layer.
3.4 In situ Data
Observations of the sea ice cover from the bridge of a ship can be very helpful
when judging the reliability of products from sea ice concentration algorithms.
However, there are some limitations. At first, these observations reflect the sea
ice conditions along the ship’s track only. Consequently, they are often biased to-
wards a smaller sea ice concentration and a thin ice type because regions covered
by thin ice and/or less sea ice are easier to cross with a ship. Secondly, these ob-
servations are determined by the visibility. During bad weather conditions such as
fog or snow fall, the ship’s field of view (SFOV) can be below 100 m in diameter.
Also, the visibility is limited during hours of darkness. When considering one
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SSM/I pixel, in addition to the bias caused by navigating the ship through areas
with a small average sea ice concentration, one can assume positive and negative
deviations of the observed from this pre-defined average sea ice concentration to
have the same probability. Furthermore, the observer’s skills and experience are
of crucial importance. Different observers can yield different results for the same
sea ice conditions. These facts have to be taken into account when comparing ship
observations with remotely sensed sea ice concentrations.
Figure 3.6: Sample set of positions of the U.S. Research Vessel NATHANIEL B.
PALMER in the Southern Ocean during 1994-1998. Sea ice observations taken at
these positions are used in this thesis.
In this thesis, sea ice observations are used which were made aboard the U.S.
research vessel Nathaniel B. Palmer during its trips into the Southern Ocean. This
data set was provided by Antarctic Meteorology Research Center (AMRC) [1999]
and comprises detailed observations of the sea ice cover taken every six hours
(concentration in tenths, snow thickness in centimeter, ice type and correspond-
ing fraction within the SFOV) from 1994-1998. Only those observations are put
into a time-series which reveal sea ice concentrations above 15  . Depending on
the velocity of the ship all observations of one day can fall into different cells
of the NSIDC 
	
Z
	
km ﬂ grid used for the comparison given in Section 6.1.2.
Therefore, daily averages are not calculated in general. Only if more than one
observation falls into a grid cell on one day, then the observations are averaged
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avoiding cases where, for the day considered, the ship is on station, providing
four times the same sea ice concentration, while only one value can be taken from
SSM/I data. Therefore, for each pixel, both data sets reveal the same statistics:
one value per day. This reduces the total amount of data to be used for the com-
parison to about 850 observations. The corresponding ship positions are shown in
Figure 3.6.
Chapter 4
Sea Ice Concentration Retrieval
This chapter focusses on algorithms that utilize brightness temperatures measured
with a spaceborne microwave sensor to compute the sea ice concentration. Com-
mon background of these algorithms is the relationship between the sea ice cover
fraction in the FOV of the sensor and the brightness temperatures or a variable di-
reved such as the polarization difference or the gradient ratio. In the following two
sections, the two most widely used methods to retrieve the sea ice concentration,
the NASA Team algorithm (Section 4.1) and the Bootstrap algorithm (Section 4.2)
will be described. Attempts using the SSM/I 85 GHz channels for the sea ice con-
centration retrieval are discussed in Section 4.3.
4.1 NASA Team Algorithm
The NASA Team (NT) algorithm was developed by Cavalieri et al. [1984] to re-
trieve the total sea ice concentration
 
and the fractions covered by FY and MY
ice from data obtained with the NIMBUS-7 SMMR sensor. This algorithm was
adopted for SSM/I data [Cavalieri et al., 1991]. The basis of the NT algorithm is
as follows. Neglecting atmospheric effects, the measured brightness temperature
can be described by a linear combination of the three dominant surface types:
open water, FY and MY ice, each weighted by its fraction within the FOV
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This equation relates the brightness temperature 7ÂÁzCÐ| measured by the sensor at
frequency C and horizontal ( B ) or vertical (

) polarization y to the fractions (  ÓÒ ,
 
> and
 
k ) of a unit area of open water, FY and MY ice, respectively, using
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typical brightness temperatures of open water 7ÂÁ
ô
Ò
z\Cä| , FY ice 7Á
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>z\Cä| and MY
ice 7ÂÁ
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z\Cä| . These latter values are henceforth called tie points.
The brightness temperature polarization difference (BTPD) 7
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was found to be significantly smaller over sea ice than over open water at the
SMMR and the SSM/I frequencies ([Comiso et al., 1992], [Steffen et al., 1992],
see also Figure 5.1 for 85 GHz) and to change almost linearly with the total sea ice
concentration
 
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. Typical brightness temperatures of FY and MY ice
differ more at 37 GHz than at 19 GHz – especially at vertical polarization – due
to a larger contribution of volume scattering at 37 GHz. Thus, using the bright-
ness temperature frequency difference (BTFD) 7
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GHz), FY and MY ice can be distinguished. In order to eliminate the
influence of a changing physical temperature of the radiating sea ice/snow layer,
the BTPD and the BTFD are divided by the corresponding brightness temperature
sum. This yields the basic parameters of the NT algorithm at frequencies C
X
and
C
ﬂ
: the normalized brightness temperature polarization difference (NBTPD)
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and the normalized brightness temperature frequency difference (NBTFD), the
so-called gradient ratio
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Inserting of Equations 4.2 and 4.3 in Equation 4.1 and solving for
 
> and
 
k
leads to
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The frequencies are omitted in Equations 4.4 – 4.6 for clarity. The numerical
coefficients
:
¯ ,
9
¯ and ; ¯ are based on the tie points of the involved surface
types.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the deformed triangle given by the tie points in the
 -
8
plane (from [Gloersen et al., 1992]).
Figure 4.1 shows the location of the tie points of open water, FY and MY ice in
the  -
8
plane calculated with Equations 4.2 and 4.3. Clearly,  changes mainly
due to
 
and more at low than at high sea ice concentrations. The change of
8
is mainly caused by the different properties of FY and MY ice (Section 2.3) and
is largest at high sea ice concentrations. For the Arctic, Cavalieri et al. [1984]
obtained
 
and
 
k
with accuracies of approximately  and 

 , respectively.
Average standard deviations of
 
are about  in the central Arctic. However,
brightness temperatures measured at 19 and 37 GHz may be considerably influ-
enced by the atmosphere [Fuhrhop et al., 1997], [Oelke, 1997]. This can lead to
an overestimation of
 
, especially in the marginal sea ice zone (MIZ) [Maslanik,
1992]. In order to avoid this overestimation various weather filters can be im-
plemented. Either
 
values below 
	
 are excluded from the algorithm product
using thresholds of
8
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| and
8
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U
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| and neglecting the weather influence
at higher
 
values [Gloersen and Cavalieri, 1986], [Steffen et al., 1992]. Or a
radiative transfer model is used to quantify the brightness temperature change due
to the weather influence and to correct the measured brightness temperatures for
the atmospheric influence [Heygster et al., 1996], [Thomas, 1998].
The NT algorithm has been used to produce time-series of
 
and
 
k
from
both SMMR and SSM/I data by numerous investigators, e. g. [Heygster et al.,
1996], [Cavalieri et al., 1997], [Johannessen and Miles, 1999]. However, this
algorithm has a few shortcomings. As all algorithms based on spaceborne passive
microwave radiometry, it suffers from the poor spatial resolution (Section 3.1.2).
The contamination of the data by land present in the FOV hampers the possibility
to detect coastal polynyas [Markus and Burns, 1995], [Bennartz, 1999]. Thin
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ice exhibits emissivities between those of FY ice and open water and can cause
– if entirely covering the FOV (   Ab   ) – the same brightness temperature
than a FOV covered by a considerably smaller fraction of FY ice (e. g. 	- ).
However, in this latter case the retrieval of
 
can be significantly improved in
regions covered mainly with thin ice using the thin-ice algorithm proposed by
Cavalieri [1994] or the method of Wensnahan et al. [1993]. Applying the NT
algorithm in the Antarctic requires a modification: old ice is not only less wide-
spread in the Southern Ocean but is, on average, younger than in the Arctic and is
covered by snow all the year round (see Section 2.3.2). Consequently, a different
set of tie points is used in the Southern Ocean and one speaks of sea ice types A
and B which compare to FY ice and old ice, respectively [Comiso et al., 1997].
In this study, the NT algorithm is used with tie points given by Comiso et al.
[1997] (see Table 4.1) and the extended weather correction proposed by Thomas
[1998]. This modified NT algorithm is henceforth called PELICON (PE) algo-
rithm. For the extended weather correction, at first the fields of the surface wind
speed / , the integrated water vapor content 0 and the integrated cloud liquid
water content 1 are calculated with the algorithms described in Section 3.2 over
open water. In the next step, in order to model the weather influence on the SSM/I
brightness temperatures, these fields are extrapolated into areas covered by less
than
	
 sea ice derived with the NT algorithm. This is followed by modelling
the change in the brightness temperature at 19 and 37 GHz for open water and
ice concentrations up to
	
 . The results are used to correct the brightness tem-
peratures at 19 and 37 GHz for the atmospheric influence and to calculate more
reliable sea ice concentrations in the MIZ. This method allows to account for the
wide-spread direct atmospheric influence in the MIZ on a daily basis [Thomas,
1998]. This is an advantage compared to just using a threshold because areas
Table 4.1: Tie points (brightness temperatures in Kelvin) of open water and sea ice
types A and B used to calculate
 
with the PELICON algorithm in the Southern
Ocean [Heygster et al., 1996], [Thomas, 1998]. Letters B and

refer to horizontal
and vertical polarization, respectively.
19 GHz, B 19 GHz,

37 GHz,
Open water 100.3 176.6 200.5
Ice type A 237.8 249.8 243.3
Ice type B 193.7 221.6 190.3
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covered with less than 
	
 sea ice are not excluded generally and false sea ice
concentrations caused by the atmospheric influence can be eliminated according
to the actual atmospheric conditions. However, an extrapolation of atmospheric
parameters into the area covered by sea ice may be questionable.
4.2 Bootstrap Algorithm
The Bootstrap (BS) algorithm was developed by Comiso and Sullivan [1986] and
can be regarded as a multi-dimensional extension of the method applied to ESMR
data by Zwally et al. [1983]. The BS algorithm utilizes a linear interpolation
between two data point clusters in the plane given by the involved brightness
temperatures as is shown in Figure 4.2, (a). Comiso and Sullivan [1986] stated that
two modes are necessary to obtain reliable sea ice concentrations: the polarization
mode which uses the 37 GHz brightness temperatures at both polarizations and
the frequency mode which uses vertically polarized 19 (SMMR: 18) and 37 GHz
brightness temperatures only. The first mode was found to give reliable results in
regions covered by old ice such as the central Arctic while in areas with temporal
highly variable sea ice conditions the second mode is preferred.
Figure 4.2: (a): SSM/I 19 and 37 GHz brightness temperatures, vertical polari-
zation, measured in the Arctic [Eppler et al., 1992]. (b): Schematic view of the
Bootstrap technique to retrieve
  [Comiso and Sullivan, 1986]. In the frequency
mode (see text), ¥Ó©zO¥¬| is the brightness temperature at 37 GHz (19 GHz) and
vertical polarization.
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Figure 4.2 (b) illustrates the Bootstrap technique. It is assumed that each point
along the line BA represents    sea ice as a mixture of ice types A and B. The
line CD represents open water. Each point T along the line CI can be considered
as a mixture of sea ice of types A and B and open water, i. e. as the total sea ice
concentration < . If point I is the tie point of sea ice =?>@ ACBEDGFIHJLK and point C the tie
point of open water =?>@ MINOFIHJGK at frequency HJ and polarization P , one can infer the
sea ice concentration < from
<RQ
=?>?FSHJTK-UV=W>@ MSN*FSHJLK
=W>@ ACBEDTFSHJGK-UX=?>@ MINOFIHJGKY
(4.7)
While =?>@ MSN-FSHJGK remains fixed, the values of =?>@ AZB[DLFIHJGK are estimated from the
brightness temperatures measured at the second polarization (polarization mode)
or frequency (frequency mode). In the latter case one gets
=]\@ AZB[DGFSHJLK,Q_^6`ba=c\@ ACBEDGFSHdTKfe (4.8)
where HdgQihkj GHz and HJgQmln GHz. The intersection with the 19 GHz axis
provides ^ , and a is the slope of the line BA (see Figure 4.2,(b)).
For Arctic old ice, accuracies around oqp are typically achieved with the BS
algorithm [Steffen et al., 1992]. But as soon as the surface properties become
more variable, for instance in the MIZ or during melt-onset, the accuracies found
are only l

p or more. This is probably caused by the influence of varying sea
ice/snow properties and changes in the physical temperature leading to a rather
large brightness temperature change but quite a small change in the parameters
derived such as the NBTPD or the NBTFD (see Section 2.3.4). A comparison of
< obtained with the NT and the BS algorithms conducted by Burns [1993] for the
Weddell Sea yields generally a good agreement. Large differences are limited to
thin ice areas. However, a comparison conducted more recently by Comiso et al.
[1997] for the entire Antarctic sea ice cover reveals that < values obtained with
the BS algorithm exceed those computed with the NT algorithm by about l

p
and thus agree much better with < values derived from visible imagery and active
microwave radiometry.
In this thesis, the BS algorithm is used in its frequency mode together with
seasonal tie points given by Comiso et al. [1997] (see Table 4.2) and without
applying a weather filter. Consequently, < is expected to be overestimated in the
MIZ during periods of a large weather influence when compared to the NT and PE
algorithms (Section 4.1). However, for sea ice concentrations above r  p , sea ice
concentrations computed with the PE and BS algorithms have the same weather
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contamination.
Table 4.2: Tie point of open water and parameters ^ and a of the linear rela-
tionship between =]\@ ACBEDFIHdTK and =c\@ ACBEDGFSHJGK ( HdsQthkj GHz, HJuQvln GHz) used to
retrieve < with the Bootstrap algorithm in the Southern Ocean [Comiso et al.,
1997].
summer winter
=c\@ MSNOFSHJGK [K] 179.0
^ [K] 102.0 139.0
a 0.620 0.473
4.3 About using 85 GHz Data
The 85 GHz SSM/I channels have already been used in numerous investigations
of the sea ice cover, although the weather influence is significantly larger com-
pared to the other SSM/I channels (Section 2.4). Besides the sea ice motion,
inferred from 85 GHz SSM/I data in the Arctic [Martin and Augstein, 2000] and
in both polar regions [Emery et al., 1997], [Kwok et al., 1998], [Liu and Cavalieri,
1998], these channels can be exploited to retrieve the sea ice concentration < on
a medium resolution (Section 4.3.1) and to discriminate different sea ice types.
Lomax et al. [1995] made an encouraging attempt to infer the Arctic MY ice con-
centration <xw from 85 GHz SSM/I data using the so-called polarization corrected
temperature (PCT). This temperature is originally used to identify precipitating
clouds at temperate to tropical latitudes, exploiting the sensitivity of the 85 GHz
channels to scattering by precipitation particles (see Section 2.4). However, these
particles are significantly smaller at polar latitudes and, therefore, cause a much
weaker scattering. Lomax et al. [1995] found no agreement between the distri-
bution of precipitating clouds and the PCT in the Arctic. Instead, they identified
the PCT to vary smoothly with the gradient of <xw and exploited this finding to
retrieve <xw . Moreover, the higher spatial resolution at 85 GHz compared to the
other SSM/I channels was combined with the smaller sensitivity to atmospheric
effects at 37 GHz to estimate the area of subpixel-scale coastal polynyas in the
Antarctic [Markus and Burns, 1995] and to improve the determination of the sea
ice edge [Hunewinkel et al., 1998]. Both approaches illustrate that 85 GHz SSM/I
data can be used at least to improve the determination of sea ice extent.
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4.3.1 The SVENDSEN algorithm
Svendsen et al. [1987] have been the first to develop an algorithm, henceforth
called SVENDSEN (SV) algorithm, using data obtained at frequencies above
37 GHz to retrieve the sea ice concentration. They used the relation given by
Equation 4.1. By introducing the brightness temperature polarization difference
BTPD at 85 GHz yz=_Q_=]\{UX=c| the following relation is obtained
y}=&Q&~*F!^?<`%y}=@ MIN-K , i. e. <Q
l
^

y}=
~
Ubyz=@ MSNc (4.9)
where < is the total sea ice concentration and yz=@ MSN the surface BTPD of open
water. Assuming similar BTPD values for FY and MY ice, the difference between
the surface BTPD of sea ice yz=@ ACBED and yz=@ MSN is given by ^ . The parameter ~
expresses the atmospheric influence, which depends on the total atmospheric op-
tical depth  . A few assumptions were made concerning absorption, emission and
scattering of the microwave radiation in the atmosphere [Svendsen et al., 1983],
[Svendsen et al., 1987]. In order to encompass that  is unknown, a self-adjusting
algorithm was developed. For each sensor overpass, minimum and maximum
values of y}= measured by the sensor are selected as tie points of sea ice yz=]ACBED
and open water yz=]MSN , respectively. In doing this, at least some footprints have to
be covered by open water or sea ice entirely. These tie points include the actual
atmospheric conditions. For l

p and

p sea ice ( <mQ l and <mQ  ), yz=
can be set to yz=]ACBED and yz=]MSN in Equation 4.9, respectively. The resulting two
expressions, one for sea ice and one for open water, can be solved for ~ which in
turn can be inserted into Equation 4.9 yielding the following two special cases
<R l6Ł <RQ

l`
yz=@ MSN
^

yz=
y}=]ACBED
U
yz=@ MSN
^
e
<

Ł <RQ

y}=@ MIN
^

yz=
yz=]MSN
U
yz=@ MSN
^ Y
(4.10)
These two cases (Equation 4.10) are independent of the atmospheric influence and
are used as boundary conditions for a third-order polynomial, assuming that at-
mospheric effects on the brightness temperatures decrease with increasing surface
emissivity and, thus, are a continuous function of < . This polynomial results in
a matrix equation which can be solved for the coefficients of the polynomial that
are finally used to compute < . An error analysis conducted by Svendsen et al.
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[1987] reveals errors of about rp for the central Arctic. However, errors may be
significantly larger elsewhere and particularly increase with decreasing < .
In the past, the SV algorithm has been used to retrieve the Arctic sea ice
concentration with 85 GHz SSM/I data by Lomax et al. [1995] and Lubin et
al. [1997]. Recently, Kaleschke (2000) produced daily maps of < of both polar
regions with modified version of the SV algorithm (http://www.seaice.de). The
study of Lomax et al. [1995] focusses on winter sea ice conditions and confirms
the results obtained by Svendsen et al. [1987]. Lomax et al. [1995] found that
< obtained with the SV algorithm agrees with < derived with the NT algorithm
within standard deviations of approximately hp and p for clear-sky and over-
cast Arctic winter conditions, respectively. Lubin et al. [1997] compared ship
observations of the sea ice cover with the results of the SV and the NT algorithms
for a cruise across the central Arctic in summer 1994. The SV algorithm has been
modified slightly: Lubin et al. [1997] used fixed tie point for the entire cruise.
They stated that < obtained with the SV algorithm is at least as accurate as <
retrieved with the NT algorithm. Also, when compared to the NT algorithm, the
SV algorithm provides more accurate information about the sea ice cover in the
MIZ and in areas of small- to meso-scale spatial inhomogenities within the pack
ice such as leads and polynyas.
4.3.2 Modifications to the SVENDSEN algorithm
The procedure to determine tie points of open water and sea ice using minima and
maxima of yz= of selected FOVs is a possible error source of the SV algorithm.
The maximum yz= certainly represents open water with the smallest weather in-
fluence, i. e. low surface wind speeds and small atmospheric water contents. How-
ever, the minimum yz= can stem from regions where the weather influence is high
(see Section 2.4.2 and Section 5.3) or where a melting sea ice/snow surface is
present or both. In this latter case, the sea ice tie point would be significantly
smaller than it would be, for instance, under clear-sky conditions. This would
cause an underestimation of < in areas where the weather influence is small or
the sea ice/snow surface is dry.
Lubin et al. [1997] investigated the error which would be made in < if the
weather influence expressed as atmospheric optical depth  in the area considered,
differs from the weather influence included implicitely in the tie points. Generally,
< is overestimated for larger and underestimated for smaller values of  compared
to the  values given by the tie point selection. Figure 4 in Lubin et al. [1997]
shows the range of  where the SV algorithm estimates < with an accuracy of
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rp . For typical conditions, i. e. larger optical depths over open water than over
sea ice, the retrieval of < is almost independent of  as long as <l

p . But
it becomes increasingly sensitive to changes in  for lower sea ice concentrations.
An increase of  by 100 g m  J , as can be associated with an upcoming frontal
cloud band, corresponds to an increase of  by 

Y
l and might cause errors
above 

p for < 

p . Figure 4 [Lubin et al., 1997] shows also, that the
SV algorithm is sensitive to changes either in the physical temperature or in the
average emissivity polarization difference y , both with regard to the conditions
given by the tie point selection. A change in ys can be caused, for instance, by
thin ice present in an area of predominantly thick ice or by polarization-dependent
volume scattering (see Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4). If the sea ice tie point is 10 K
and the BTPD in the considered area is 5 K then, according to Lubin et al. [1997],
< would be generally overestimated in areas with <

p for typical  values.
The studies of Lubin et al. [1997] and Lomax et al. [1995] consider only
either summer or winter conditions. Therefore, large changes in the atmospheric
attenuation can be neglected. In the Arctic, largest changes in the surface proper-
ties occur most likely in summer and early fall during the formation and the decay
of melt ponds. Moreover, the surface is predominantly wet during Arctic summer
melt. The Antarctic is quite different when compared to the Arctic, particularly
concerning the typical snow properties, the weather conditions and their impact
on the snow (Section 2.3.2). Both, snow properties and weather conditions can
vary on a day-to-day scale all the year round in the Antarctic. This causes the
errors discussed above to occur more frequently when applying the SV algorithm
without modification in the Antarctic.
The high cyclonic activity in the Antarctic cause frequent changes in the air
temperature influencing the properties and particularly the temperature of the sur-
face of the sea ice and its snow cover. Due to the small penetration depth at
85 GHz, these brightness temperatures react much faster to changing surface tem-
peratures than those measured at the other SSM/I channels. Assuming typical sea
ice emissivities of \Q

Y
n and 1|Q

Y

, and yz=Ql

K, a typical surface
temperature increase from U3

C to

C [Massom et al., 1997] yields a rela-
tive increase of yz= by l

p . Using average tie points of sea ice (8 K) and open
water (35 K) [Lubin et al., 1997], this increase would cause an overestimation of
< by approximately l

p according to Equation 4.9. This can be avoided us-
ing the normalized brightness temperature polarization difference (NBTPD) (see
Section 4.1). For the same surface temperature increase the relative change in
the NBTPD is below

Y
l*p . Furthermore, the SV algorithm assumes the weather-
induced brightness temperature change to be always smaller over sea ice than
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over open water since  decreases with decreasing air temperatures which in turn
is linked to an increasing sea ice concentration. This assumption is violated partic-
ularly in areas covered by frontal cloud bands where  can be significantly larger
over sea ice than over open water.
Taking these facts together, the SV algorithm will undergo the following mod-
ifications to become the SEA LION algorithm:
• Usage of the normalized rather than the plain brightness temperature polar-
ization difference to be more independent of the surface temperature of the
sea ice and its snow cover.
• Usage of new open water and sea ice tie points of sea ice derived from
selected areas separately for each month.
• Quantification of the weather influence on the 85 GHz SSM/I brightness
temperatures with MWMOD and correction of these brightness tempera-
tures for this influence [St. Germain, 1993].
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Chapter 5
Description of the Algorithm
The first section of this chapter sketches the basic method of the SEA LION (SL)
algorithm to calculate the sea ice concentration. The tie point retrieval is described
in Section 5.2 while Section 5.3 gives an overview of the atmospheric influence
on the 85 GHz SSM/I brightness temperatures. This is followed by the method to
correct these SSM/I data for this influence and by the description of the complete
SL algorithm. An error estimation is presented in the last section of this chapter.
5.1 Basic Method
The base of the SL algorithm is as follows. Ignoring atmospheric effects, the
brightness temperature =?> emitted at frequency H and polarization P (P$Q¡  for
horizontal and P¢Q¤£ for vertical polarization) from a partly sea ice covered unit
area with the fractions of open water <xN , FY ice <{¥.¦ and MY ice <¨§©¦ can be
written as [Svendsen et al., 1987]
=?>?FSHªK,Q_<xN[>@ NOFSHﬂKS=]Ns`$<{¥.¦ª[>@ ¥.¦FIHªKS=c¥.¦`$<¨§©¦ª!>@ §©¦FSHﬂKS=§©¦
Y
(5.1)
The emissivities of open water, FY ice and MY ice at frequency H and polariza-
tion P are given by !>@ N*FSHﬂK , [>@ ¥.¦FIHªK and !>@ §©¦FSHﬂK , respectively, and =cN , =c¥.¦ and
=§©¦ denote the physical temperature of the sea surface and of the radiating layer
of FY ice and MY ice, respectively. Although a sea ice cover of a few millimeters
thickness is optically thick at 85 GHz (see Section 2.3) it is difficult to unambigu-
ously discriminate open water from sea ice with 85 GHz brightness temperatures
alone. This is mainly caused by snow which can lead to a broad range of surface
emissivities at 85 GHz and thus =?>?F

rkK values (see Section 2.3). Moreover, =?>?F  rkK
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can be influenced largely by the physical temperature of the radiating layer which
may approach the SST during melting conditions.
The normalized brightness temperature polarization difference (NBTPD) has
already been defined in Equation 4.2 and is used in the SL algorithm at 85 GHz:
«
F

r¬K . At the surface,
«
F

rkK is also the ratio of the emissivity polarization dif-
ference \	F

rkKU­|¬F

r¬K and the sum of both emissivities \	F

r¬K,`®1|¬F

r¬K . The
NBTPD is considerably less influenced by snow properties and the physical tem-
perature of the radiating layer than the =W>?F

r¬K values (see Sections 2.3 and 4.3).
NBTPD values calculated from sea ice emissivities measured in situ at 90 GHz in
Figure 5.1: NBTPD of different sea ice types and open water calculated from in
situ Antarctic [Comiso et al., 1992] and Arctic [Eppler et al., 1992] emissivity
measurements at 90 GHz. Diamonds refer to Weddell Sea surface types, squares
to Arctic multiyear (MY) ice. The crosses denote the NBTPD calculated from
average first-year (FY) ice emissivities taken during cruises of the German re-
search vessel POLARSTERN during the Winter Weddell Sea Project (WWSP) in
1986 [Grenfell et al., 1994]. The error bars denote °¯.± calculated with Equa-
tion 5.2.
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the Weddell Sea [Comiso et al., 1992] and in the Arctic [Eppler et al., 1992] are
given in Figure 5.1. They are small over sea ice and quite large over open water,
and allow to discriminate these two surfaces. The error bars given in Figure 5.1
denote the range given by  one standard deviation of the NBTPD ( ¯.± ) calculated
with
¯.±
Q³²

\
¯.´
I
FIµ\`$|K
J

J
`

1|
¯.´·¶
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J

J
U

\L1|¹
´º¶µ´
I
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I
FIµ\`$1|KI» ¼¾½
¿
Y
(5.2)
The first two terms of Equation 5.2 denote the contributions of ¯.´
I
and ¯.´º¶ , re-
spectively. The third term of Equation 5.2 is the covariance of \ and 1| . The
correlation coefficient ¹ ´º¶µ´
I
are not provided by Comiso et al. [1992] and/or Ep-
pler et al. [1992] and is assumed to be 0.9. Correlation coefficients calculated
from the sea ice emissivities used to derive the NBTPD shown in Figure 5.1 and
from 85 GHz SSM/I data of the area selected to estimate the sea ice tie points for
the period 1992-1999 (see Section 5.2) are 0.975 and 0.988, respectively. There-
fore, the chosen ¹ ´ ¶ ´
I
value can be regarded as a lower boundary and standard
deviations may be smaller than indicated in Figure 5.1.
The NBTPD values of Figure 5.1 are similar for all sea ice types except grey
ice and also nilas (not shown). Antarctic sea ice consists primarily of FY ice (see
Section 2.3). Therefore, at HÀQ  r GHz one can simplify Equation 5.1 by setting
<Áv<{¥.¦Â³<¨§©¦ , [>@ ASF

rkKÃ[>@ ¥.¦FIHªKv!>@ §©¦FSHªK , =]AÄÅ=¥.¦Æ=§©¦ and
<xNQÆlÇU(< . This yields
=?>¬F

rkK¸QÂFlÇUb<zK!>@ N*F

rkKS=@ Nz`$<Ä!>@ AF

r¬KS=]AIe (5.3)
with the total sea ice concentration < , the physical temperature of the radiating
sea ice or snow layer =cA and the emissivity of this layer !>@ AF

r¬K at 85 GHz and po-
larization P . Inserting of Equation 5.3 into Equation 4.2 and solving for < leads to
<RQ

lq`
=c\@ AÈ`b=c|@ A
=]\@ N`b=c|@ N
«
AÉU
«
«
U
«
N


d
e (5.4)
where =c\@ N , =c|@ N and « N are the tie points of open water and =]\@ A , =|@ A and « A
are the tie points of sea ice. The frequency is omitted here for clarity. Knowing
the tie points, Equation 5.4 can be used to calculate < from surface brightness
temperatures. Equation 5.4 is described in more detail in the Appendix.
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5.2 Tie Point Retrieval
Similar to the sea ice concentration algorithms discussed in Chapter 4 the SL
algorithm utilizes two sets of tie points, one for sea ice (Section 5.2.1) and one for
open water (Section 5.2.2). They are estimated for each month separately in order
to consider the highly variable sea ice and snow properties discussed in Section 2.3
and to have open water tie points which are statistically consistent with the sea ice
tie points. Accounting for the temporal variability of surface properties relevant
for the tie points was proven to have quite a high impact on the quality of the
results of sea ice concentration algorithms [Burns, 1993].
5.2.1 Sea Ice
The in situ emissivity measurements given by Comiso et al. [1992] are limited to
the eastern Weddell Sea and to Austral winter and spring. They are not represen-
tative for the entire Antarctic sea ice cover and for all seasons. One goal of the
SEA LION project [Lemke et al., 2000] is to calculate < for the entire Southern
Ocean for the period from 1992 to present. Therefore, sea ice tie points are de-
rived from NSIDC daily gridded 85 GHz SSM/I brightness temperatures [NSIDC,
1996]. This ensures that sea ice types and snow cover properties of all Antarctic
regions and seasons can contribute to the sea ice tie points. At first, maps of the
average NBTPD at 85 GHz  «

and of its standard deviation ¯.± are calculated
on a pixel-by-pixel basis for each month. Examples of both maps are shown in
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 for July 1999.
Figure 5.2 shows areas of high ( Ê¤Ë
Y
Ë
 ) and low ( Ì¤Ë
Y
Ëhkr ) values of  « 
separated by a region with a sharp gradient. These areas certainly belong to
open water, sea ice and the MIZ, respectively. Over sea ice,  «

is similar
to the NBTPD obtained from in situ emissivity measurements at 90 GHz (see Fig-
ure 5.1). Over open water,  «  is much larger than the corresponding NBTPD
values shown in Figure 5.1. This is caused by the atmospheric water content (inte-
grated contents of water vapor Í and cloud liquid water  ) and the surface wind
speed Î which all decrease « F

r¬K (see Sections 2.4 and 5.3). The parameters Î ,
Í and  can be calculated from SSM/I data with the methods described in Sec-
tion 3.2 over open water. Table 5.1 shows monthly averages and corresponding
standard deviations of Î , Í and  calculated within an approximately 100 km
wide open water area adjacent to the Antarctic sea ice edge provided by the PE al-
gorithm (see Section 4.1 and [Heygster et al., 1996]) and averaged over the period
1992-1999. The jump in the standard deviations of Î between April/May and
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Figure 5.2: Map of the average NBTPD at 85 GHz:  «  , for July 1999.
Table 5.1: Monthly averages of Î [m s  d ], Í [kg m  J ] and  [g m  J ]  the
corresponding average standard deviations (top, middle and bottom row of the
months considered) calculated over a selected open water area (see text) and
averaged over the period 1992-1999.
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun.
Ï	ÐÑqÒÀÓÐÔ Ï	ÐÔÒ¢ÓÐÕ ÑÐÖÒÀÓÐÑ ÑÐÏÒÀÓÐÔ ×ØÐÙ{ÒÀÖÐÙ ×ØÐÚØ{ÒÀÖÐÙ
ÑÐÓqÒÀÓÐÏ ÔÐÓÒ¢ÓÐÕ ÔÐÛÒÀÓÐÕ ÔÐÜ×*ÒÀÓÐÕ ÔÐÖÒ¢ÓÐÛ ÔÐÚØqÒÀÓÐÖ
ÖÕqÒÀÛÕ ÖÓÒ¢ÛÖ ÖÕÒÀÛÏ ÖÛÒÀÛGÙ ÖGÙxÒ¢Û× ÖÛÒÀÛ×
Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
××ÐÚØxÒÀÖÐÛ ××ÐÕqÒÀÖÐÛ ××ÐÖxÒÀÖÐÙ ××ÐÖqÒ¢ÖÐÙ ÑÐÏÒ¢ÓÐÔ ÔÐÑÒÀÓÐÏ
ÔÐÖqÒÀÓÐÙ ÔÐÖÒ¢ÓÐÙ ÔÐÓÒÀÓÐÙ ÔÐÏÒÀÓÐÛ ÔÐÑÒ¢ÓÐÕ ÑÐÛÒÀÓÐÏ
ÖGÙ{ÒÀÛØ ÖGÙxÒ¢Û× ÖÛÒÀÛÓ ÖÑÒÀÛÏ ÙÙxÒ¢ÕØ ÖÛÒÀÛÛ
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in October/November stems from changing climate-code coefficients (see Sec-
tion 3.2.1). Averages of  include cloud-free areas.
The decrease of « F

r¬K due to the values shown in Table 5.1 would be Ë
Y
ll .
If one subtracts this amount from the open water NBTPD values of Figure 5.1,
the resulting values agree quite well with the those given in Figure 5.2 over open
water. The fields of Î , Í and  causing this decrease extend into the sea ice.
Consequently,  «

is negatively biased over sea ice as well (see Figure 5.2),
although this bias can be expected to be smaller due to the higher surface emissiv-
ity.
Figure 5.3: Map of the standard deviation of the NBTPD at 85 GHz: ¯.± , for July
1999.
Figure 5.3 shows a large region with ¯.± values above Ë
Y
ËÈl (white) surround-
ing the sea ice. This can be expected over the highly polarizing and radiometri-
cally cold open water where the atmospheric influence causes a larger decrease of
«
F

r¬K if compared to the less polarizing sea ice (see Sections 2.2.1 and 2.3). Over
sea ice, ¯.± is significantly smaller than 0.01, except in polynyas (for instance in
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the Weddell Sea at 66

S, 0

E) and in the MIZ where a highly variable sea ice
concentration causes more variable NBTPD values. Andreas [1984] and Oelke
[1997] pointed out that clouds, temperature anomalies and precipitation fields as-
sociated with cyclones can extend into the sea ice as far as 1000 km. Even in
Austral winter, air temperatures may vary between U4hË

C and Ë

C in the pack
ice within a few days [Massom et al., 1997]. Thus, the temporal variability of
«
F

r¬K in the MIZ has two additional important contributions, one caused by the
direct atmospheric influence such as attenuation by clouds and one related to the
indirect atmospheric influence on the sea ice and snow cover as is discussed in
Section 2.3. This is illustrated by Figure 5.3. Values of ¯.± below Ë
Y
ËËr are wide-
spread in the lee of the Antarctic Peninsula and in the Ross Sea while larger ¯.±
values are common in the northern and northeastern parts of the Weddell as well
as the Ross and Amundsen Seas (see Figure 2.6 for the geography). The latter
regions are well-known to be frequently overpassed by cyclones.
The standard deviation ¯.± may be partly caused by two additional contribu-
tions: a geophysical and a statistical one. The latter one increases towards the
North, since the number of SSM/I overflights contributing to each pixel of Fig-
ures 5.2 and 5.3 gradually decreases equatorwards as is described in Section 3.1.2.
The northern parts of the 
«

map contain values which have been averaged
over a smaller number of overflights than those in the southern parts. However,
neither a general latitudinal increase of ¯.± nor a latitudinal preference for high
or low ¯.± values can be identified in Figure 5.3. This suggests that the statistical
contribution to ¯.± can be neglected. Secondly, ¯.± may be influenced by spatial
sea ice inhomogenities in regions with enhanced sea ice drift. In these regions,
the sea ice may be completely replaced by the one located up-stream within one
to a few days. Regions of a pronounced sea ice drift are the MIZ with the influ-
ence of the Circumpolar Current and the eastern margins of the Weddell and Ross
Seas where a northbound current displaces the sea ice by about 5 to 10 km per day
[Emery et al., 1997], [Toudal and Saldo, 2000]. Much of the variability evident in
Figure 5.3 in the MIZ results probably from drifting sea ice and can be taken as a
dynamic chance in < rather than a change in sea ice type within the pixel consid-
ered. There is no evidence of an enhanced variability of NBTPD values along the
eastern margins of the Weddell and Ross Seas in Figure 5.3.
The second step in calculating the sea ice tie points is the generation of
monthly masks which contain only pixels with  lËËp sea ice concentration
and which reveal the smallest weather influence. This is achieved by combining

«

and ¯.± as follows:
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• All pixels with 
«

larger than 0.035 are excluded. This threshold can
be regarded as an upper limit for « F

r¬K values of Antarctic sea ice (see Fig-
ure 5.1) and allows to discriminate the pack ice from the MIZ in Figure 5.2.
Thus, the remaining areas probably exhibit average sea ice concentrations
near lËËp .
• All pixels with ¯.± larger than 0.005 are excluded. This threshold is based
on the earlier-discussed ¯.± maps (Figure 5.3) as well as on the standard
deviations given in Figure 5.1 and ensures that areas being continuously
influenced by the atmosphere are not used to calculate the sea ice tie points.
Figure 5.4 a) shows the mask obtained by this method for July 1999. Obviously,
SSM/I measurements of almost the entire Antarctic sea ice cover (compare Fig-
ure 5.2) contribute to the sea ice tie points. The main shortcoming of this method
is that regions with highly variable surface properties and a sea ice concentra-
tion of lËËp are also excluded and, therefore, are underrepresented in the sea
ice tie points. In this particular month, pixels of polynyas and of almost the entire
Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas (60 to 140  W) are excluded from the tie point
estimation. Although the two seas mentioned exhibit quite low  «

values (see
Figure 5.2), nearly all pixels are masked out due to the high variability of « F  r¬K
a) b)
Figure 5.4: a): Map of all pixels that are used to estimate the sea ice tie points for
July 1999. b): Total number of years contributing to an average mask with pixels
used to estimate the sea ice tie points for July within the period 1992-1999.
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(see Figure 5.3). This is probably caused by the weather influence since these
Seas are overpassed by cyclones in Austral winter more frequently than other re-
gions [Sinclair, 1994]. Figure 5.4 b) shows the number of years contributing to an
average mask to estimate the sea ice tie point for July of the period 1992-1999.
This image illustrates that only pixels belonging to the southern Ross Sea and the
southern, central and southeastern Weddell Sea have contributed regularly to the
sea ice tie points of July while regions known to be sites of polynyas are excluded
in most years.
In the next step, the 85 GHz SSM/I brightness temperatures are averaged sep-
arately for each polarization and for each pixel belonging to these monthly masks.
These monthly averaged brightness temperatures – called pre-tie points – are still
biased by monthly averages of the integrated water vapor content ÝÍ

and of
the integrated cloud liquid water content %

typical for the pack ice region.
The former parameter is obtained from ECMWF model data (see Section 3.3).
Reliable  data are not available over Antarctic sea ice, neither from models nor
from remote sensing instruments. Therefore, Þ

is set to the average  value
calculated from SSM/I data with the method given in Section 3.2.3 within an ap-
proximately 100 km wide open water area adjacent to the sea ice edge (see also
[Heygster et al., 1996]). Furthermore, it is assumed that over the pack ice region
the (

value amounts only to two thirds of the one over open water [Oelke,
1997], since the latent and sensible heat fluxes from the ocean to the atmosphere
are significantly smaller over sea ice than over open water. Both ÂÍ

and
Ý

are used together with the coefficients described in Section 5.3 to correct
the pre-tie points for the weather influence, yielding the sea ice tie points =]\@ A and
=|@ A and, by using Equation 4.2, « A at 85 GHz.
Figure 5.5 shows =?>@ A and « A values averaged over the period 1992-1999 (im-
ages a) and b), respectively). Standard deviations of these values are also esti-
mated for each month and averaged over the period 1992-1999 as well, yielding
the values given in Figure 5.5. In Figure 5.5 a), freeze-up in March/April coincides
well with a sharp increase of the averaged =W>@ A values. Melt-onset is marked by a
decrease of the averaged =W>@ A values between November and January to remark-
ably low values around 200 K. These values correspond to an emissivity of Ë
Y
j
and occur in each year of the period investigated as is evident in Figure 5.6 a)
showing the time-series of =?>@ A for 1992-1999. This behavior is contrary to pas-
sive microwave observations made in the Arctic [Smith, 1998] where a marked
brightness temperature increase (decrease) is observed at melt-onset (freeze-up).
One possible explanation for this sharp decrease in late spring/early summer could
be the presence of old, coarse-grained snow as is described in Section 2.3.4. Also,
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a) b)
Figure 5.5: Monthly sea ice tie points averaged over the period 1992-1999. a):
brightness temperatures ( =?>@ A ), b): NBTPD values ( « A ). The error bars denote
°¯Èßfàá â
and °¯.±â , respectively. For clarity, in image a) data points and error bars
at   -polarization are shifted slightly.
a gradual increase of the averaged =?>@ A values between August and November can
be identified in Figure 5.5 a). It is probably caused by a growing snow liquid water
fraction. Table 5.2 lists the =W>@ A and « A values averaged over the entire period.
The averages of « A shown in Figure 5.5 b) vary only between 0.022 (January)
and 0.032 (October) and almost agree within one standard deviation. However,
during one annual cycle extremes of « A may differ by up to 0.015, for instance
in 1992 as is revealed by Figure 5.6 b) showing the time-series of « A for 1992-
1999. The interannual variability of =?>@ A is reflected by this « A time-series as well.
The average of the in situ NBTPD values of the different FY ice types shown
Table 5.2: Open water and sea ice tie points averaged over the period 1992-1999.
Standard deviations are given by ¯ .
=c\@ N
$¯ [K] =c|@ N ¯ [K] « N $¯
231.7  0.5 151.6  1.0 0.209  0.002
=]\@ A
¯ [K] =c|@ A $¯ [K] « A ¯
220.7  10.3 208.6  10.1 0.028  0.004
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a)
b)
Figure 5.6: Time-series of the sea ice tie points for each month of the period 1992-
1999. a): brightness temperatures ( =?>@ A ), b): NBTPD ( « A ). The error bars denote
6¯Èß1àá â
and 6¯.±â , respectively.
in Figure 5.1 is about 0.021 and is thus slightly smaller than the average of « A
obtained between 1992 and 1999 (see Table 5.2). It remains unclear at this point
whether this is caused by the limitation of the in situ data to Austral winter and
spring and sea ice and snow types of the Weddell Sea or whether the areas selected
to calculate =?>@ A and « A exhibit average sea ice concentrations of nkrp rather than
lËËp .
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5.2.2 Open Water
In order to have the same statistical background than the sea ice tie points, open
water tie points are also estimated from NSIDC daily gridded 85 GHz SSM/I
brightness temperatures on a monthly basis. For each month, =?>?F

rkK is averaged
separately for both polarizations over all pixels which:
• are south of 55

S which is the average position of the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current to ensure a SST close to 273 K [White and Peterson, 1996];
• are cloud free, i. e. exhibit  values below 10 g m  J ;
• exhibit Î values below 10 m s  d and Í values below 10 kg m  J .
The resulting monthly averaged brightness temperatures still include the influ-
ence of the corresponding monthly averages of Í and Î obtained by averaging
all values of Í and Î belonging to the pixels selected. The monthly averaged
brightness temperatures are corrected for the influence of the average values of Í
and Î and yield the open water tie points =c\@ N , =|@ N and, by using Equation 4.2,
«
N at 85 GHz. Their values are very similar for all months of the period 1992-
1999. Table 5.2 lists the =]\@ N , =|@ N and « N values averaged over this period. The
average
«
N value is about 0.015 larger than the one obtained from in situ mea-
surements shown in Figure 5.1. However, the surface wind conditions are unclear
for these in situ measurements. An average wind speed of j m s  d during these
measurements, which is quite a typical value when looking at Table 5.1, would be
sufficient to explain the mentioned difference of 0.015 with a wind-roughened sea
surface.
5.3 Atmospheric Influence
As discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.4 the atmospheric parameters Î , Í and 
significantly influence =W>?F

r¬K and « F

r¬K . The radiative transfer model MWMOD
described in Section 2.5.1 is used to quantify this weather influence for surface
emissivities !> and atmospheric conditions listed in Table 5.3. Some other settings
of MWMOD have already been explained in Section 2.5.1.
5.3.1 Surface Wind
Scattering of microwave radiation at the wind-roughened sea surface has a large
depolarizing effect (see Section 2.2) and may bias the sea ice concentration esti-
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Table 5.3: Ranges and step sizes of \ , 1| , Î , Í and  used to quantify the
atmospheric influence on =?>?F  r¬K .
\ , 1| Î [m s  d ] Í [kg m  J ]  [kg m  J ]
Data range 0.44–0.98 0–30 0–30 0.0–0.5
Step size 0.01 1 1 0.02
mate. In order to quantify this effect, 85 GHz brightness temperatures are mod-
eled for dry, clear-sky conditions, wind speeds given in Table 5.3 and a SST of
273.15 K at both polarizations over open water. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 5.7 a) and reveal a significant decrease of the polarization difference =]\ÇU(=|
with increasing Î .
a) b)
Figure 5.7: a) Influence of the surface wind speed on =W>kF  r¬K as modeled with
MWMOD for dry, clear-sky conditions and surface wind speeds given in Table 5.3.
b) Sea ice concentration < that would be calculated from uncorrected brightness
temperatures over a wind-roughened sea surface for dry, clear-sky conditions.
The sensitivity ãäÆQ å
ß
à
å
ä
, i. e. the change of =?>?F

r¬K due to a change of Î
of 1 m s  d , is calculated and compared to ãä values obtained by Fuhrhop et al.
[1997] in Table 5.4. They are of the same order of magnitude but may differ by up
to 1.6 K m  d s. This is probably caused by the fact that the brightness temperatures
shown in Figure 5.7 a) are modeled for dry, clear-sky conditions, i. e. Í Qæ&Q
Ë kg m  J , while the results of Fuhrhop et al. [1997] are based on one case study
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Table 5.4: Sensitivities ãä obtained in SEA LION and provided by Fuhrhop
et al. (1997) (ATMICE-Project).
ãä [K m  d s]
ÎÂQ 1 - 6 m s  d ÎRQ 6 - 20 m s  d
85 h SEA LION 0.8 1.4 - 5.8
ATMICE 1.1 1.4 - 4.2
85 v SEA LION U4Ë
Y
o 0.0 - 2.2
ATMICE 0.0 0.0 - 1.8
with a non-zero atmospheric water content. Since, for the weather correction
described in Section 5.3.3, the wind-induced brightness temperature change is
subtracted from the =?>?F

r¬K values after the correction for the Í and  influence,
the sensitivities derived here are more suitable. Figure 5.7, b) shows < values that
would be calculated with the SL algorithm from uncorrected 85 GHz brightness
temperatures for dry, clear-sky conditions. Wind speeds below 5 m s  d lead to a
slight underestimation of < while an increasing overestimation of < occurs for
higher wind speeds. Average daily surface wind speeds range between 5 and
15 m s  d , reaching up to 20 m s  d (see [Heygster et al., 1996] and Figures 3.2
and 3.3). Therefore, on average, the overestimation of < can be as high as jËp .
This demonstrates the necessity to correct =?>?F

r¬K for the influence of Î if using
SSM/I =?>?F

r¬K values to calculate < .
The modeled brightness temperatures (see Figure 5.7 a)) are fitted with a 4th-
order polynomial in order to obtain a relation between Î and =c\ and =c| . Maxi-
mum (average) differences between the modeled brightness temperatures and the
fit functions are 0.7 K ( ®Ë
Y
l K) for =c| and 0.8 K (0.1 K) for =]\ . The equation of
this fit is
=W>@ ä-ç
è/é
Q&=?>@ ä
è/é
` ê
A
è
dµëëë
»
^kAEÎ
A
e (5.5)
where =?>@ ä è/é ( =?>@ ä-çè/é ) denote the 85 GHz brightness temperature above a calm
(wind-roughened) sea surface at polarization P , and ^kA denote the coefficients of
the polynomial. They are listed in Table 5.5. Values of =?>@ ä è/é are 150.7 K and
235.3 K at horizontal and vertical polarization, respectively. Equation 5.5 allows
to calculate =W>?F

r¬K that would be measured by the SSM/I above a sea surface
roughened according to Î under dry, clear-sky conditions.
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Table 5.5: Coefficients ^kA of the polynomial of the modeled brightness tempera-
tures shown in Figure 5.7 a).
^kA [K (m s  d )  A ] ì*QÆl ì*Q­ ì*Q­h ì*Q­o
85 h 1.378 U4Ë
Y
ln

	o
Y
osíVlË¬?î U3r
Y
híVlË??ï
85 v 0.264 U4Ë
Y
lno l
Y
n}íVlË¬?î U4hh
Y
lðíVlË??ï
5.3.2 Atmospheric Water Content
Absorption and emission of electromagnetic radiation by the atmospheric water
vapor and hydrometeors of non-precipitating clouds increase =?>?F

r¬K and decrease
«
F

r¬K . Scattering by precipitation particles decrease =W>?F

r¬K and increase « F

rkK ,
depending on the polarization (Section 2.4). Since areas with high values of  and
thus the highest probability of precipiation, are masked out with the ñ -factor as
is described in Section 3.2.4, only the brightness temperature increase due to ab-
sorption and emission is discussed here. In order to quantify this increase, 85 GHz
brightness temperatures are modeled with MWMOD for values of µ\ , | , Í and
 given in Table 5.3. The influences of Í and  are considered simultaneously
since, at small Í values, the brightness temperature increase due to  may be
larger than at high Í values because the atmosphere is more opaque in the latter
case.
Figure 5.8 a) and b) illustrate the reaction of =c|¬F  r¬K to an increasing atmo-
spheric water content over open water. For Î¡QË m s  d (Figure 5.8 a)), =c|¬F  rkK
may increase by 70 K for typical extreme values of Í and  of 20 kg m  J and
200 g m  J , respectively (compare Figures 3.2 and 3.3). Over a wind-roughened
sea surface, both the sea surface emissivity and the brightness temperature are
considerably larger (see Section 2.2.1 and Figure 5.7 a)), at least at horizontal po-
larization, and the absolute brightness temperature increase can be expected to be
smaller. This is illustrated by Figure 5.8 b), showing the brightness temperature
increase due to Í and  over a rough sea surface at Î Q 	Ë m s  d . For the
above-mentioned typical extremes this increase is still around 30 K. The absolute
brightness temperature increase due to Í and  is smaller at vertical polarization
due to the higher sea surface emissivity (Section 8.2).
The sensitivities ãò Q å
ß
à
å
ò
and ãóQ å
ß
à
å
ó
, i. e. the changes of =W>?F

r¬K due
to changes of Í and  of 1 kg m  J each, are given in Table 5.6 in comparison
to the results of Fuhrhop et al. [1997]. It becomes evident within the SEA LION
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b) d)
a) c)
Figure 5.8: Brightness temperatures at 85 GHz, horizontal polarization, modeled
with MWMOD for different atmospheric water contents over open water (salinity:
34 ‰, SST: 272 K): a) ÎtQôË m s  d ( |õQôË
Y
okn ), b) ÎQö	Ë m s  d ( |õQôË
Y
jh ).
Contour spacing is 5 K. Total sea ice concentrations < that would be calculated
from uncorrected brightness temperatures for different atmospheric water con-
tents: c) over a calm sea surface ( < Q Ëp , Î Q Ë m s  d ), d) over FY ice
( <RQRlËËp ).
project that ãò is larger during clear-sky conditions and decreases with increasing
 values. The same is true for ãó which is larger at low Í values and decreases
with increasing Í values. The sensitivities obtained here are quite similar to those
of Fuhrhop et al. [1997].
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Table 5.6: Sensitivities ãò and ãó obtained in SEA LION and provided by
Fuhrhop et al. [1997] (ATMICE). The two smaller (larger) values of ãò
(SEA LION) are for an increase of Í from 8 to 20 kg m  J at Q Ë
Y
h kg m  J
( &Q¤Ë
Y
Ë kg m  J ). The two smaller values of ãó (SEA LION) are for an increase
of  from 0.3 to 0.4 kg m  J at Í QÂË kg m  J . The two larger ones are obtained
for an increase of  from 0.0 to 0.1 kg m  J at Í Q  kg m  J .
ãò [K m  J kg] ãó [K m  J kg]
85 h SEA LION 0.8 - 2.5 55 - 258
ATMICE 2.1 85 - 188
85 v SEA LION 0.1 - 1.1 27 - 135
ATMICE 0.8 33 - 71
Figure 5.8 c) shows < values one would obtain over a calm sea surface with
Equation 5.4 and the tie points derived in Section 5.2 without correction of =?>?F

rkK
for the influence of Í and  . Typical values of Í and  (8 kg m  J and 40 g m  J ,
see Table 5.1 and Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3) would cause an overestimation of
< over calm open water by  hkrp . At the above-mentioned typical extreme
values ( Í QÃË kg m  J , QËË g m  J ), this overestimation would approach
jËp . Both values would further increase for a non-zero surface wind speed,
i. e. over a rough sea surface. Over sea ice, the overestimation of < would be
considerably smaller as is illustrated in Figure 5.8 d) for lËËp of FY ice. Note
that the vertical scale in this image is one tenth of that in the previous image.
In this case, i. e. for emissivities |ÝQiË
Y
nWl and µ\ÞQÅË
Y
no , the overestimation
would rarely exceed rp . However, sea ice properties vary significantly and may
cause emissivities well below these emissivity values and, therefore, considerably
larger overestimations of < . As has already been concluded for Î , SSM/I 85 GHz
brightness temperatures have to be corrected for the influence of Í and  to
calculate < .
The modeled brightness temperatures shown exemplarily in Figure 5.8 a) can
be related to Í and  by a 2D-polynomial
=òq@ ó/ç
è/é
Q=ò
è
ó
è/é
`
ê
Aº@ ÷
è/é
ëëë
»
^÷µASFI!>?FIÎ}KKµÍ
A

÷
Y
(5.6)
Equation 5.6 allows to calculate each =W>?F

r¬K value in the Í -  -plane using Í ,
 , the 85 GHz brightness temperature of a dry, clear-sky atmosphere =ò è ó è/é
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and coefficients ^÷µASFI!>?FIÎsK1K depending on the 85 GHz surface emissivity [> . A
lookup-table of 85 GHz [>?FSÎsKK values modeled with MWMOD for open water
(salinity: 34 ‰, SST: 273 K) for a dry, clear-sky atmosphere and Î values given in
Table 5.3 is compiled in the appendix. Maximum and average differences between
the modeled brightness temperatures and the fit functions are less than 0.1 K at
both polarizations. Table 5.7 shows a sample set of coefficients for a calm sea
surface.
Table 5.7: A sample set of coefficients ^÷A [K(kgm  J )  JE÷ ] of the 2D-polynomial
of the modeled brightness temperatures at !>?FSÎÆQË m s  d KQË
Y
on . The columns
denote ø}Q_Ë
YGYY
o , the rows ì*Q®Ë
YYGY
o .
0.0 8.793 ù ØÐÖÏÏ ××ÐÚØÄú×Ø
?î
ù
×ÕÐÛ6úõ×Ø
?ï
3.204 ù ØÐÓÑÛ ×ÛÐÛÄúõ×Ø
?î
ù
ÛGÙkÐÑÄúg×Ø
?ï
ÑÖÐÓÄúõ×Ø
Wû
ù
ÓÏ	ÐÛÄúõ×Ø
?î
ÖÏ	ÐÛ6úg×Ø

»
ù
ÓÔÐÏ©úõ×Ø
?ï
×ÓÐÏ°ú×Ø
?ü
ù
ÓGÙkÐÓ6úõ×Ø
?ý
ù
××ÐÛÄúõ×Ø
?ï
ù
×ÕÐÕ6úõ×Ø
?ü
ÓÏ	ÐÑÄúõ×Ø
Wû
ù
×ÛÐÔÄúg×Ø
?ý
ÖGÙkÐÙÄúõ×Ø

d
é
ÓGÙkÐÕ6ú×Ø
Wû
ù
Ù	Ï	ÐÖ6úõ×Ø
?þ
ù
××ÐÜ×Çúõ×Ø
?þ
ÑØÐÕ6úg×Ø

dd
ù
ÓÖÐÛ6úõ×Ø

dIJ
5.3.3 Correction for the Atmospheric Influence
Using the SL algorithm the influence of Î , Í and  on SSM/I 85 GHz brightness
temperatures has to be quantified and subtracted from these data separately for
open water and sea ice due to the following reasons:
• Each pixel with <mlËËp has a certain fraction of open water. In this
fraction, =W>kF

r¬K values are influenced by Í ,  and Î , whereas in the sea
ice fraction the influence of Î can be neglected.
• Sea surface emissivities differ from those of sea ice. Consequently, the
correction of =?>?F

rkK for the weather influence is different for both surfaces.
• The SL algorithm calculates < for each pixel iteratively (see Section 5.4).
At each iteration step, a new < value is obtained, i. e. fractions of open water
and sea ice change continuously during the retrieval. This alters the surface
emissivity distribution and has to be considered in the correction of =W>?F

r¬K
for the weather influence. As a result, the amount of the weather-induced
brightness temperature change subtracted from =?>?F

rkK changes between two
iteration steps.
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The weather correction is applied to =?>?F

r¬K as follows. First of all, the cloud
mask derived with the ñ -factor method is used over both open water and sea ice.
Most areas with 

Ë
Y
l kg m  J (Section 3.2.4) are excluded from the weather
correction and sea ice concentration retrieval successfully. The second step is the
correction of =W>?F

r¬K for the influence of Í and  in the remaining areas using the
data sets described in Chapter 3 and the coefficients given in Section 5.3.2. This
can be achieved over open water by
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e (5.7)
where =?>@ ò è ó è/é is =?>¬F

rkK measured by the SSM/I and corrected for the influence
of Í and  , and ^÷µA are the coefficients required for this correction according to
!>?FSÎ}K . These emissivities are selected using Î and the lookup-table given in the
appendix. Over sea ice, Equation 5.7 is used together with monthly averages of 
as is shown in Table 5.1 and emissivities which are independent of Î . They are
estimated for each month from the sea ice tie points =?>@ A given in Section 5.2 and
the monthly averaged surface temperature s=

derived in Section 3.3:
!>°Q
=?>@ AÉUVy}=ß
¿
s=

Y
(5.8)
This is the only part of the SL algorithm, where the contribution of the oxygen ab-
sorption to =W>?F

r¬K , denoted by yz=ß ¿ , is considered explicitely (see Section 2.4).
The SSM/I measurements as well as the modeled values of =?>?F

r¬K include im-
plicitely the oxygen absorption. Therefore, in order to obtain the sea ice emis-
sivity from the ratio of =?>@ A and =  , one has to subtract yz=ß ¿ from =W>@ A . This is
done using Equation 5.8 together with the yz=ß ¿ values compiled in the appendix.
These values are interpolated to match emissivity steps of 0.01. Once a pair of sea
ice emissivities is selected it is used for the entire month. The relative error made
in the calculation of !> using an incorrect  =

value for the temperature of the
radiating sea ice and/or snow layer is smaller than rp for over-/underestimations
of s=

of 10 K in the range between UﬃokË

C and Ë

C.
Over open water, as a third step, the correction for the influence of Î has to be
applied. This is done using the wind data described in Chapter 3, the coefficients
^kA given in Section 5.3.1 and the equation
=?>@ ò
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e (5.9)
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where =?>@ ò è ó è ä è/é is the 85 GHz SSM/I brightness temperature corrected for the
influence of Í ,  and Î and with =?>@ ò è ó è/é given by Equation 5.7.
5.4 Complete Algorithm
This section gives a detailed description of the SL algorithm. Its flow chart is
displayed in Figure 5.9. The SL algorithm allows to calculate the daily total sea ice
concentration < . The data used in the SL algorithm have already been described
in Chapter 3. Additional requirements are:
• Tie points have to calculated in advance for the retrieval of < for each
month.
• Daily cloud masks have to be derived in advance to the retrieval of < (see
Section 3.2.4).
• All data have to be mapped into a grid with common resolution, e. g. the
NSIDC SSM/I grid with l
Y
r}íXl
Y
r km J [NSIDC, 1996].
The SL algorithm calculates < iteratively. For each pixel, the first iteration step
(  Q Ë ) – after applying the cloud mask of the day considered – is to compute a
first-guess of the total sea ice concentration < é with Equation 5.4, the tie points
given in Section 5.2 and « F

r¬K obtained from the uncorrected SSM/I data. The
second step is to model 85 GHz brightness temperatures that would be measured
by the SSM/I above an area covered with sea ice according to < é and for atmo-
spheric conditions given by Î , Í and  yielding = [ACw@ 
é
> . From these values the
«
[ACw@

é
value is derived and compared to the SSM/I measurement. If
y
«
Q

«
[AZw@

	

U
«
F

r¬K

Ì&Ë
Y
ËËÈl (5.10)
holds, < é is the final sea ice concentration and the iteration is stopped for this
pixel (see Figure 5.9). The threshold of 0.001 corresponds to approximately l*p
change in < .
Otherwise, the iteration is continued (  Q  `¢l ) and the SSM/I measurements
are corrected for the weather influence expressed by Î , Í and  . In doing this,
one has to distinguish between the fractions of open water and sea ice within
the pixel considered. It is necessary to assume first, that each pixel is covered
completely by either open water or sea ice and perform the weather correction
separately for both cases since emissivities are known for the pure surface types
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85 GHz SSM/I data: HG , JI , ﬀ
85 GHz Tie points: ﬀ  , ﬀLK ,  G   ,  I   ,  G  K , 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Atmospheric parameters: M , N , O , 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First guess ( 6R7 - ) sea ice concentration: A ST
Figure 5.9: Scheme of the SEA LION algorithm. The quantities « EACw@ 
	  and
=
[ACw@
ﬃ	

> (  Q iteration step) denote modeled values of « F  rkK and =?>?F  rkK . They are
obtained at the sea ice concentration <U
	  and for given atmospheric conditions
(Chapter 3). « F  rkK is the NBTPD value measured by the SSM/I. The quantities
«
BEMWVS@

	

and = BEMWVS@ 
	

> are the NBTPD and brightness temperature values measured
by the SSM/I and corrected for the weather influence in the  th-order.
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only. For the open water fraction, the lookup-table in the appendix provides the
required emissivities !>?FSÎzK . For the sea ice fraction, that pair of emissivities is
used which has already been derived for the month considered with Equation 5.8.
Knowing these emissivities, =?>¬F

rkK can be corrected for the influence of Í and 
using Equation 5.7 and the coefficients given in Section 5.3.2. Over the open water
fraction, this is followed by the correction for the influence of Î with Equation 5.9
and the coefficients given in Section 5.3.1. Since the wind-induced sea surface
roughening depends on the wind fetch, which is considerably smaller in open
water areas surrounded by sea ice than in the open ocean, Î is reduced to J
î
Î in
the area covered by sea ice pre-defined with the PE algorithm sea ice concentration
data set [Heygster et al., 1996].
Now, one has two 85 GHz brightness temperature pairs for a surface consisting
of open water or sea ice only, corrected for the actual weather influence. These
pairs, the atmospheric parameters, the emissivities and the measured, uncorrected
85 GHz SSM/I brightness temperatures remain fixed once they are calculated for
each pixel. In order to obtain the weather-corrected brightness temperature over
a mixed pixel, i. e. with Ëp ö<milËËp given by <ﬃ	L d  , these brightness
temperatures are inserted into Equation 5.3. Here, the products !>@ N*F

r¬KS=@ N and
!>@ AIF

r¬KI=cA correspond to the weather-corrected =W>?F

r¬K values over open water and
sea ice, respectively. This results in

th-order weather-corrected 85 GHz bright-
ness temperatures at polarization P : = BEMWVS@ 
	

> . Inserting them into Equation 4.2
yields the  th-order weather-corrected 85 GHz NBTPD value: « BEMWVS@ 
	  which is
used to calculate a new value of < : < 
	  . At this point, i. e. after one complete cy-
cle, one has two different sea ice concentrations: the first guess < é and < d  , one
pair of (using <U é ) modeled 85 GHz brightness temperatures and the correspond-
ing NBTPD value: = [AZw@ 
é
\ , =
EACw@

é
|
,
«
EACw@

é
, and one pair of weather-corrected
85 GHz SSM/I brightness temperatures and the corresponding NBTPD value used
to calculate < d  : = BEMWVS@  d

\ , =
BEMWVS@

d

|
and « BEMWVS@  d  . There are no values for = B[MXVS@ 
é
> and
«
B[MXVS@

é
.
The next step is to check whether the new sea ice concentration < 
	  agrees
with the SSM/I measurements. Therefore, = [ACw@ 
	

> and « [AZw@ 
	  are re-calculated
for the same atmospheric conditions, considering the new sea ice distribution
given by <ﬃ	  . It can happen that the new <U
	  value leads to a larger y « value
(see Equation 5.10) than the old one, <U
	L d  . In this case, depending on the signs
of the last two values of y
«
, < 
	L
d
 is set to Ë
Y
rWFI<
ﬃ	L
J

`<

	L
d

K (different signs)
or Ë
Y
rÈFI<ﬃ	T?î

`<ﬃ	T
J

K (equal signs) and = [ACw@ ﬃ	 > is re-calculated. The iteration
is thus forced to alternate around the minimum y « value. The new modeled po-
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larization « EACw@ 
	  is compared to « F

r¬K (Equation 5.10) and so on. This iteration
converges in about nkrp of all pixels within the first 30 steps, a threshold which
is used to stop the iteration in any case. Pixels belonging to the remaining rp are
contaminated by values of  and/or Í and/or Î incompatible to the brightness
temperatures observed. This can happen, for instance, due to the coarser spatial
resolution of the atmospheric data used. The retrievals of  and the ñ -factor are
certainly influenced by the beamfilling error [Bennartz, 1999], i. e. by subpixel-
scale clouds within the sensor’s FOV. In particular, pixels which are not excluded
from the retrieval of < with the cloud mask and exhibit large  values contribute
to these remaining rp . The iteration may stop at

QhË without y
«
falling
below 0.001. In this case it is checked whether y « has changed within the last
few iterations. If not and if y « is additionally below 0.01 the last value of < is
accepted. Otherwise, the pixel is flagged as cloud according to the cloud mask.
Once daily maps of < are obtained, linear temporal interpolation is used to
replace pixels flagged as clouds. Only pixels flagged as clouds over a maximum
of three consecutive days are replaced, assuming that heavy weather conditions
last shorter than three days and assuming that < values remain almost constant
within three days. Especially the second assumption is often violated in the MIZ
and in regions of pronounced sea ice melt during Austral summer. Using the
daily gridded 85 GHz SSM/I brightness temperatures the dynamic changes in <
associated with rapidly overpassing fronts in the MIZ are smoothed out a bit,
causing a smaller influence on the sea ice concentration retrieval. The above-
mentioned maximum length of three consecutive days to replace cloud-flagged
pixels ensures that the impact of major air mass and thus surface air temperature
changes on the sea ice cover are considered. The typical time-scale of such air
mass changes is about 4 to 7 days [King and Turner, 1997]. In Section 5.5 as well
as in Section 7 the last step of the SL algorithm is discussed: The replacement of
SEA LION ice concentrations by PELICON ice concentrations (i. e. Ëp ) in all
pixels supposed to be open water in a distance to the PELICON ice edge greater
than 25 km.
5.5 Error Analysis
Numerous data from different data sources are used in the SL algorithm, each with
a specific error contribution to the < values obtained. In order to estimate this
contribution the concept of statistical error propagation is applied to Equation 5.4
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with (P Q_£ or   for vertical or horizontal polarization):
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In Equation 5.11, ¯ Y is the standard deviation of < caused by the errors of the
input data: the tie points given in Section 5.2, the atmospheric parameters derived
in Section 3.2 and the SSM/I data (Section 3.1.2). These errors are the standard
deviations of the sea ice tie points: ¯Èß ¶ á â , ¯Èß \ á â (see Figure 5.6), of the open water
tie points: ¯ÈßL¶ á ] , ¯Èß \ á ] and of the weather-corrected 85 GHz SSM/I brightness
temperatures: ¯ÈßL¶ , ¯Èß \ . The former two error pairs as well as the corresponding
covariances ¯ Jß ¶ á â
@
ßT\
á â
,
¯
J
ß
¶
á ]
@
ßT\
á ]
result from the tie point retrieval and remain fixed
for each day of one month. The latter error pair and the corresponding covariance
¯
J
ß
¶
@
ßT\ has to be calculated during the ice concentration retrieval because these
quantities vary daily – mainly depending on the atmospheric parameters ( Í , Î
and  ) used for the weather correction.
Equations 5.7 and 5.9 are the basis for Equation 5.12 which allows to estimate
¯Èß
à (PQv  or £ ) with the knowledge of the sensor noise ¯Èß_`c`abed QÁl
Y
l K (see
Table 3.2) and the standard deviations of Í , Î , and  : ¯ ò , ¯ ä and ¯ ó . In order
to consider the different basic spatial resolutions of the 85 GHz SSM/I channels,
thus lrõí$lh km J , and of the other SSM/I channels used to derive Í , Î and 
(Section 3.2), thus nÞíokr km J , these standard deviations are set to twice the
retrieval accuracy of Í ,  and Î given in Section 3.2: ¯ ò³Q o kg m  J , ¯ ó%Q
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Ë
Y
Ë kg m  J and ¯ ä&Q o m s  d . The resulting values of ¯Èß à , one for open water
and one for sea ice at polarization   or £ , are combined according to the actual <
values as is described in Section 5.4. The covariance ¯ Jß ¶
@
ßT\ is calculated the same
way. All terms with mixed covariances between the sea ice tie points, the open
water tie points and the weather-corrected brightness temperatures, for instance
¯
J
ß
¶
á â
@
ßT\
á ]
are neglected, because the crosstalk between these parameters is small.
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Equation 5.13 is obtained calculating the derivatives of Equation 5.11 and is used
to determine ¯ Y for each day in 1999. Over the monthly averaged open water
fraction, the average ¯ Y value (not shown) remains almost constant at a value of
ln
Y

p

Ë
Y

p . Relative contributions to this average open water ¯ Y value are:
Ë
Y
p from ãﬂd , Ë
Y
hqp from ãJ and nn
Y
rp from ã
î
(see Equation 5.13). This is
reasonable since a) the variability of the sea ice tie points can be expected to be
negligible over open water, b) the open water tie points exhibit a very low vari-
ability (compare Table 5.2) and c) only the day-to-day variability of the 85 GHz
brightness temperatures and of the atmospheric parameters is large. This large
average error, however, together with the large overestimation of < even for small
 values evident in Figure 5.8 c) is the main reason for the last step of the SL
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a) b)
c) d)
e) f)
Figure 5.10: Comparison between the monthly averaged sea ice concentration
< and the corresponding standard deviation ¯ Y obtained with Equation 5.13 for
selected months of 1999. Values of < below lrp are omitted. In order to reduce
the data volume, all plates show only 1000 data pairs.
algorithm. Spurious sea ice concentrations in the pre-defined open water region
are replaced by PELICON ice concentrations [Heygster et al., 1996] in all open
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water pixels at a distance greater than 25 km to the PELICON ice edge. This will
be discussed in Section 7.
Table 5.8: Monthly averaged standard deviation ¯ Y [ p ] estimated from the errors
of the input data with Equation 5.13 for each month of 1999 over the averaged
monthly sea ice cover.
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun.
×ØÐÕqÒ¢ÓÐÛ ×ØÐÙ{ÒÞÓÐÓ ÑÐÔxÒÀÖÐÚØ Ï	ÐÚØxÒ¢ÓÐÑ ÛÐÕqÒÀÓÐÕ ÛÐÛxÒÀÓÐÑ
Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
ÙkÐÔÒÀÖÐÚØ ÛÐÖxÒÀÓÐÙ ÙkÐÕxÒÀÓÐÙ ÙkÐÔqÒ¢ÓÐÖ ÛÐÕqÒÀÓÐÙ ÔÐÑxÒÀÓÐÖ
Figure 5.11: Relative distribution of the sea ice concentration classes within the
monthly averaged sea ice extent of 1999: lrpôÌ­< Ì®rËp (dark grey), r	Ëqp
<¤Ì&nËp (medium grey) and <  nËp (light grey).
Table 5.8 shows ¯ Y obtained with Equation 5.13 for each month of 1999. Over
the sea ice fraction, the average error is anti-correlated with the sea ice extent
( ¹ÄQæU4Ë
Y
 ). This can be explained with the dependence between ¯ Y and < as is
illustrated by Figure 5.10. Small sea ice concentrations are more likely associated
with large errors than high sea ice concentrations in absolute as well as in relative
terms. On the one hand, this is caused by the larger absolute variability of =c\
and =| , forcing ã
î
(see Equation 5.13) to be larger over open water than over sea
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ice. On the other hand, the number of pixels exhibiting high < values increases
significantly towards Austral winter as is shown in Figure 5.11. Consequently, in
Austral winter a larger number of small absolute errors contribute to the monthly
averaged value of ¯ Y forcing it to be small. This is evident in Figure 5.10 indi-
cating that ¯ Y remains of the order of rp at high sea ice concentrations during
Austral winter (see images b) to e)). However, at low sea ice concentrations, the
monthly averaged ¯ Y value easily approaches Ëp corresponding to a relative
error of lËËqp or more. This is in line with the findings made in Section 5.3.
The choosen ¯ ó value of 0.06 kg m  J can cause spurious sea ice concentrations
of Ëp or more (compare Figure 5.8 c)). Therefore, atmospheric parameters used
to correct SSM/I 85 GHz data for the weather influence must be selected very
carefully.
Table 5.9 reveals that in the low ice concentration class ( lrptÌR<ôÌÂrËp ),
the average ¯ Y values agree with each other within one standard deviation ( 
Y
oqp )
throughout the year. Therefore, at low sea ice concentrations ¯ Y is independent
of the season. This is different for the high ice concentration class ( <  nËp ),
where Figure 5.10 as well as Table 5.9 indicate a significant (standard deviation
is here Ë
Y
oqp ) decrease of the average ¯ Y values at freeze-up (March/April) and
an increase at melt-onset (November/December). These changes coincide with
the marked increase/decrease of =]\@ A and =c|@ A shown in Figure 5.6. The term ã
î(compare Equation 5.13) has a relative contribution to the monthly averaged ¯ Y
value of about nËp . A significant change in the sea ice tie points might have
a large contribution to ã
î
. However, the impact of the change in =]\@ A and =|@ A
Table 5.9: Monthly averaged ¯ Y values binned into three sea ice concentration
classes defined in Figure 5.11 and averaged over each of these classes. The values
are given in p .
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun.
lrpÌ&<¤Ì_rËp lh
Y
hqp l
Y
p lh
Y
oqp ll
Y
rp ll
Y
np l
Y
p
rËp  <æÌ&nËp n
Y
rp n
Y
oqp

Y
jp r
Y
p 
Y
Ëqp r
Y
np
nËp<

Y
l*p

Y
p j
Y
p o
Y
Ëp o
Y
qp o
Y
l*p
Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
lrpÌ&<¤Ì_rËp l
Y
p l
Y
jp ll
Y
oqp lh
Y
Ëp lË
Y
rp ll
Y
jp
rËp  <æÌ&nËp r
Y
jp r
Y

p o
Y
Ëp r
Y
hp r
Y
lOp j
Y
oqp
nËp< h
Y
p o
Y
oqp h
Y
np o
Y
hp o
Y
p 
Y
oqp
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between March and April (November and December) on ã
î
is found to be negli-
gible. Therefore, the change in the monthly averages of ¯ Y is most likely caused
by an increase (decrease) of both pairs =c\ , =| and ¯Èß ¶ , ¯Èß_\ between March and
April (November and December). This seems to be reasonable for two reasons.
Firstly, the snow can be expected to undergo diurnal melt-freeze cycles and thus
to become coarse-grained as soon as the diurnal variation of solar radiation and
air temperature has become large enough to force this cycle. This would increase
the contribution of volume scattering resulting in a decrease of the surface emis-
sivity and therefore =]\ and =c| . Once almost the entire sea ice cover is affected by
this cycle, ¯ÈßL¶ and ¯Èß \ would decrease as well. Secondly, during Austral winter,
four sea ice types contribute to the sea ice cover: FY ice, old ice, pancake ice and
young ice, while during Austral summer pancake ice and young ice have disap-
peared almost completely. Consequently, ¯Èß ¶ and ¯ÈßT\ would decrease because of
the fewer different sea ice types. In fall (March/April), pancake ice and young ice
re-appear. Moreover, snow properties become highly variable again, depending
on the progress of cooling and the spatial distribution of fresh snow. Both pro-
cesses lead to an increasing variability of surface emissivities and, therefore, to an
increase of ¯Èß ¶ and ¯Èß ¶ .
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Chapter 6
Applications
This chapter is organized in two parts. The first and major part discusses the
results obtained with the SEA LION (SL) algorithm for the sea ice cover of the
Southern Ocean in comparison with VIS/IR data, ship observations and sea ice
products derived with other methods from microwave radiances. The second part
gives one case study for the application of the SL algorithm in the Arctic.
6.1 Antarctic
This section focusses first on a few examples of the daily sea ice concentration <
obtained with the SL algorithm, <JnSóo . The ice concentration development during
melt-onset is shown in comparison with results of the Bootstrap (BS) algorithm
(see Section 4.2) and the PELICON (PE) algorithm (see Section 4.1) in Figure 6.1
for the Amundsen/Ross Sea quadrant. Ice concentrations obtained with these two
algorithms are denoted by <"pnWo and < ±_q o , respectively. Three days at melt-onset
in Austral spring 1996 are selected. The temporal spacing between the days se-
lected is two weeks in order to document the progress of the sea ice decay. Evident
in all columns from top to bottom is a retreating sea ice edge and widening coastal
polynyas. One can identify, from top to bottom, an increasing number of small
regions with lower sea ice concentrations in the pack ice.
However, in the middle column showing <Jn q o several differences can be iden-
tified in comparison to the left and right column:
• the sea ice concentration gradient across the MIZ and in the vicinity of the
coastal polynyas is steeper,
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PEA SLA BSA
Figure 6.1: Daily sea ice concentration for selected days at melt-onset in Aus-
tral spring 1996; left column: < ±Tq o (PEA=PE algorithm), middle column: <JnSóo
(SLA=SE algorithm), right column: <"pnWo (BSA=BS algorithm). Values less than
lrp are set to zero in order to exclude remaining spurious ice caused by the
weather influence. Each image shows the quadrant between nË  W and l  Ë  W
with the South Pole at the upper right corner.
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• the coastal polynyas are larger,
• the sea ice concentration in the pack ice is much more variable with frequent
drops below r	Ëqp suggesting subpixel-scale areas of low ice concentration
or open water.
Table 6.1: Average and corresponding standard deviation ¯ and skewness of the
sea ice concentration distribution of the area shown in Figure 6.1. r is the num-
ber of pixels with <¤Ê&hËp .
Average ¯ Skewness r
<
±_q
o : Nov. 16 77.6 14.5 Uðl
Y
h 31445
Nov. 30 72.9 17.7 U3Ë
Y
 26391
Dec. 14 73.0 17.7 U3Ë
Y
r 21058
<Jn
q
o : Nov. 16 84.4 15.5 Uðl
Y
h 31792
Nov. 30 78.3 19.4 U3Ë
Y

h 24987
Dec. 14 67.7 16.3 U3Ë
Y


20502
<"p
ß
o : Nov. 16 89.4 16.2 Uðl
Y
nkr 33575
Nov. 30 82.8 18.3 Uðl
Y
Ë 28661
Dec. 14 80.5 19.1 Uðl
Y
ËË 22843
These differences become even more striking when considering that the <JnSóo
values shown in Figure 6.1 are averaged over four NSIDC l
Y
rí$l
Y
r km J grid
cells in order to match the coarser spatial resolution of the NSIDC grid used to
map <"pnWo and < ±Tq o ( r í$r km J ) and, therefore, to judge whether the larger
number of details is just caused by the better spatial resolution. Strictly speaking,
this shall be done with the antenna pattern of the SSM/I for the corresponding
frequencies, i. e. 19 and 37 GHz. By doing this, only a few more details evident
in the maps of <JnSóo would get lost, particularly those of the size of one grid cell.
The comparison of the sea ice areas derived from <JnSóo , <"pnWo and < ±_q o given
in Section 6.1.3 will allow a few conclusions about any differences in < within
the pack ice throughout the year. In order to get a first idea on this, Table 6.1
lists the average, standard deviation and skewness of < obtained with the three
algorithms in the area displayed in Figure 6.1. To overcome the weather influence
evident in the right column of Figure 6.1 shown by low values of <"pnWo (blue)
in regions indicated as open water by the other two algorithms, only pixels with
<¤Ê&hËp are considered in this table. Table 6.1 illustrates the sea ice decay in the
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area selected by a decreasing number of pixels with sea ice concentrations above
hËp , a decreasing average sea ice concentration and a decreasing skewness. The
latter parameter describes the distribution of < within the sea ice covered area.
Therefore, in this particular case, a decreasing skewness indicates that the number
of pixels with low values of < increases at the expense of the number of pixels
with high values of < . Following the results obtained with the SL algorithm, the
sea ice retreats quite fast in the area and the period considered compared to <"pnWo
and < ±Tq o .
In order to specify the locations of the largest differences between the ice
concentration maps shown, the maps shown in the middle column of Figure 6.1
( <JnSóo are subtracted from the corresponding maps of <"pnWo and < ±_q o . Maps of the
resulting differences are displayed in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.2 d) to f) reveal a band
Figure 6.2: Differences of the sea ice concentrations shown in Figure 6.1 for
selected days in spring 1996, a) to c): < ±_q o U<JnSóo , d) to f): <"pnWogU$<JnSóo . The
geographical location is the same as in Figure 6.1.
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of positive differences along the MIZ, approximately 1 to 2 pixels wide ( rË km),
which cannot be identified in images a) to c) of Figure 6.2. Positive differences are
evident in all images in areas of coastal polynyas. These differences are smaller
in images a) to c), i. e. < ±_q o seems to give a better estimate of the polynya area
than <"pnWo .
The negative difference evident in Figure 6.2 a) along the MIZ and, most pro-
nounced, near the letter “a)” is caused by an insufficient correction of the weather
influence yielding an overestimation of <JnSóﬁo . Maps of the ñ -factor and the inte-
grated cloud liquid water content  of this particular day and region (not shown)
reveal large values for this latter parameter adjacent to the MIZ where  exceeds
120 g m  J . The cloud mask that has been obtained with the ñ -factor method for
this day (not shown) misses this area. Consequently, the area is not excluded
from the retrieval of < and only the average  value of  rË g m  J obtained for
November 1996 over the open water area along the sea ice edge (see Table 5.1 and
its discussion) is used for the weather correction. Therefore, assuming an average
sea ice concentration of rËp in this part of the MIZ and following the increase
of < due to  shown in Figure 5.8 c) and d) an overestimation of <JnSóo in the
range of lËp to Ëp can be expected – a value which agrees with the observed
sea ice concentration difference. Positive differences scattered over the pack ice
covered area in all images of Figure 6.2 can be associated with subpixel-scale ar-
eas of low ice concentrations or open water which are detected using the 85 GHz
SSM/I channels and the SL algorithm but which cannot be resolved with methods
depending on the other SSM/I channels.
6.1.1 Comparison with OLS Imagery
This section compares maps of <JnSóo and < ±Tq o with images collected with the
OLS sensor. The focus of this comparison is to highlight the larger number of
details evident in the maps of <JnSóo compared to < ±_q o . A comparison with VIS/IR
imagery requires daylight and clear-sky conditions. Consequently, the following
four cases discuss Austral summer conditions only and focus on cloud-free areas.
For the comparison, 25 OLS pixels (see Table 3.1 for original spatial resolution)
are averaged in order to match the spatial resolution of the NSIDC l
Y
r,íÄl
Y
r km J
grid used for mapping < ±Tq o and <JnSóo .
The VIS images show the shortwave albedo as greyscale values. Dark (bright)
areas denote a low (high) albedo, thus open water can be identified by black areas
while the ice and clouds can be associated with grey and white areas. The IR
images are converted into infrared temperatures using
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=sﬃtQÆlnËÇ`
lË
rrvu
(6.1)
where =sﬃt is the infrared temperature in K and
u
is the OLS measurement binned
to values Ë
YYGY
rr for temperatures between 190 and 310 K [Schlu¨ter, 2000].
Since &sﬃt is very close to unity for most natural surfaces, =ws
t can be regarded
as the surface or cloud-top temperatures. Open water areas exhibit a surface tem-
perature around UÄl
Y


C and appear white in the IR images shown. Superimposed
on the VIS images are isolines of <JnSóo and < ±_q o at lrp , Ëp and nËqp , color-
coded as indicated in the legend. The IR images are superimposed by the isolines
<JnSóoQÁlrp (solid red line) and < ±_q o­QÁlrp (dotted black line). The lrp
isoline can be regarded as the sea ice edge in case of a compact sea ice cover.
Figure 6.3 from mid-November, 1996, shows a typical situation for the melt-
onset in the Amundsen/Ross Sea area. While most of this region is still covered
by pack ice with <ÊRnËp and =sﬃt(ÆU©

C, several polynyas can be identified
along the coast by a low albedo and values of =sﬃt typical of open water. This
seems to be quite realistic because during November the increasing solar radiation
accompanied by rising air temperatures stops the sea ice production in the coastal
polynyas [Markus et al., 1998]. The decay of the Antarctic sea ice cover starts
not only from the MIZ but from the coastal polynyas as well. The reason for this
is a positive feedback mechanism. As long as air temperatures are low enough
to generate new ice in these polynyas, they remain more or less covered by thin
sea ice. Once the air temperature exceed a critical value, the heat loss at the
open water surface is to small to form new ice. The open water fraction of the
polynya increases and considerably less solar radiation is reflected back. Both
air and water heat up slowly, thinning the surrounding sea ice until it disappears.
The total area and the open water fraction of the polynya increase. Figure 6.3,
top and middle row, reveals quite a good agreement between the coastal polynyas
and areas encircled by the lrp isoline of <JnSóo , while just one polynya exhibits
a small area encircled by the lrp isoline of < ±_q o . However, the Ëp isoline
of < ±Tq o agrees well with the sea ice edge of all coastal polynyas shown. In the
pack ice, also some polynya-like features can be identified by a few dark spots
evident in the VIS images shown in the right column of Figure 6.3 revealing a low
albedo. The majority of these features are within the Ëp isoline of <JnSóo and in
two cases even within the lrp isoline of <JnSóo . At least some of these features
are certainly ice-free because they coincide with areas of =sﬃt%Ê U3

C in the IR
image. However, these polynyas seem to be too small to be detected by the PE
algorithm since < ±_q o remains above Ëp .
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Figure 6.3: OLS images superimposed with SSM/I sea ice concentration isolines
for November 16, 1996. Top and middle: VIS-images and isolines of <JnSóo and
<
±_q
o , respectively. Bottom: IR-temperature and sea ice edge. Left column: area
of   ËË í   ËË km J between 90  W and 180  W (South Pole at the upper right
corner). Right column: zoom of the area marked in left column: lokËËÇílGokËË km J .
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Figure 6.4: Same as in Figure 6.3 for January 23, 1998.
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Figure 6.5: Same as in Figure 6.3 for January 2, 1996. Left column: area of


ËË}íÞ

ËË km J between 0

W and 90

W (South Pole at the lower right corner).
Right column: zoom of the area marked in left column: jËËsíÀjËË km J .
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Figure 6.6: Same as in Figure 6.3 for January 3, 1996. Each image in the left
column: area of   ËËÄíõ  ËË km J between Ë  E and nË  E (South Pole at lower left
corner). Right column: zoom of the area marked in the left column: jËËªí¨jËË km J .
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Figure 6.4 shows the same region later in the melting period of the year 1998.
Three large coastal polynyas can be identified in the OLS images of the left col-
umn. Almost all details of the sea ice edge of two of these polynyas are evident in
the lrp isolines of <JnSóo as is demonstrated by the VIS and IR images of the right
column. The same holds for the cloud-free part of the outer sea ice edge visible
the right half of the images in the right column of Figure 6.4. The lrp isolines
of < ±_q o show fewer details in both the coastal polynyas as well as the outer ice
edge. While both algorithms allow to detect the iceberg B10A evident in the half
of the images of the left column of Figure 6.4, only <JnSóo is above nËp .
Figure 6.5 displays a flaw polynya i. e. a polynya adjacent to shelf ice, in the
Weddell Sea. The entire polynya is cloud-free. The sea ice edge of this polynya
taken from the VIS and IR images shown agrees within one pixel, i. e. within
10 km with the lrp isoline of <JnSóo while the agreement of the lrp isoline of
<
±_q
o with this sea ice edge is poor. The Ëp isoline of < ±_q o agrees much better.
The forth case shown in Figure 6.6 is an example of the outer sea ice edge in the
eastern Weddell Sea. Most coastal polynyas indicated by the <JnSóo isolines are
obscured by clouds. However, in the cloud-free part, the lrp isoline of <JnSóo
agrees within 10 km with the sea ice edge identified in the VIS and IR images,
thus much better than the lrp isoline of < ±_q o .
To summarize these case studies: As can be expected from exploiting the
much higher spatial resolution of the 85 GHz SSM/I channels compared to the
other SSM/I channels used in the PE algorithm, the sea ice concentration derived
with the SL algorithm reveals much more details. It is shown that during Austral
summer the sea ice edge indicated by VIS/IR imagery coincides within 10 km
with the lrp isoline of <JnSóo . This is a substantial improvement compared to the
results provided by the PE algorithm.
6.1.2 Comparison with Ship Observations
This section focusses on the comparison between selected in situ observations of
the sea ice cover aboard the U.S. Research Vessel Nathaniel B. Palmer, denoted by
<JnWxys
± in the following discussion, and the sea ice concentration calculated from
SSM/I data. The latter data set, denoted in summary by <Jnzn§{s , consists of <"pnWo ,
<
±_q
o and <JnSóo . Details of the selection are described in Section 3.4.
Figure 6.7 shows the results: the relative occurence of <JnWxys ± in comparison
with that of <"pnWo ( < ±_q o , <JnSóo ) in steps of lËp , the average difference between
<"pnWo ( < ±_q o , <JnSóo ) and <JnWx|s ± and the equation of the linear regression between
<JnWxys
±
and <"pnWo ( < ±_q o , <JnSóo ). In terms of the relative occurence, <JnSóo and <"pnWo
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Figure 6.7: Relative occurences of the total sea ice concentrations observed
aboard the U.S. Research vessel NATHANIEL B. PALMER ( <JnWxys ± ) during 1994-
1998 in comparison with those obtained from SSM/I data ( <Jnzn§{s ). Images a), b)
and c) show the comparison with <JnSóo , <"pnWo and < ±_q o , respectively. All values
are binned into lËp intervalls. Average differences between <JnWx|s ± and <Jnzn§{s
(e. g. æ<Jn q o U <JnWx|s ±   its standard deviation) and linear regression equa-
tions are given in addition in the upper left corners of each image.
agree quite well with <JnWxys ± (images a) and b)), whereas < ±Tq o reveals discrep-
ancies particularly at high ice concentrations. The corresponding average differ-
ences are also similar for <JnSóo and <"pnWo ( U©jp and U3rp , respectively), while
that between < ±_q o and <JnWxys ± is considerably larger. The most convincing linear
regression between <Jnzn§{s and <JnWx|s ± , given by the corresponding equation in each
image, is obtained with <JnSóo (see Figure 6.7 a)). However, the obtained slope of
¡Ë
Y
j is considerably smaller than 1. Using <"pnWo yields the smallest slope and
the largest bias and, therefore, the worst fit. In conclusion, the results for all three
algorithms are quite similar and certainly not sufficient to judge the quality of
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<JnSóo in comparison to <"pnWo and < ±_q o . This is also indicated by quite low linear
regression coefficients, ranging between 0.534 for the comparison of <JnSóo and
<JnWxys
±
and 0.562 for the comparison of <"pnWo with <JnWxys ± .
As already mentioned in Section 3.4, ship observations of the sea ice cover are
quite difficult to compare with sea ice concentrations obtained from spaceborne
remote sensing data, particularly due to the large difference of the area which can
be observed by both methods. However, a comparison between ship observations
and < obtained from SMMR data with the BS algorithm made by Grenfell et al.
[1994] reveals much better results. They obtained a correlation coeffient of 0.849
and a linear regression with a slope of 0.97 and a bias of 
Y
p which is almost
a perfect agreement. The difference between both comparisons can be explained
with the different ship observation data sets. Grenfell et al. [1994] have been able
to use hourly ship observations. This allows to calculate a weighted average of the
sea ice concentration along the ship’s track. Moreover, uncertainities in the ship
observations can be estimated from the spread of ice concentrations averaged over
the particular SMMR pixel. This is a significant advantage compared to the data
set used in this thesis, where often only one ship observation falls into one grid cell
of r}í¢r km J . This does not allow to estimate the weighted average and spread
of C. The agreement between <JnSóﬁo and <JnWxys ± might be improved comparing <JnSóo
and <JnWxys ± mapped into the l
Y
rí}l
Y
r km J grid. However, in doing so, on the one
hand the probability that more than one ship observation falls into one grid cell
is significantly reduced. On the other hand, a point observation of the ice cover
can be expected to agree more often with the average sea ice conditions of a small
than of a large area, since homogeneous sea ice conditions are more probable on
smaller spatial scales. This might be a point deserving further studies.
6.1.3 Sea Ice Area
In this and the following section sea ice areas and extents calculated from <JnSóo are
shown in comparison to those calculated from <"pnWo and < ±_q o . Sea ice concen-
trations below lrp may be caused by the weather influence (compare Figure 6.1,
right column) and are set to zero. In the next step, the sea ice area is calculated
by performing the sum of all pixels with <Êölrp , weighted by < . Figure 6.8
(top) illustrates the annual cycle and the interannual variability of the Antarctic
sea ice area for the period 1992-1999. All three algorithms yield a similar mini-
mum sea ice area in February of about 
Y
r í¾lËü km J . The maximum sea ice area
occurs in late Austral winter and is found to amount ³lrgílËü km J based on
<
±_q
o in agreement with the findings of Thomas [1998]. However, <JnSóo and <"pnWo
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Figure 6.8: Time-series of the daily Antarctic sea ice area (top) and area difference
(bottom) derived from <"pnWo , < ±_q o and <JnSóo for 1992-1999.
both result in a larger average maximum sea ice area of ³l
Y
rgílËü km J and
vlj
Y
r í lËü km J , respectively. Figure 6.8 (bottom) reveals more details about
the differences between the sea ice areas obtained.
On average, the SEA LION (SL) sea ice area exceeds the one obtained from
<
±_q
o (PE sea ice area) during almost the entire year – except in December and
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January. The difference between the PE and the SL sea ice areas increases from
late Austral summer to Austral winter, remains rather constant throughout this
season and decreases rapidly during spring becoming eventually negative. In con-
trast, the SL sea ice area falls below the one obtained from <"pnWo (BS sea ice area)
for almost the entire period. Starting in mid-winter the difference between the SL
and the BS sea ice areas increases rapidly to a maximum in December before de-
creasing to its minimum during early freeze-up where differences may fall below
Ë
Y
rðíÀlË ü km J and sometimes the SL sea ice area may exceed the BS sea ice area.
Figure 6.9 shows the daily SL sea ice area averaged over the period 1992-1999
(grey) in comparison to correspondingly averaged PE (blue) and BS (red) sea ice
areas. From mid-March to mid-November, PE sea ice areas shown in Figure 6.9
are smaller than the mean daily sea ice areas obtained from <"pnWo and <JnSóo . This
indicates either a smaller average number of pixels covered by sea ice or a lower
average sea ice concentration within each pixel. This is discussed in Section 6.1.4.
The average BS and SL sea ice areas agree within their standard deviations dur-
Figure 6.9: Daily Antarctic sea ice area derived from sea ice concentrations ob-
tained with the three mentioned algorithms and averaged over the period 1992-
1999. Thick lines denote the average sea ice area, thin lines denote the range
given by  one standard deviation.
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ing almost the entire freeze-up period. However, starting in mid-September, the
average SL sea ice area begins to decrease, at first moderately and after October
more rapidly until the minimum sea ice area is reached. During the moderate de-
crease, the average BS and PE sea ice areas remain constant or decrease slightly
by a similar amount. This difference between the results obtained with the PE and
BS algorithms and with the SL algorithm must be caused by a different change in
the average sea ice concentration because the average daily sea ice extent alters
by a similar amount for all three algorithms as is demonstrated in Figure 6.11. In
searching for an explanation of this different sea ice concentration change in late
winter/early summer at least two reasons seem to be possible:
• The sea ice tie points used to calculate <JnSóo are too small. In this case, the
difference « A-U « (see Equation 5.4) would be too large and <JnSóo would
be underestimated. This seems to be unrealistic since the average sea ice
tie points for September/October are quite large and agree with in situ mea-
surements (see Figures 5.1 and 5.6).
• The sea ice tie points used by the PE and BS algorithms are inadaequate
during these September/October and cause an overestimation of < ±_q o and
<"pnWo . These algorithms use seasonal (BS) or yearly sea ice tie points
(PE). During September/October one can expect the highest snow load
on Antarctic sea ice. A high snow load may lead to wide-spread flood-
ing and the formation of slush at the snow-ice interface which causes a
polarization-dependent decrease of the 19 and 37 GHz SSM/I brightness
temperatures ([Garrity, 1992] and Garrity (2000), personal communication).
Consequently, for a lËËp sea ice cover with slush at the snow-ice interface
the SSM/I brightness temperatures are smaller and the corresponding po-
larization difference is larger than revealed by the sea ice tie points (see
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 on page 73). This effect, however, causes an under-
estimation of the sea ice concentration and, therefore, does not explain
the above-mentioned discrepancy in the sea ice concentration change in
September/October. An increased snow liquid water fraction would have
the opposite effect, causing a brightness temperature increase, a depolariza-
tion, thus larger brightness temperatures and a smaller polarization differ-
ence than revealed by the sea ice tie points and, finally, an overestimation
of the sea ice concentration. This might explain the discrepancy mentioned.
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6.1.4 Sea Ice Extent
The sea ice extent is the sum of the area of all ice-covered pixels. Again only sea
ice concentrations above lrp are considered (see beginning of Section 6.1.3).
Figure 6.10 illustrates the interannual variability and the annual cycle of the
Figure 6.10: Time-series of the daily Antarctic sea ice extent (top) and extent
difference (bottom) derived from <"pnWo , < ±_q o and <JnSóﬁo for the period 1992-1999.
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Figure 6.11: Daily Antarctic sea ice extent derived from sea ice concentrations
obtained with the three mentioned algorithms and averaged over the period 1992-
1999. Thick lines denote the average sea ice extent, thin lines denote the range
given by  one standard deviation.
Antarctic sea ice extent varying, on average, between h
Y
rílË	ü km J in Austral
summer and ln
Y
r í­lË	ü km J in Austral winter for the period 1992-1999. This
agrees with the findings of Comiso et al. [1997] and Thomas [1998]. SEA LION
(SL) sea ice extents seem to be smaller than those obtained from <"pnWo (BS sea ice
extent) and < ±_q o (PE sea ice extent) all year round. This is shown in more detail
in Figure 6.10 (bottom) displaying the differences between the SL sea ice extent
and the PE and BS sea ice extents. Clearly, SL sea ice extents are systematically
smaller than the PE and BS sea ice extents. In comparison to the difference of the
SL and PE sea ice extents, the difference between the SL and BS sea ice extents
are, on average, twice as large. The few outliers evident in both time-series of the
extent difference are caused by data gaps.
Figure 6.11 shows daily SL sea ice extents averaged over the period 1992-1999
(grey) in comparison to correspondingly averaged PE (blue) and BS (red) sea ice
extents. Almost throughout the entire year, average BS sea ice extents are larger
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than average PE and SL sea ice extents. The average SL and PE sea ice extents
agree within their standard deviation between March and September and differ
only slightly more in October/November. This indicates that the considerably
smaller average PE sea ice area shown in Figure 6.9 is caused by a lower average
sea ice concentration. For regions exhibiting high ice concentrations (pack ice)
Comiso et al. [1997] have already stated that <"pnWo agrees much better with sea ice
concentrations derived from AVHRR IR imagery than < provided by the NASA
Team (NT) algorithm ( <"} ß o ). The difference between <"pnWo and <"} ß o is found
to be  lËp (see also Table 6.2). Using < ±_q o instead of <"} ß o would make
no difference since the extended weather correction used in the PE algorithm is
confined to regions with sea ice concentrations below rËp [Thomas, 1998].
What should be evident in Figures 6.9 and 6.11 is the earlier detection of the
melt-onset due the better spatial resolution of the 85 GHz SSM/I channels as has
already been shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. In fact, the average SL sea ice extent
starts to fall below the average PE sea ice extent in late October/early November
and, until March, remains below the average BS and PE sea ice extents.
6.1.5 Sea Ice Anomalies within 1992-1999
In order to gain information about the spatial and temporal variability of the sea
ice cover, monthly and yearly averages as well as corresponding anomalies (yearly
anomaly Q yearly means averaged over the entire period U single yearly mean;
monthly anomaly Q monthly means averaged over entire period U single monthly
mean) and their standard deviations are derived from the time-series of <JnSóo , <"pnWo
and < ±_q o . Sea ice concentrations below 15 p are omitted (see beginning of Sec-
tion 6.1.3). Averages of <JnSóo , < ±Tq o and <"pnWo are very similar for the entire period
and are shown in the images of the left column of Figure 6.12.
However, the difference images given in the right column of Figure 6.12 vary
considerably. Image b) shows that, on average, <JnSóo exceeds < ±_q o , particularly
along the coast and in the southern Ross Sea. Smallest differences can be identi-
fied in the Weddell Sea. In contrast, image d) reveals that, on average, <JnSóo falls
below <"pnWo except along the coast and in the southern Ross Sea. The positive
differences evident in images b) and d) along the coast are most likely due to the
smaller contamination of < by land within the FOV when using the 85 GHz SSM/I
channels [Bennartz, 1999]. The positive differences located in the southern Ross
Sea can be explained by two facts: the smaller sensitivity of the 85 GHz SSM/I
channels to thin ice and the better spatial resolution. The smaller sensitivity causes
higher ice concentrations in thin ice areas when using the SL algorithm instead of
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Figure 6.12: Sea ice concentration averaged over the period 1992-1999 (left col-
umn) and differences between these averages (right column). Values below lrp
are set to zero in the left images and are not considered when deriving the differ-
ences.
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using the BS or the PE algorithms. This, together with the better spatial resolution
allows a more realistic estimation of the open water fraction of polynyas which is
particularly important during melt-onset. The difference shown in image f) is in
line with the discussion given in Sections 4.2 and 6.1.4) and with the findings of
Comiso et al. [1997] revealing an average value for < ±_q oUV<"pnWo close to UðlËqp
(see Table 6.2). In comparison, the SL algorithm provides average sea ice concen-
trations which are about rp larger than those obtained with the PE algorithm and
which are about hp smaller than those calculated with the BS algorithm as is doc-
umented in Table 6.2. Therefore, taking into account the results of Comiso et al.
[1997], the SL algorithm provides at least in the pack ice a sea ice concentration
which is more realistic than the one given by the PE algorithm.
Table 6.2: Averages and corresponding standard deviation, ¯ , of the differences
given in the right column of Figure 6.12.
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It is well known, that anomalies of the Antarctic sea ice cover are linked to the
Antarctic Circumpolar Wave (ACW) as stated by White and Peterson [1996]. The
ACW is a zonal oceanic wave propagating eastward around Antarctica and acting
as a transport medium of atmospheric, oceanic and cryospheric anomalies of, for
instance, the average SST, the surface salinity, the surface air pressure and the sea
ice extent. One entire loop takes about 8 to 10 years ( oË  longitude per year). The
anomalies usually appear in a bi- or tri-polar structure, i. e. reveal two or three
minima and maxima, respectively.
Figure 6.13 shows the anomalies of the annual mean sea ice concentration
obtained with the SL algorithm for the period 1992-1999. Certainly, this period is
too short to observe sea ice concentration anomalies traveling with the ACW for
a full cycle. There is only poor evidence for a bi- or tri-polar distribution of the
yearly anomalies shown in Figure 6.13. However, when focussing on one area, for
instance the Amundsen/Ross Sea sector ( UÄlË  to Uðl  Ë  ), the change in the sign
of the anomaly particularly from 1995 to 1998 ( ` , U , ` , U ) is quite convincing and
seems to indicate a propagating wave.
Figure 6.14 shows the anomalies of the monthly mean sea ice concentration
in September for the period 1994-1999. In image a) one can clearly identify three
waves by alternating positive and negative anomaly values along the MIZ. Forced
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Figure 6.13: Yearly anomalies of the yearly mean sea ice concentration obtained
with the SL algorithm and averaged over the period 1992-1999.
by the ACW this anomaly distribution propagates eastward. This is illustrated by
the next images shown in Figure 6.14 at least partly. The negative anomaly at
the Antarctic Peninsula (image a)) becomes positive in image b), negative image
c) and switches back positive values in image d). The same happens at approxi-
mately lË

W with reversed signs. In the remaining areas, the anomalies reverse
signs at least once during two years.
Averaging the anomalies of the annual mean sea ice concentration obtained
with the BS, the PE and the SL algorithms yields the images a), b) and c) dis-
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Figure 6.14: Selected monthly anomalies of the monthly mean sea ice concentra-
tion obtained with the SL algorithm and averaged over the period 1992-1999. The
digits in the center of each image indicate year and month of the anomaly.
Figure 6.15: Average yearly sea ice concentration anomaly obtained with a) the
BS algorithm, b) the PE algorithm and c) the SL algorithm for 1992-1999.
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played in Figure 6.15, respectively. These images reveal that the yearly anoma-
lies change significantly during 1992-1999 with an interesting spatial distribution
which is very similar for the three algorithms used. Following the images of
Figure 6.15, the eastern Weddell Sea, almost the entire ice-covered area off East
Antarctica and particulary the southern Ross Sea are sites of a low variability of
the yearly sea ice concentration anomaly. This agrees with the anomalies shown
in Figure 6.13 where, for instance, in the southern Ross Sea, the anomalies are
below rp throughout the period. This can be expected since this part of the Ross
Sea is not influenced by the ACW and, because of its geography, exhibits very
constant weather conditions. This is also valid for the region east of the Antarc-
tic Peninsula where, on average, the largest amount of old ice can be found. In
contrast, the central Weddell Sea and large areas of the Amundsen and Ross Seas
reveal highly varying anomalies of the annual mean sea ice concentration. These
anomalies are most likely caused by the ACW, at least in the latter two areas.
6.2 Arctic
Originally, the SL algorithm has been developed to calculate the sea ice concen-
tration in the Southern Ocean. This section focusses on extending the algorithm
in the Northern Hemisphere. In the Arctic, highly resolved data of the integrated
cloud liquid water content  are available from the NWP model HIRLAM (see
below). They can be used instead of the cloud mask described in Section 3.2.4.
The small penetration depth at 85 GHz causing a large influence of the snow cover
on sea ice on the SSM/I measurement allows to use the SL algorithm in the Arctic
as well – at least over snow-covered areas.
Applying the SL algorithm in the Arctic requires some modifications. At first,
one has to calculate a new set of tie points. Secondly, atmospheric quantities such
as the integrated water vapor content Í , the surface wind speed Î and  can be
taken from several NWP models. The results shown in Section 6.2.1 are based
on investigations of the sea ice cover in the Greenland Sea. Therefore, Í ,  and
Î are taken from the Danish NWP model HIgh Resolution Limited Area Model
(HIRLAM) running operationally at the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI,
see [Sass et al., 1999]). In the Greenland Sea, this model provides data with a
spatial resolution of Ë
Y
lr

íÞË
Y
lr
 ( RrzíÝlr km J at jr  N), thus similar to that of
the SSM/I 85 GHz channels. Moreover, fields of Í , Î and  are available every
hour, keeping the temporal difference between model data and SSM/I data below
half an hour. For further details of HIRLAM see Sass et al. [1999].
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The spring case study discussed in Section 6.2.1 focusses first on the retrieval
of <JnSóo using HIRLAM data for the weather correction. Then, a comparison be-
tween <JnSóo , <"}
ß
o and SAR images taken by the Canadian RADARSAT-1 satel-
lite is given. This satellite, launched in November 1995, allows to acquire the
backscatter cross-section ¯

||
in the C-band (5.3 GHz) with 50 m spatial resolu-
tion in the ScanSAR wide mode with a swathwidth of 460 km [Raney et al., 1991].
These data are operationally used by the Canadian Ice Service and by the DMI to
obtain high-resolution operational sea ice maps of the Northern Hemisphere.
6.2.1 Spring Case Study
Figure 6.16 displays the location of the area considered in the Greenland Sea. A
total of 12 SSM/I overflights during the period April 10 to 24, 1999, are used
to calculate < . All data, SSM/I as well as model data, are interpolated into a
rí¾r km J grid using Backus-Gilbert-Interpolation [Stogryn, 1978], [Poe, 1990].
Sea ice and open water tie points are calculated from SSM/I data of all overflights
with the same method used in Antarctica with one exception: the correction of the
Figure 6.16: Location of the investigated area in the Greenland Sea. The large
rectangle surrounds the region considered to retrieve < . The colored squares
denote the location of the RADARSAT-1 SAR frames used for the comparison.
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sea ice tie points for the influence of  is based on HIRLAM data over sea ice.
The resulting tie points are listed in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Tie points calculated from SSM/I data of 12 overflights within April 10
to 24, 1999, in the area shown in Figure 6.16.
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The HIRLAM data cause problems when correcting the weather influence.
Although the temporal difference between the data sets used is small and their
spatial resolution is similar, maps of Í , Î and  derived from SSM/I data over
open water with the methods described in Section 3.2 often disagree with the
model data. This is evident in (Figures 6.17 and 6.18, images a) to f)). The best
agreement between HIRLAM and SSM/I data can be identified for Î . The gen-
eral distribution of Í is similar. However, HIRLAM provides smaller values of
Í than the SSM/I data, especially in areas where Í is small anyway. Adding
2 kg m  J to the modeled Í values (Figure 6.17, a)) would improve the agreement
with image d) but this cannot be done for the Í data of April 20 shown in Fig-
ure 6.18 because the maximum HIRLAM Í values in image a) are quite similar
to the maximum SSM/I Í values in image d). Concerning  , the disagreement
between HIRLAM and SSM/I data is even more pronounced because  varies on
smaller scales. In Figure 6.17, between Iceland and Svalbard, SSM/I  values are
always below 100 g m  J (f)) while HIRLAM  values exceed 100 g m  J several
times (c)). This is similar in Figure 6.18. As a result, the weather correction pro-
vides too high values for the corrected brightness temperatures in areas where the
SSM/I data but not the HIRLAM data show a weather influence. Consequently, in
areas where the HIRLAM data do not reflect the actual weather conditions, < will
be over- or underestimated – depending on the difference between actual (SSM/I)
and modeled (HIRLAM) values of Í ,  and Î .
This can be seen in image i) of Figures 6.17 and 6.18. Especially in areas of
open water where SSM/I  values exceed those taken from HIRLAM data, the
weather influence causes a significant overestimation of <JnSóo . Over sea ice, if
HIRLAM provides too large values of Í ,  and Î , then <JnSóo is underestimated.
The cloud band extending from the East coast of Greenland towards Iceland evi-
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a) b) c)
d) e) f)
g) h) i)
Figure 6.17: Sea ice retrieval for SSM/I overflight on April 14, 1999, 8 GMT.
Images a) to c), d) to f), and g) to i) display (from left to right) Í , Î and  taken
from HIRLAM and SSM/I data, and <"} ß o , <"pnWo and <JnSóﬁo , resepectively. The dark
grey area in the middle row is the sea ice extent given by <"pnWo .
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a) b) c)
d) e) f)
g) h) i)
Figure 6.18: Same as Figure 6.17 for SSM/I overflight on April 20, 1999, 9 GMT.
dent in the middle of Figure 6.17 c) leads to an unrealistic decrease of <JnSóo in this
area as is shown in Figure 6.17 i) (compare with images g) and h)). In comparison,
the map showing the SSM/I  data (Figure 6.17 f)) shows only poor evidence of
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the cloud band mentioned over open water, and it is questionable from this image
whether this band continues over sea ice.
In order to perform a more precise weather correction, at least over open wa-
ter, HIRLAM data are replaced by SSM/I data in all pixels where <"pnWo is below
lrp . By using this combination of HIRLAM and SSM/I data the overestimation
of <JnSóo is considerably reduced over open water as is illustrated by Figure 6.19
(compare image i) of Figures 6.17 and 6.18). Remaining areas with non-zero <JnSóo
values distant from the pack ice can be attributed to the different spatial resolu-
tions of the basic input data which is l
Y
rõíl
Y
r km J for the 85 GHz data and
r¨í}r km J for Í , Î and  . Also, this spurious ice may be caused by uncertaini-
ties in the retrieval of Í , Î and particularly  from the SSM/I data. Over sea ice,
however, this modification cannot decrease the error in <JnSóﬁo .
a) b)
Figure 6.19: Maps of <JnSóo obtained for the SSM/I overflights on April 14, 1999,
(image a)) and April 20, 1999, (image b)) with a weather correction based on
HIRLAM data over sea ice and SSM/I data over open water.
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Figures 6.20 to 6.23 show RADARSAT-1 SAR scenes of April 14 and 20,
1999, respectively, superimposed with isolines of <"} ß o and <JnSóo . These scenes
(Orbits 17961 and 18047) have been acquired in the descending, ScanSAR wide
mode. The original spatial resolution is 50 m. Averaging over  í

pixels with this
resolution yields the SAR pixels shown in Figures 6.20 to 6.23. In these figures,
bright (dark) areas denote a large (small) backscatter coefficient ¯ 
||
. If consider-
ing free floating sea ice, i. e. no landfast ice, then ¯

||
can be expected to increase
with sea ice age and/or roughness. Thin ice such as nilas is undeformed and of low
porosity. It appears dark, since almost no scattering takes place. Thicker ice such
as FY ice and MY ice scatters a significant amount of the microwave radiation – it
appears bright. Exceptions are landfast ice appearing dark since it usually grows
more undisturbed and remains undeformed, and rough ice such as brash ice and
pancake ice appearing bright. Open water exhibits both dark and bright signatures
depending on the incidence angle and the sea surface state.
Figures 6.20 and 6.21 show a well developed transition between a compact sea
ice edge formed under convergent conditions (top half) and a diffuse sea ice edge
with lots of ice streamers formed under divergent conditions (bottom half). These
different conditions can be explained by a front, which is supposed to extend
from the middle of the bottom edge of these images towards the upper left corner,
separating easterly winds on its northern side from northwesterly winds on its
southern side. Over open water, these two different wind regimes can hardly be
identified on the SAR scenes shown. However, the change in the wind direction is
evident by a change in the backscatter pattern across this front in the non-averaged
SAR scene (not shown) where south of the front mentioned the backscatter pattern
reveals the structure typical for boundary layer rolls aligning parallel to the wind
direction. The poorly visible cloud band in image f) of Figure 6.17 can also be
attributed to this front.
Both <JnSóo and <"} ß o depict the compact part of the ice edge quite well. How-
ever, the <JnSóo isolines indicate a much steeper ice concentration gradient in the
MIZ in agreement with the SAR scene. While the SAR ice edge corresponds to
<"}
ß
o values between 50 and Ëp , <JnSóo takes values between 70 and

Ëp . In the
diffuse part of the ice edge, the isolines of <"} ß o as well as those of <JnSóﬁo extend
over a larger area across the MIZ. In the outer parts of the ice edge and in the
transition zone between the area covered with ice filaments and the pack ice, the
Ëp isoline of <JnSóo agrees better with the features evident in the SAR scene than
<"}
ß
o . The Ëp isolines of <JnSóo evident distant from the ice edge are associated
with spurious ice caused by a weather influence.
The sea ice edge shown in Figures 6.22 and 6.23 is also less compact, sug-
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Figure 6.20: RADARSAT-1 SAR scene from April 14, 1999, 7:26 GMT, superim-
posed with isolines of <"} ß o between 20 and nËp . Isoline spacing is lËp with
colors indicated in the legend.
gesting a divergent sea ice motion in the MIZ. The 	Ëqp and hËp isolines of both
<"}
ß
o and <JnSóo agree best with the SAR ice edge. The ice concentration gradient
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Figure 6.21: Same as Figure 6.20 with isolines of <JnSóo .
given by the separation of the isolines of <JnSóo is again steeper than the one taken
from <"} ß o isolines. The transition between the outer, diffuse part and the inner,
compact part of the SAR ice edge can be identified by an almost uninterrupted
band of backscatter values similar to those of the ice filaments. Facing the ice
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Figure 6.22: Same as Figure 6.20 using the RADARSAT-1 SAR scene from April
20, 1999, 7:51 GMT. Black lines denote the coastline.
filaments, this transition corresponds to <"} ß o values between 60 and jËp while
<JnSóo takes values between 80 and nËp .
In the bottom third of Figures 6.22 and 6.23 one can identify two islands. The
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Figure 6.23: Same as Figure 6.23 with isolines of <Jn q o .
area between these islands and the coast is covered by land-fast ice as is indicated
by the low backscatter values. The sea ice drifting in the East-Greenland Current
(from top to bottom in these images) has to move around the bigger island and
piles up north of this island becoming heavily deformed as is shown by larger
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backscatter values north of the island compared to further north along the coast.
Southeast of this island the SAR images reveal quite low backscatter values which
may be attributed to thin ice or land-fast ice. The former ice type seems to be
more likely because this region is not sheltered against ocean swell or the sea
ice drifting southwards. Therefore, in the case shown in Figures 6.22 and 6.23,
some bigger ice floes seem to have prevented the sea ice drift from the north
allowing the formation of a polynya during northerly winds on the leeward side
of this island. In the shear zone between the thin ice covering the polynya and
the sea ice drifting southwards leads and fractures can develop causing a lower
sea ice concentration and a mixture of low and high backscatter values. The same
happens further south along the coast in the transition zone between land-fast and
drifting sea ice. This is evident in Figures 6.22 and 6.23 south of the bigger island
mentioned where the shear zone corresponds to <"} ß o values falling below

Ëp
while <JnSóo takes values below jËp . In a greater distance to the coast ( ÆhË km)
<JnSóo values quickly exceed nËp while <"} ß o values remain mostly between 80
and nËp .
More knowledge about the relationship between ¯

|T|
and < is required to judge
whether the small areas within the pack ice with <JnSóo values below nËp (see Fig-
ure 6.23) are real. It can be expected that over thin ice the SL algorithm provides
high ice concentrations at considerably smaller thicknesses than the NT and BS
algorithms because the larger penetration depth at 19 and 37 GHz causes a larger
contribution of the water underneath the sea ice to the brightness temperatures
measured. Therefore, dark areas evident in a SAR scene within the pack ice, i. e.
thin ice, can less often be attributed to low <JnSóo values compared to <"} ß o , and
areas of open water or dark nilas can be identified with the SL algorithm with a
higher reliability than for instance with the NT algorithm. This is in line with the
findings of Lubin et al. [1997].
To sum up the results of this case study, both <"} ß o and <JnSóo depict the SAR
ice edge quite well. The higher spatial resolution when using the SSM/I 85 GHz
channels reveals some advantages, namely a more realistic sea ice concentration
gradient across a compact as well as a diffuse sea ice edge, and a better agreement
with small-scale features such as ice streamers and local ice concentration minima
caused by leads or polynyas. However, the retrieval of <JnSóo is very sensitive to the
quality of the atmospheric parameters used for the weather correction, particularly
of  . A difference in the location of about ten kilometers between the modeled
 values and those  values which influence the SSM/I measurements can cause
absolute errors up to lËËqp . These errors can be reduced considerably using at-
mospheric parameters derived from coincident SSM/I measurements. Therefore,
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it is highly desirable to put more effort in the investigation of the ñ -factor method
[Miao et al., 2000], with the goal to obtain  from SSM/I measurements over open
water as well as over sea ice.
Chapter 7
Summary and Discussion
The SEA LION (SL) sea ice concentration algorithm allows to calculate the to-
tal sea ice concentration < using the 85 GHz SSM/I polarization « F

r¬K , which is
the 85 GHz brightness temperature polarization difference divided by the sum of
the 85 GHz brightness temperatures at horizontal and vertical polarization. With
a physical background similar to known sea ice concentration algorithms such as
the NASA Team (NT) algorithm [Cavalieri et al., 1991], the NT algorithm with
an extended weather correction, called PELICON (PE) algorithm [Heygster et al.,
1996], [Thomas, 1998] and the Bootstrap (BS) algorithm [Comiso et al., 1997],
the SL algorithm also needs sea ice tie points ( =]\@ Ae1=c|@ AIe « A ) and open water tie
points ( =]\@ N,e1=c|@ Nªe « N ) – brightness temperatures and polarizations typical for sea
ice and open water, respectively. They are discussed in Section 7.1. The large
weather influence on SSM/I 85 GHz data requires a correction as is discussed in
Section 7.2. Once the tie points are calculated, atmospheric data and correction
coefficients needed for the weather correction are processed and the cloud-mask
(see Section 3.2.4) is applied, one can start to calculate < . This follows an itera-
tion where, starting with an arbitrarily choosen first-guess < value, the difference
( y « ) between the measured (SSM/I) and eventually weather-corrected « F  r¬K and
the modeled « F

r¬K is minimized. A threshold of y « of 0.001 ensures a theoret-
ical retrieval accuray of  l*p in < . If y
«
obtained from the « F

rkK values
belonging to the current guess of < is too large, the 85 GHz SSM/I measurements
are corrected for the weather influence. The resulting weather-corrected « F

rkK
values are used to calculate a new guess of < which, in turn, is used to obtain a
new modeled « F

r¬K value. This yields the next combination of modeled and mea-
sured, weather-corrected « F

r¬K values which are compared with each other and so
on. The iteration is stopped after 30 steps or if y « falls below the threshold men-
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tioned earlier. Pixels where y « is still too large are flagged as bad values. These
pixels and those flagged as clouds applying the cloud mask are replaced using a
linear temporal interpolation over a maximum of three consecutive days. Sea ice
concentrations obtained with the SL algorithm are compared with those obtained
with the above-mentioned algorithms and with independent data (see Section 7.3).
7.1 Discussion of Tie Points
The tie points are obtained from NSIDC daily gridded 85 GHz SSM/I brightness
temperatures [NSIDC, 1996] of selected areas for each month of the period 1992-
1999. The open water tie points are calculated from open water areas of the South-
ern Ocean which, on a daily basis,
• can be assumed to be almost cloud-free using maps of the integrated cloud
liquid water content  ,
• exhibit an integrated water vapor content Í below 10 kg m  J and a surface
wind speed Î below 10 m s  J ,
• have a sea surface temperature close to 273 K.
By this approach the open water tie points have to be corrected only for the influ-
ence of Í and Î within the ranges mentioned above obtained from SSM/I data
as described in Section 3.2. Monthly open water tie points remain constant with
an average standard deviation of Ë
Y
r K at vertical and l
Y
Ë K at horizontal polari-
zation. Consequently, their variability has a negligible influence on the error in <
(compare Section 5.5).
The areas to calculate the monthly sea ice tie points from SSM/I data are
selected carefully. Requirements for these areas are:
• an almost continuous high-percentage (  lËËp ) sea ice cover throughout
the month considered,
• a small weather influence within the same month.
These requirements are achieved using maps of monthly averaged « F

r¬K values
and of its standard deviation which allow to select an area with low average « F

r¬K
values associated with a high average sea ice concentration, and with a low vari-
ability of the « F

r¬K values associated with a constant sea ice concentration and
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a small weather influence. Using these maps to calculate =c\@ A and =c|@ A ensures
that the sea ice tie points are almost independent of a change in the sea ice con-
centration and in the weather influence. The values of =c\@ A and =c|@ A obtained for
the period considered exhibit a well-defined annual cycle as is illustrated by Fig-
ures 5.5 and 5.6, images a)). The time-series of =c|@ A and the one of the surface
air temperature estimated from ECMWF data for the areas selected to obtain =c\@ A
and =c|@ A (see Figure 3.5) show a positive trend. Averages of =c|@ A and the surface
air temperature calculated for the months April to October for 1992-1994 and
for 1997-1999 reveal an increase of the surface air temperature from Uðlr
Y
r

C to
Uðlh
Y
Ë

C and of =|@ A from 213.9 K to 215.2 K. Believing the ECMWF surface air
temperatures, the positive trend of =c|@ A gives some confidence about the sea ice
tie points because, assuming that the average surface emissivity has not changed
drastically between 1992 and 1999, increasing =c|@ A values can be expected from
increasing surface air temperatures.
In March/April, =]\@ A and =c|@ A values averaged over the period 1992-1999 in-
crease by  	Ë K from Austral summer values (January to March) to Austral
winter values (April to August). After August, these averaged sea ice tie points in-
crease further by ælË K, reaching maximum values in November before decreas-
ing rapidly to Austral summer values between November and January. Simulta-
neously, the average standard deviation of =c\@ A and =|@ A increases in March/April
from typical Austral summer values of  n K to lo K turning out to be typi-
cal for early Austral winter. The average standard deviations gradually decrease
throughout the rest of the year reaching their summer values in December.
In order to explain this behaviour, one has to consider the snow metamorphism
because snow has a major impact on 85 GHz SSM/I data due to the small pene-
tration depth at this frequency. Starting in January/February, only FY ice and old
ice can be found in the Southern Ocean. Moreover, most of the remaining sea
ice is covered with old, coarse-grained snow with a snow liquid water content
depending on the hour of the day. Freeze-up starts in March/April when a lot of
different surface types contribute to the areas selected to estimate =]\@ A and =|@ A :
young ice, bare or covered by a thin fresh snow layer, FY ice becoming SY ice,
covered with fresh snow or old, coarse-grained snow, and old ice, covered with
fresh snow or old, coarse-grained snow. This growing number of different surface
types between Austral summer and freeze-up causes the increase of the variability
of =]\@ A and =c|@ A . Later in the year, the snow cover becomes more uniform, and the
ratio between young ice and FY ice and/or old ice within the areas selected to cal-
culate =]\@ A and =c|@ A decreases. Consequently, the spread of the =c\@ A and =|@ A values
decreases, particularly in Austral spring when the snow liquid water content starts
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to increase.
Moreover, thin ice as well as fresh snow have a larger 85 GHz emissivity than
bare old ice or a dry coarse-grained snow cover. Therefore, the marked increase of
=]\@ A and =|@ A in March/April might be explained by an increasing areal fraction of
a) thin ice and of b) old ice covered with fresh snow. Brightness temperatures in-
crease with the snow liquid water content. Therefore, the increase of =c\@ A and =|@ A
values between August and November shown in image a) of Figures 5.5 and 5.6
can be attributed to a growing snow liquid water content caused by increasing sur-
face air temperatures. The decreasing sea ice tie point values between November
and January are likely associated with an increasing areal fraction of sea ice cov-
ered with old, coarse-grained snow and of meteoric ice which is almost freshwater
ice and has a considerably larger penetration depth [Ulaby et al., 1986]. It remains
unclear at this stage why the large snow liquid water content during Austral sum-
mer has no effect on =]\@ A and =c|@ A . One might assume that the snow consists of icy
grains being spaced too widely to hold the water in its pore space.
The annual cycle of the
«
A values is less pronounced (see image b) of Fig-
ures 5.5 and 5.6). However, « A values averaged over the period 1992-1999 vary be-
tween 0.22 (January) and 0.32 (October), increase gradually during Austral spring
and decrease rapidly between November and January. The above-mentioned in-
crease of =]\@ A and =c|@ A in March/April seems to be shifted in time towards Jan-
uary/March in the « A values which is difficult to explain. The snow exhibits its
largest wetness in January when the surface air temperatures are largest. Corre-
spondingly, in this month the most pronounced depolarization due to the snow
wetness can be expected. This is illustrated by the « A values but not by =c\@ A and
=c|@ A . In February/March, the surface air temperatures have started to decrease
causing a smaller snow wetness. This would explain the larger polarization in
February compard to January as is shown in Figure 5.5 b) and, for most years,
also in Figure 5.6 b). However, it turns out that in some years (1994, 1996) the
increase of
«
A in January/February is caused by a further decrease of =c\@ A and =|@ A .
This cannot be explained by a decreasing snow wetness and may be attributed to
polarization-dependend volume scattering [Barber and Nghiem, 1999].
A change of the areas selected to calculate the sea ice tie points, for instance by
choosing another
«
threshold or by choosing areas with surface conditions typical
for that particular area in order to obtain regional sea ice tie points, might lead
to an improvement in the sea ice concentration retrieval. So far, during Austral
summer most brightness temperatures used to obtain =]\@ A and =c|@ A are taken from
the Weddell Sea although quite a high amount of sea ice remains in the Amundsen
and Ross Seas in this season. This is caused by the thresholds choosen for the
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monthly averaged « F

r¬K value and its standard deviation, excluding most sea ice
pixels of the Amundsen and Ross Seas from the area selected to derive the sea ice
tie points.
Certainly, the dependence of microwave radiation at 85 GHz on the snow prop-
erties deserves further studies. It would have been quite nice to model the 85 GHz
brightness temperatures with a radiative transfer model such as MWMOD (see
Section 2.5.1) for the different properties involved, as was done by Fuhrhop et
al. [1997]. Unfortunately, the modules specifying the radiative transfer in the sea
ice and snow within this model have not yet been validated for frequencies above
40 GHz.
7.2 Discussion of Weather Correction
The error estimation conducted in Section 5.5 reveals quite a small contribution
of the variability of the tie points to the standard deviation derived for <JnSóo . Far
larger errors are associated with the weather influence, which is the change in
the brightness temperature due to scattering by the ocean surface and due to ab-
sorption and attenuation of microwave radiation by the atmospheric water content
(integrated contents of the water vapor, Í , and of the cloud liquid water,  ).
The relative contribution of these errors to the standard deviation of <JnSóo is, on
average, larger than n

p .
The brightness temperature change due to the weather influence has been
quantified with the radiative transfer model MWMOD (see Section 2.5.1) over
a large range of Î , Í and  values, and of 85 GHz surface emissivities. In order
to avoid a conflict with the questionable results obtained with the sea ice mod-
ules of MWMOD for frequencies above 40 GHz (see Section 2.5.1), the sea ice
and its snow cover has been simulated using appropriate surface emissivity val-
ues as input for MWMOD. This, of course, is one shortcoming of the method
proposed since the interaction of microwave radiation at 85 GHz with the sea ice
and its snow cover under different atmospheric conditions has not been simulated
explicitely in this thesis.
By performing polynomial fits of the modeled 85 GHz brightness tempera-
tures one obtains the coefficients used to correct the 85 GHz SSM/I brightness
temperatures for the weather influence. This requires to know the atmospheric
parameters Î , Í and  which are either taken from Numerical Weather Predic-
tion (NWP) models of the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecast
(ECMWF) and of the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI), or are
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with known algorithms from data of the other SSM/I channels. The often coarser
spatial resolution of the atmospheric parameters can cause severe problems, par-
ticulary in case of  which, since associated with clouds, exhibits a high temporal
and spatial variability. For instance, if using the SSM/I  data set (spatial resolu-
tion Q ríXr km J ) for the weather correction of the 85 GHz SSM/I brightness
temperatures (spatial resolution Qil
Y
r í l
Y
r km J ), each pixel of the SSM/I 
data set covers four 85 GHz pixels. This means that an inhomogenuous distribu-
tion of  within one r©ír km J pixel can cause a brightness temperature change
in each of these four 85 GHz pixels which may differ from the brightness tempera-
ture change associated with the current  value in the rðí r km J pixel. In order
to mitigate this error and the lack of reliable, highly resolved  data over the sea
ice, the ñ -factor method ([Miao et al., 2000]) is used to exclude cloud-covered
pixels from the sea ice concentration retrieval with the SL algorithm. Although
this method successfully masks out about jrp of all  values above 50 g m J over
open water as well as over sea ice, the  influence in the remaining rp can lead
to a considerable overestimation of <JnSóﬁo .
It has also turned out that the SSM/I  data set seems to miss areas with low 
values as can be concluded from Figure 2.14 in comparison to Figures 3.2 and 3.3.
The high average cloud cover revealed by Figure 2.14 is by no means confirmed
in the  maps. This is probably only partly caused by the high percentage of ice
clouds at high southern latitudes which reveal very small  values. Low-level
clouds like Stratus result, on average, in larger  values. Stratus clouds are also
very common at these latitudes and, therefore, should be evident in the SSM/I 
maps.
For these reasons, the average standard deviation of <JnSóo of Â	Ëqp obtained
in Section 5.5 over open water cannot be regarded as an upper limit but seems to
be quite a common value. Therefore, after <JnSóo has been calculated spurious ice
concentrations are replaced by < ±_q o values in all open water pixels at a distance
greater than 25 km to the PELICON sea ice edge [Heygster et al., 1996].
The inaccuracy in <JnSóo may become smaller if the  data set used exhibits the
same spatial resolution than the 85 GHz data. This is the case for the case study
discussed in Section 6.2 where HIRLAM data are used instead of ECMWF data.
However, this case study reveals that, despite the much better spatial resolution
of the HIRLAM data set, a time lag between HIRLAM and SSM/I data of about
half an hour can already cause relative errors in <JnSóo above lËËp . Moreover, in
polar regions, thus in Antarctica as well as in the Arctic, only a few observations
are available to validate the modeled data. In conclusion, since the quality of the
atmospheric parameters required for the weather correction of the 85 GHz SSM/I
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brightness temperatures severely limits the usage of the SL algorithm, it is highly
desirable to search for new, more reliable data sets of these parameters.
7.3 Summary of Results
Antarctic sea ice concentrations are calculated with the SL, the PE and the BS
algorithms for each day of the period 1992-1999. Visually, sea ice concentrations
obtained with the SL algorithm ( <JnSóo ) show by far more details than those of the
two algorithms, < ±_q o and <"pnWo , respectively.
• Coastal polynyas appear as sharp-edged areas of a significantly lower sea
ice concentration in daily as well as monthly averaged maps of <JnSóo .
• Polynyas forced by divergent sea ice motion occur within the pack ice es-
pecially in the Amundsen and Ross Seas and can be identified only on daily
maps of <JnSóo .
• The sea ice concentration gradient across the marginal ice zone (MIZ) is
much steeper based on daily maps of <JnSóﬁo .
Moreover, in a time-series showing <JnSóo in the Pacific Sector one can easily
track the huge iceberg B-10A by the polynya forming on its leeward side under
favourable surface wind conditions.
Over the period 1992-1999, <JnSóo takes average values between those of <"pnWo
and < ±_q o – the latter values being about

p smaller than <"pnWo values, confirming
the difference of lËp found by Comiso et al. [1997] in pack ice areas. In detail,
<JnSóo values are about rp larger than < ±_q o values and about hp smaller than
<"pnWo values. Therefore, believing the findings of Comiso et al. [1997] average
<JnSóo values are more realistic than those of < ±Tq o . Monthly and yearly sea ice
concentration anomalies calculated from all three SSM/I sea ice concentration
time-series for the period 1992-1999 yield quite similar results.
The average Antarctic sea ice area obtained from <JnSóo values for the period
1992-1999 is in best agreement with the Bootstrap (BS) sea ice area, particularly
during freeze-up. In contrast, starting in March, the average PELICON (PE) sea
ice area becomes increasingly smaller than both the BS and the SEA LION (SL)
sea ice area. This difference is most likely caused by a difference in the average
sea ice concentration because average Antarctic sea ice extents obtained from the
sea ice concentrations of all three algorithms are quite similar or even agree with
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each other within one standard deviation between March and September. Particu-
larly during Austral spring and summer, SL sea ice extents are smaller than those
of the two other algorithms. This can be explained by the better spatial resolution
of the 85 GHz SSM/I data. They allow to detect smaller open water areas within
the pack ice and to give a more realistic estimate of coastal polynyas and their
open water fraction than the other SSM/I data.
Results of all three sea ice concentration algorithms are compared to about
850 ship observations of the sea ice cover taken every six hours aboard the U.S.
research vessel Nathaniel B. Palmer in 1994-1998. This comparison shows a poor
correlation between the satellite data and the ship observations. The correlation
coefficients range between 0.5 and 0.6. Lowest differences between ship observa-
tions and the satellite data are found for <"pnWo ( rp ) and <JnSóo ( jp ). SL sea ice
concentrations are validated with VIS/IR images of the Operational Lincescan
System (OLS). Data for 21 days and different areas (MIZ and coastal polynyas)
are investigated revealing that the OLS sea ice edge corresponds within 10 km
with the lrp isoline of <JnSóo . For < ±_q o values, the OLS sea ice edge is in better
agreement with the Ëp isoline. Moreover, the gradient of <JnSóo values across the
MIZ is more realistic than the one inferred from <"} ß o values. This is illustrated
for both a compact and a diffuse sea ice edge in the Greenland Sea for two days
in April 1999 by a comparison of <JnSóo and <"} ß o maps with RADARSAT-1 SAR
scenes.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Outlook
8.1 Conclusions
A new weather-correcting sea ice concentration algorithm, called SEA LION al-
gorithm, has been develeoped. This algorithm allows to derive the total sea ice
concentration from 85 GHz SSM/I data taking full advantage of the better spatial
resolution associated with these channels. The SSM/I data used have been cor-
rected for the weather influence using a radiative transfer model and atmospheric
parameters taken from models and/or derived from data of the other SSM/I chan-
nels. In order to consider the annual cycle of sea ice and snow properties which
may change also from year to year, a set of monthly sea ice tie points has been
derived and is applied within the SEA LION algorithm. This algorithm is used to
calculate a time-series of the daily total sea ice concentration of the Antarctic for
the years 1992-1999. Main findings from a comparison of this sea ice concentra-
tion time-series with those obtained with known sea ice concentration algorithms
(NASA Team and Bootstrap) and independent data sets are outlined below.
• The SEA LION algorithm allows to calculate sea ice concentrations above
nËp with an accuracy of about rp , which is similar to the algorithms men-
tioned above. However, particularly for sea ice concentrations below rËp
the average error increases to about lp . The error depends strongly on
the accuracy of the atmospheric data required for the weather correction
and would improve drastically if more accurate atmospheric data could be
used.
• The SEA LION algorithm provides, on average, sea ice concentrations that
are larger (by rp ) than the NASA Team sea ice concentration and that are
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smaller (by hp ) than the Bootstrap sea ice concentrations.
• Polynyas in the pack ice as well as along the coast can be identified ac-
curately with the SEA LION algorithm as is shown by comparison with
spaceborne visible/infrared imagery. Despite numerous cases of an insuf-
ficient weather correction of the SSM/I data used within one month, per-
sistent polynyas remain visible in maps of the monthly averaged sea ice
concentration very clearly.
• A comparison with SAR data shows the capability of the SEA LION al-
gorithm to map the sea ice edge under a divergent as well as a convergent
sea ice motion. The sea ice concentration gradients across the marginal ice
zone (MIZ) are found to be much steeper in sea ice concentration maps
obtained with the SEA LION algorithm compared to the NASA Team al-
gorithm. While the transition betwen the MIZ and the pack ice evident in a
SAR scene agrees with the rËp to Ëqp isoline of the NASA Team sea ice
concentration, the SEA LION algorithm takes values between 80 and nËp .
• A comparison of Antarctic sea ice areas and extents derived with the three
algorithms mentioned demonstrates that, on average, the NASA Team al-
gorithm yields too low sea ice concentrations during Austral winter. The
SEA LION and Bootstrap sea ice areas agree quite well and are at least
l í$lËü km J larger than the NASA Team sea ice area. Moreover, the SEA
LION algorithm allows an earlier detection of the sea ice retreat at the be-
ginning of melt-onset since the SEA LION sea ice extent starts to decrease
earlier compared to the other algorithms.
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8.2 Outlook
The coming Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR) operates at fre-
quencies close to those of the SSM/I and is additionally equipped with channels
at 6 GHz. Its data will allow an improvement of known sea ice concentration
products, mainly due to the smaller effective field-of-view (FOV) of rsí¢r km J
at 18.7 GHz (SSM/I: n íÝokh km J at 19.4 GHz) and of lrí$lr km J at 36.5 GHz
(SSM/I: hkj í$n km J at 37 GHz). Furthermore, the corresponding new sea ice
concentration algorithm will run more economically since a simple weather cor-
rection scheme will be sufficient because of the frequencies used. In addition,
the AMSR will provide 89 GHz data with a smaller FOV ( r í$r km J ) than the
other AMSR channels. These data can be used to determine higher resolved and
thus more realistic sea ice concentrations, at least under clear-sky conditions. In
this context, the method proposed in this thesis will be very useful since surface
properties can be assumed to be quite similar at 85 and 89 GHz.
Many improvements are neccessary to obtain more precise results with the
SEA LION algorithm. Concerning the tie points some ideas have already been
stated in Section 7.1. A sufficient weather correction, however, turns out to be
the main difficulty. Modeled values of the cloud liquid water content  cannot
be expected to become considerably more reliable in polar regions since only few
observations are available for validation. Data derived from microwave radiances
seem to be more promising. The ñ -factor method of Miao et al. [2000] (see
Section 3.2.4) has already been used to calculate  but, so far, this is validated
over open water only. It is planned to improve the performance of the ñ -factor
method over sea ice and to extend this method to the AMSR data set as well.
Moreover, the SEA LION algorithm may be improved using maps of the modeled
surface wind speed covering both open water and sea ice, particularly in the MIZ
and areas covered by large polynyas. Here, the open water fraction might be large
enough to cause a significant change of SSM/I brightness temperatures due to
scattering at the wind-roughend water surface.
So far it is impossible to use the SEA LION algorithm in an operational mode
because the tie points are calculated for each month in advance and the ñ -factor
method used to generate a cloud mask requires also one month of data. How-
ever, once  data derived from microwave radiances and/or taken from Numerical
Weather Prediction models have improved in quality, particulary over ice-covered
regions, a modification towards an operationally running SEA LION algorithm
might be feasible. In this case, one would be able to correct the SSM/I (or AMSR)
data more efficiently for the influence of  , and the usage of the data-consuming
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cloud mask could be avoided. It would be possible to calculate sea ice tie points
on a daily or even on an orbital basis using the weather-corrected SSM/I (AMSR)
data. This would allow a further improvement of the sea ice concentration ob-
tained, particulary since it might be possible to estimate individual sea ice tie
points for different regions. This could be a great advantage dealing with Arc-
tic summer conditions when areas covered by melt-ponds and by dry snow may
appear within one swath. Whether becoming operational or not – sea ice con-
centrations inferred from 85 GHz SSM/I data (or 89 GHz AMSR data) with an
enhanced SEA LION algorithm would be very helpful to validate sea ice extents
derived from active microwave radiometers such as SAR or QuickSCAT, and to
monitor polynyas regularly.
Appendix
Lookup-table for ~
P^
This section provides the lookup-table of sea surface emissivities ( \ and 1| for
vertical and horizontal polarization) as a function of the surface wind speed Î for
Ë m s 
d
Ì®Î Ì­hË m s 
d
computed with MWMOD at a frequency of 85 GHz for
a SST of 272 K and a surface salinity of 34 ‰.
Table 8.1: Sea surface emissivities for typical surface wind speeds. The emissivi-
ties are rounded to the nearest Ë
Y
rp .
Î [m s  d ] 1| \ Î [m s  d ] 1| \
0 0.480 0.840 16 0.630 0.850
1 0.485 0.835 17 0.655 0.855
2 0.490 0.830 18 0.680 0.865
3 0.490 0.830 19 0.705 0.875
4 0.495 0.830 20 0.730 0.885
5 0.500 0.825 21 0.755 0.895
6 0.500 0.825 22 0.780 0.905
7 0.505 0.825 23 0.810 0.915
8 0.515 0.825 24 0.835 0.925
9 0.520 0.825 25 0.855 0.935
10 0.530 0.825 26 0.875 0.940
11 0.545 0.825 27 0.890 0.945
12 0.560 0.830 28 0.900 0.945
13 0.575 0.835 29 0.900 0.940
14 0.595 0.840 30 0.895 0.930
15 0.615 0.845
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Lookup-table for Ł
This section provides the lookup-table of the contribution of the oxygen absorp-
tion to the brightness temperature yz=ß ¿ that would be measured by the SSM/I at
85 GHz under dry, clear-sky conditions independent of the polarization P . The val-
ues listed are computed with MWMOD (Section 2.5.1) at a frequency of 85 GHz
for emissivities between 0.5 and 0.95 for a typical polar atmosphere and a surface
temperature of Ë

C. Values of y}=ß ¿ decrease with a decreasing surface tempera-
ture, however, the change in the values listed is below p for surface temperatures
down to U3hË

C.
Table 8.2: Contribution of the oxygen absorption to the brightness temperature at
85 GHz.
!> y}=ß
¿ [K] !> yz=ß ¿ [K]
0.50 17.8 0.75 8.3
0.55 15.9 0.80 6.4
0.60 14.0 0.85 4.4
0.65 12.0 0.90 2.5
0.70 10.2 0.95 0.6
The Calculation of 
This section describes in more detail how to derive Equation 5.4. One starts with
Equation 5.3
=]\ Q FµlﬃUb<zKµ\@ N]=@ Ns`%<ðµ\@ Aº=cA
Y
=c| Q FµlﬃUb<zK|@ NÉ=@ N}`$<Ä1|@ Aº=]A
Y
(8.1)
and Equation 4.2
«
Q
=c\xUX=|
=]\`(=|
(8.2)
Here,
«
is the normalized brightness temperature polarization difference NBTPD
at 85 GHz, =c\ and =c| are the brightness temperatures at 85 GHz for vertical ( £ )
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and horizontal (   ) polarization, < is the total sea ice concentration, \@ N , |@ N and
\@ A , 1|@ A are the emissivities of open water and the radiating sea ice and/or snow
layer at polarization £ or   , respectively, and =@ N and =]A are the physical temper-
atures of the sea surface and the radiating sea ice and/or snow layer. One gets the
open water and sea ice tie points by writing
=?>@ NQ­!>@ NÉ=@ N and =?>@ AcQ®!>@ Aº=]A
Y
(8.3)
We define further 
=]N Q =c\@ N`(=|@ N-e
yz=]N Q =c\@ NgUV=c|@ N-e

=]AôQ =c\@ AÈ`b=c|@ A and
y}=]AôQ =c\@ A]UX=c|@ A
Y
(8.4)
By substituting Equation 8.1 into Equation 8.2 and using Equations 8.3 and 8.4
one obtains
«
Q
FµlﬃUb<zKyz=]N`$<Äyz=cA
FlÇUb<zK

=]N`$<

=]A.Y
(8.5)
Introduction of
«
NQ
yz=]N

=]N
and « AQ yz=cA

=]A
(8.6)
leads to
«
Q
FµlﬃUV<}K
«
N`%<
«
A|
ßLâ

ß
]
lﬃUb< `$<

ßLâ

ß
]
Y
(8.7)
Equation 8.7 can be easily solved for < :
<Q
«
U
«
N
«
U
«
N}`
ßGâ

ß
]
F
«
AcU
«
K
(8.8)
and re-arranged to obtain Equation 5.4
<RQ

lq`
=c\@ AÈ`b=c|@ A
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